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ABSTRACT

Scattering Studies from Polymer Blends

(February 1979)

Thomas P . Russell

B.S., Boston State College
M.S., University of Massachusetts

Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Professor Richard S. Stein

Small angle x-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS) scattering studies

have been performed on a series of polymer blends in both the dilute and

concentrated composition ranges.

SAXS studies utilizing a step scanning Kratky apparatus were

performed on polyvinylchloride (PVC) /poly (e-caprolactone) (PCL) blends

over the entire composition range above the melting point of the PCL, as

well as on the blends crystallized at 30°C. Results on the semicrystal-

line blend indicate that the lamellae separate to accommodate the PVC

forming a true compatible mixture in the interlamellar regions. Studies

on the amorphous blends indicated that the two polymers are segmentally

mixed and, consequently, form a true solution.

SAXS studies using a Kratky apparatus with a one dimensional

position sensitive detector were conducted on several blend systems

where one of the components was dilute. Using Guinier analyses as a

function of composition the radius of gyration, R , and molecular
6

weight, M.
T
, at zero composition were found. These analyses, also, were



used to obtain the second virial coefficient, .

In a dilute blend of PCL in PVC it was found that the PCL R was
g

expanded in the PVC matrix and that PCL was molecularly dispersed in the

PVC. k^ was found to be zero within experimental errors. In the poly

(para-iodostyrene) (PpIS) /polystyrene (PS) mixture the PpIS was found

to cluster with both the and increasing as a function of composi-

t ion.

The system of PS/PoCIS (poly (ortho-chlorostyrene) did not pos-

sess enough contrast to be examined by SAXS. Deuterating the PS allowed

the use of SANS which indicated that PS was expanded in the PoCIS

matrix. Again k^ was found to be zero within experimental errors.

The results of An and R are discussed with the conclusion that
2 g

even in very compatible systems a value of A, = 0 is expected.
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CHAPTER I

1 . Introduction

The subject of polymer mixtures has received a considerable

amount of attention from both academic (1-7) and industrial (8) scien-

tists. The reason for such interest is that the properties of a

material can be modified to produce a material with tailored properties

simply by adding another polymer. This basically allows the use of

already existing materials to produce a new and better product without

resorting to chemical modification of the chain or synthesis of an

entirely new product. Quite clearly, this has extreme economic value.

The final properties of the polymer mixture or blend will de-

pend upon the degree of mixing between the two homopolymeric species.

In a blend where the homopolymers are miscible in each other and form

a homogeneous, molecularly dispersed mixture the homopolymers are

called compatible. If the materials do not mix and form a phase

separated system where the phases are the pure homopolymeric components

then the two are called incompatible. In between these two extremes

are the partially compatible materials where the mixtures are phase

separated but the phases are not pure homopolymer. In such cases,

boundaries between phases are diffuse indicating partial mixing.

Numerous methods have been developed to determine the extent of

mixing in a blend. Probably the most frequently employed and most ac-

cepted criterion for compatibility is a single glass transition

1
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temperature, Tg. For a phase separated system there will be two dis-

tinct Tg's characteristic of the individual phases present, whereas in

a compatible mixture only one Tg will be seen located between the Tg's

of the pure components (1,2,9,10). Experimentally, Tg can be easily

measured by differential scanning calorimetry, dynamic mechanical test-

ing (11,12,13,14,15), nuclear magnetic resonance (16) and changes in the

specific volume on thermal expansion (17). These techniques require a

significant difference in the Tg !

s of the homopolymers and can not be

used in cases where the Tg f

s of the homopolymers are similar. An alter-

nate criterion for compatible systems is optical clarity. This method

relies on the refractive index between the two homopolymers. If the

refractive indices are dissimilar then phase separated system will

scatter light and the material will be opaque (3). However, if the

phases are small or the refractive indices are similar, then this test

will be insensitive (18,19). A classic example of this insensitivity

is seen in the case of styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymer where

phase separation is known to occur (20,21,22). Here the phases are

quite small and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can be used to de-

tect the phases (23). Consequently, SAXS can be used to examine phase

separation where the differences in the electron density of the phases

produces the contrast necessary to observe the phases. Along these

same lines, fracture surface studies can be performed on the electron

microscope (22,24,25) to determine the presence of phase separation.

These latter two techniques are rather elaborate and should only be

used when the simple techniques are not adequate. Recently, Coleman et

al. (26,27) have demonstrated that infrared spectroscopy can be used to



determine compatibility by subtracting the properly weighed spectra of

the two homopolymers from that of the blend. If the system is incom-

patible then there is no difference between the spectra of the weighted

sum of the homopolymers and the blend. In a compatible blend a dif-

ference is seen and the groups involved in specific interactions in

the mixture can be determined.

In addition to the morphological behavior of a mixture, thermo-

dynamic parameters can be used to determine compatibility. For example

if one of the components crystallizes, as is the case in polyvinylidene

fluoride (PVF
2

> and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or polyethylmeth-

acrylate (PEMA) blends the melting point depression of the crystals can

be used to indicate a mixing in the amorphous phase (28) . Similar ob-

servations have been made in blends of poly (e-caproacetone) (PCL) and

polyvinylchloride (PVC) (29). Thermodynamic parameters can also be ob-

tained by mutual solvent techniques (30). Using binary solution theory

(31,32,33,34,35,36) coupled with ternary solution theory (32,33,37)

to describe the appropriate solution , the Flory-Huggins interaction

parameter can be determined for the two polymers and, consequently,

determine their compatibility. Olabisi (38), using a gas-liquid

chromatography technique developed by Guillet (39,40) employed these

ideas in the investigation of PCL-PVC blends.

However, as pointed out by Krause (1,2), compatible mixtures

are more the exception than the rule. This can easily be understood by

examining the free energy of mixing AG^, given by

AG = AH - TAS (Dmm m
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where AH^ is the heat of mixing reflecting the type of polymer-polymer

interactions occurring and can be defined in terms of the Hildebrand-

Scott interaction energies (41). AS
m

is the entropy of mixing and is

a measure of the degree of randomness in a system. AH depends uponm r

the total number of segment-segment interactions whereas AS depends
m

upon the total number of molecules in a system. Just from this con-

sideration AS^ would be expected to be small due to the size of the

polymer chain and, consequently, the small number of molecules present.

Gee (42) pointed to this fact by demonstrating that AS
m

is approximately

one thousand times smaller for a polymer mixture than for a small

molecule mixing. Therefore only a slightly positive AH
m

will lead to

a phase separated system (37).

Using equation (1) , it would be predicted that raising the

temperature in a polymer-polymer mixture would tend to compatibilize

the polymers. Also, if a mixture were compatible at lower temperatures

then it should remain mixed at elevated temperatures . Experimental ob-

servations on several systems indicated the opposite. In polyvinyl-

methylether (PVME) blends with polystyrene (PS) Bank et al. (43),

Nishi et al. (16,44) and Bernstein et al. (45) have shown that the

system phase separates at elevated temperatures. Alexandrovich (46)

has demonstrated the same phenomenon in blends of PS with polyortho-

chlorostyrene (P0C1S) . Bernstein et al. (45) established the same con-

ditions for several more systems, including systems where one of the

components crystallizes. Therefore, this phase separation at elevated

temperatures appears to be a general phenomenon.

These observations cannot be predicted by the simple Flory-
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Huggins treatment and have led to extensions and modifications of this

theory. McMaster (47), Flory (48), Prigogine (49), Tager (50), Pat-

terson (51,52), and LaCombe and Sanchez (53) have recently developed

theories that encompass mixtures for any sized molecules. All of these

treatments predict phase separation at both reduced and elevated

temperatures. These theories incorporate temperature, pressure and

concentration dependences of polymer-polymer interaction parameters

leading to fairly accurate predictions of upper and lower critical

solution temperatures (UCST and LCST, respectively). However, the

theory of LaCombe and Sanchez (53) is more general and can be applied

to polymer-polymer mixtures as well as liquid-gas equilibrium.

There are several interesting outgrowths of both the observa-

tions and the theoretical treatments. UCST is a general phenomenon and

is readily observable in low molecular weight mixtures (49,54), as well

as polymer solvent mixtures (31,32,35). In polymer-polymer mixtures

this is not the case because the mixture exists either as a glass

(below Tg) or is extremely viscous. Therefore, the motion of the

molecules past one another is quite slow and phase separation can be

prohibited on this account. Recently Ryan (55), using binary and

ternary techniques, has examined mixtures of PS and POCLS at 35°C. A

positive heat of mixing was found in apparent contradiction to the fact

that the bulk blend at room temperature (<100°C below Tg of the bulk

blend) is known to be compatible (56). However, the use of solutions

has circumvented the barrier of diffusion allowing the molecules

to interact and, consequently, lead to the result that the two polymers

are incompatible at 35°C. These results can be explained thermodynamic



ally but they also point to the cautions that must be used in making

conclusions on bulk blends from solution results.

Another consequence of the critical solution phenomenon is the

mode or mechanism in which the phase separation occurs. If the phase

diagram of a mixture is considered, as shown in Figure 1, it is seen

that then a homogeneous solution exists anywhere outside of the binodal,

which from an equilibrium viewpoint defines where phase separation will

occur with the chemical potential of the components being equal in the

two phases. The absolute limit of stability is defined by the spinodal

given by

8
2
AG

(
21

) = 0 (2)
9 d>

.

i

Within the envelope defined by the spinodal phase separation must occur.

Between the spinodal and binodal is a region called the miscibility gap

where a solution can exist in a metastable state. In terms of fluctua-

tions or perturbations in the system, phase separation can occur in

the miscibility gap provided there is a fluctuation of significant

magnitude to nucleate phase separation. Within the spinodal small per-

turbations will spontaneously lead to a phase separation process.

These different modes of phase separation are distinguishable from one

another in that the nucleation and growth process occurs by the nuclea-

tion of a phase with a given composition. This phase grows in size

but retains its equilibrium composition defined by the binodal.

Spinodal phase separation or spinodal decomposition occurs by a peri-

odic fluctuation throughout the mixture. The magnitude of the
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fluctuations will continually change until the composition of the two

"phases" characterized by the amplitude of the periodic is that de-

fined by the binodal. This essentially saturates periodic function

and the mixture continues to separate to produce only two phases of

the binodal composition. These are schematically illustrated in Figure

2. Theoretical characterization of the different types of phase sepa-

ration processes have been described by Cahn et al. (57,58,59), Langer

(60,61), and others (62,63). The results of Nishi and Kwei on PVME/PS

blends (44) using optical microscopy indicate that spinodal decomposi-

tion is the preferred process. Unpublished results of Goldstein (64)

and Gilmer (65) using light scattering to characterize the phase sepa-

ration in PS/P0C1S blends are inconclusive since the long wavelength of

light only revealed the latter stages of the separation. This indi-

cates that X-ray scattering must be used to reveal the initial steps

of the phase separation process and consequently distinguish between

the two mechanisms.

In most compatible polymer systems, however, the LCST occurs

above the decomposition point (66). The LCST can be lowered by the

application of pressure so that the decomposition problem can be over-

come. This fact could become important in some extrusion processes

where molten polymer mixtures are subjected to large pressures. To

date, this has not been observed, though.

From the above discussions it is apparent that a single polymer

blend can exist in a wide range of mixed states. Consequently, in a

given polymer blend system the interactions occurring between the two

polymers as well as the conformations of the individual molecules will
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depend upon the temperature, composition, and pressure in the system.

The only technique that can be used to obtain this information is

scattering.

Scattering techniques have proved to be a valuable tool in the

investigation of the conformations and configurations of isolated poly-

mer molecules in dilute solutions. It was Zimm (67) who first combined

the concentration and angular dependence of scattering to obtain these

parameters. From the limits of the scattering at zero angle and zero

concentration the molecular weight, second virial coefficient, and the

radius of gyration can be obtained. These parameters characterize the

interactions occurring in the system and the effect of these interac-

tions on the molecule. Others (68,69) have extended this work to in-

clude the effects of polydispersity of the molecules. Kratky (70, 71 , 72)

applied essentially the same type of analysis to X-ray scattering from

solutions emphasizing the generality of the Zimm approach.

Recently, and more importantly for polymer blends, these tech-

niques have been applied to solid mixtures where one polymer is blended

with another without the presence of a solvent. Krigbaum and Godwin

(73) and Hayashi et al. (74) have used X-ray scattering on bulk poly-

styrene samples where a dilute amount of the chains were iodinated to

supply the contrast. Benoit et al. (75,76,77), Scheten et al. (78,79,

80,81,82), Kirste et al . (83,84,85,86,87) and Sadler and coworkers (88)

have recently exploited neutron scattering for the same purpose. This

technique avoids the use of heavy atoms to provide contrast and suffi-

cient contrast can be provided by deuterating a dilute concentration of

the chains. Works in this area have included the bulk conformations of
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polyethylene, polymethylmethacrylate, polystyrene and polypropylene in

both the amorphous and semicrystalline states. Very recently, this

technique has been extended to polymer blends by Kirste (89) , who in-

vestigated the conformation of polystyrene in a matrix of poly-

acrylonitrile-polystyrene copolymer and Higgins (90) on the conforma-

tion of a polystyrene chain in polyorthochlorostyrene-polystyrene blend

matrix.

Consequently, this investigation was undertaken to utilize both

X-ray and neutron scattering technique to examine the conformation of

isolated polymer molecules in a matrix of different chemical composi-

tion. Using the values of the second virial coefficient and the radius

of gyration the interactions occurring can be characterized and can

furnish information concerning the compatibility or incompatibility of

the mixture.

2. Amorphous Polymers

Since a major section of this work deals with a small amount of

scattering in excess of the scattering from a blank where the blank

sample is a glassy polymer, then a discussion of glassy or amorphous

polymers is necessary, indicating the current views of such material and

the possible ramifications of structure in the glassy state. Polymers

of particular interest are PVC, PMMA, polycarbonate (PC), polystyrene

(PS), and polyethyleneterepthalate (PET). These materials have been

investigated rather extensively but there is still uncertainty about the

order in these materials.

There are essentially two schools of thought concerning order
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in amorphous polymers. The first simply denies the possibility of any

long range order and that the polymer molecule assumes its unperturbed

configuration in the bulk material. Proponents (91-100) cite numerous

results from birefringence, small and wide angle X-ray scattering,

light depolarization, and deformation studies to support their ideas.

On the other hand, others feel that there must exist some sort of long

range structure or even superstructure, particularly in crystallizable

materials like PET. There is no one idea on what this order should be.

From electron microscopy measurements and from small angle X-ray

measurements on plasticized materials, Yeh et al. (101-105) state that

there are nodular types of structures of approximately 20 nm in size

composed of random chains. Pechold (106), Kargin (107), and Aharoni

(108), however, propose an alternate form of a bundle like structure

where a bundle of random chains (although this is not necessarily the

case) meander through the amorphous material. Interestingly enough,

proponents of these models cite the same works as the "no order school"

to support their arguments. Indeed, these models become more feasible

when one considers the recent neutron data of Schelten et al. (109),

where in a sample of crystalline polypropylene the chain was found to

retain its unperturbed dimensions

.

Consequently, the question of order still remains unanswered.

As to the effect of this possible order on this investigation is unknown.

It is hard to imagine that a polymer molecule in an environment of

another polymer would not be affected by the state of the alternate

component. If the interactions occurring in the material are favorable

then the segmental interactions should be maximized. Consequently, if
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there is an overall superstructure then the dilute component should be

able to penetrate the bundle in order to maximize the interactions.

Consequently, this may lead to a decrease in the scattering due to

disruption of this superstructure or there would at least be an over-

subtraction of the background due to the intensity lost that originated

from the bundle. It is also possible to envisage the molecule being

retained with a bundle as are the chains of the host material. If the

lack of order concept is correct, then there is no problem accommodating

the dilute component in order to maximize the interactions and yield

results that are characteristic of the dilute component. As will be

seen, the results from this investigation support the idea that what-

ever order (or lack thereof ) there is in the amorphous phase , it did

not interfere with the analysis to within experimental errors. It is

not felt that the results from the X-ray and neutron scattering experi-

ments can shed any light in this area. It very well could indicate that

radius of gyration measurements are not sensitive enough to distinguish

between the two models, as Shelten's work indicates (109) also.



CHAPTER II

THEORY

1. Introduction to Scattering

Scattering in general can be used to elucidate the structure of

a material. The size of the structure being examined will depend upon

the wavelength of the incident radiation and the contrast present in

the system. Light, typically having wavelengths of 450 nm or higher,

examines polarizability fluctuations and is useful in a size range of

100 nm or higher. X-rays with wavelengths up to 0.3 mn examine fluc-

tuations in the electron density in the size range from 500 nm and less.

Neutrons, having a range of wavelengths up to 1 nm, rely on neutron

scattering cross sections to provide the scattering and cover a similar

range as x-rays.

Since the various type of radiation supply information at dif-

ferent levels, they are complementary in revealing the structure of a

material from the macroscopic to sub-microscopic level. Recently,

Higgins and Stein (181) have reviewed these three areas, emphasizing

this complementarity

.

The structure of a system is revealed by the interference ob-

served in the scattered radiation. These interferences can be divided

into two categories: where only intraparticle interference effects are

important, as in dilute solutions , and where interparticle interference

effects become important, as in concentrated solutions. Consequently,

12
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these two effects will be treated separately in the presentation of

the scattering theory.

2. Dilute Solution Scattering Theory

In general, the amplitude of scattering, Es, from a system

composed of collections of electrons with an incident field ampli-

tude, E 0 , and frequency, co, is given by (182)

E

2 2- ioot 2n
,

—e co E e .
—— R__*S

s I \ '
.. , 2 2 > * " t»

K M (co -co ) rc
o o

where e is the charge of an electron of mass, M , oo is the resonance
o o

frequency of the electron, r is the distance from the dipole to the

observer at an angle i> measured from the direction of the dipole, c

is the speed of light, R^. is a vector from the origin to the K*"*
1

scat-

terer, S = S., - S where S and S n are unit vectors in the direction of
' - -1 ~o -o -1

the incident field and scattering, respectively, |§| =2 sin(9/2) and

h -M s .

Two cases can be considered in equation (3). If oo
q

>> co, then

the electron can easily follow the applied field. This is the case for

Rayleigh or light scattering and the scattering will depend upon the

frequency of E . If co « co, then the electrons cannot respond rapidly
o o

enough to the applied field. This is the case for Thompson or x-ray

scattering and equation (3) reduces to

2„ icot . n .

. -e E e -iRj/h
y sin if,

(

o
(4)

S £ K 2 M }

K rc o
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The electron can be considered as an average value Z plus a

deviation from this average, (AZ ) K
- It is these deviations or fluc-

tuations that give rise to the scattering. Consequently, Z can be

replaced by (AZ)
K « Therefore, the intensity of scattering can be given

by

i I

I
s

= H (AZ
K)

(AZj) cos r
Kj

-h (5)

2 2 2where i^, the Thompson scattering factor, is given by e /M c = 7.9 x

—26 2 2
10 cm , I = 1/ 411 E and r Tr . is a vector defined by r„ . = r Tr

- r .

.

o o -Kj J ~Kj -K ~j

In the absence of intraparticle and interparticle interference

the average scattering arising from this system is given by

i I —
-sr i I

1
s =

~±f VAZ)2 = Vo
2

(Ap)2 (6)

r r

where N
v

is the number of scatterers per unit volume, Ap is the fluc-

tuation in the electron density and V
q

is the scattering volume.

Employing the fluctuation theory of Einstein (110) and Debye

2
(111), (Ap) can be related to fluctuation in temperature, pressure and

concentration in a dilute solution. If the fluctuations are independent

of each other then fluctuations due to temperature and pressure can be

subtracted out leaving the excess scattering, (I c )^ > due to the dis-
o ex

solved material. Therefore,

i I N V,
2

r

The fluctuation in concentration is related to the change in the



chemical potential with respect to concentration, (AC) 2
, by (32)

<AC)2 " V ~ ^ m
(—) (— (—-))
RT — v

3 c
;;

V
l

where is Avogadro's number, R is the gas constant, V is the scat-

tering volume, V is the molar volume of the solvent and T is the

temperature

.

The chemical potential is related to the osmotic pressure, it,

which can be written in terms of a virial expansion by

a -1 1

(~) = — ("TA)= RT [J- + 2A.c + . . . ] (9)dc — dc LM 2

1
w

where is the second virial coefficient.

Substitution of equation (8) and (9) into equation (7) results

in
8pM 2

N.i I Vc (r^) c
A e o S 3c | p

b ex 2. /I , n. v

r (M
+ 2A

2
C)

where is the molar electron density.

A convenient method of rewriting (1 ) is in terms of the
o ex

2Rayleigh factor, R = I r /I VQ . This is independent of the scattering
O O O

geometry and depends only on the system. Therefore equation (10) can

be written as

w w h=0
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T,P* (12)

For the case of Rayleigh scattering the same equation would

be obtained but the constant K would be

* - K2 #v
where n

Q
is the average refractive index of the medium, X is the

wavelength of the incident field, and (3n/9c) is the change in the

refractive index as a function of concentration.

Equation (11) defines the scattering from a system as a function

of concentration in the absence of either interparticle or intraparticle

interferences. If the solution is dilute where the particles are ran-

domly distributed throughout the medium, the former assumption is valid.

However, the latter assumption is not, since this arises from the

structure of the particle.

length of the incident radiation, the intraparticle interference func-

tion, P(0), must be considered. From classical scattering theory (112)

the amplitude of scattering, E(h), is given by:

where f is the structure factor, rv is a vector from the origin to

the scatterer and E (h) is the scattering amplitude from one electron.

The intensity of scattering averaged over all time is therefore given

When the particle that is scattering is larger than the wave-

E
s
(h) = I E

K = E
e
(h)IfK

e

-ihr
(14)

by (112):
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Vh) = V h) 11 f
K
f
j

cos^^Ki
) <

15 >

Kj

sin h |r
|

" l
e
(h) H f

K
f

i
^ <16 >

where rv . - r„ - r .

.

Tlie sine term can be expanded in a power series and noting that

= K\
2+

Ifjl
2

- 2|r
K Mr.|

cos*
K . (17)

where cj> is the angle between vectors r._ and r .

l_(h) = I (h)(^f„) {1 - V ^ ^ >6
K

K 3
[f

K
3

(IfK )

2

(18)

As h -* 0:

I
s
(h) = I

e
(h)([f

K )

2
(l - \ R

G

2
) (19)

K

1/2
2

where (R^ ) is the root mean square radius of gyration of the par

ticle.

It is important to realize that the equation for Ig (h) was

obtained without any assumption concerning the dimensions of the par-

ticle in solution. Consequently, it is perfectly general and is ap-

plicable to every kind of dissolved particle

.

At zero angle 1^ (h) becomes

I
s
(o) = I

e
(o)(£f

K )

2
= I(o)

K
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where I(o) has been shown previously to be proportional to M in the
h

R 2
limit of zero concentration. Therefore, G represents the

3
interference function; P(h).

P(h) can be approximated in several different manners. Guinier

chose to approximate P(h) as an exponential function where for small

values of h

2 2 2 2

P(h) = 1
f- = exp( 3^-) (20)

alternately,

2 2
1 h\*

P
A
(h) = _ - 1 +—^ (21)

h%Z J

1 ^~

Consequently
, substituting into equation (11)

2 2

= 7~- (1 + , ) + 2A0 C (22)
R(h) M 3 ' 2

w

or

2 2

exp(—r^) + 2A 0 C (23)
R(h) M ^ v

3 ' "2
w

The former expression is the familiar Zimm equation, whereas

2 2
the latter expression, equally valid at small values of h , is a

modified version.

Debye (111,113) has extended this treatment of P (h) by con-

sidering the interference of a polymer coil, where the chain segment

density is distributed about the center of gravity in a gaussian fashion
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In this case,

P(h) = \ [e
X

- (1 - x)] (24)
x

where x = h R

At small angles, this also reduces to the value obtained pre-

viously by simply expanding the exponential

.

In a similar fashion, the same result can be obtained for neu-

tron scattering. Benoit (76) has shown that for a mixture of labeled

polymer A in a polymer B matrix the total intensity of scattering is

given by

where is Avogadro's number, V is the scattering volume, <|>

o
is the

—2-1
incident neutron flux (cm sec ) , t is the counting time for an

experiment, T is the trans mission coefficient, and C
g

are the con-

3
centrations (g/cm ) of components A and B, m^ and m^ are the molecular

2 2 2
weights of monomers A and B, k , A^ and B^ are the coherent scatter-

ing cross section and the incoherent scattering cross-sections of A and

B. P(h) is the value of the interference function normalized to

Since the solvent scattering is represented strictly by the

total incoherent scattering level, then we have

(25)

P(0) = 1.

Kh) solv
= N . V Tt [

—
A o m.

(26)
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As can be seen from the right side of this equation, 1(h) „solv

is really not a function of h and is a constant. Therefore, the

excess scattering due to the presence of a dilute quantity of labeled

material is given by

Kh)
ex

= i(h ) - 1(h)
sQlv (27)

2
C
A

N
A

V<(,
o
tT[K

Z ^ MP(h)] (28)
A

Therefore

,

*ff = "/^M=#='« on
T o A o

2
This is identical to the Rayleigh Factor (I(h)r /I

0
V) employed in light

scattering and x-ray scattering. Rewriting in terms of R(h) results

in the familiar Zimm expression at h = 0.

^C_ = PM - I
( 30)R(h) M h=0 M
UU;

V 2

where K = ^A K
^m

a
= N

A
ZIVB

S F"'
/m
k

(31)

s

and the parameters have been defined previously.

There are several precautionary notes that must accompany the

use of the preceding equations for light, x-ray and neutron scattering.

These precautions are centered around several assumptions that have

been made. Firstly, the system must be dilute, that is, each scatterer

must be randomly located in a system and must act as an independent

scatterer. The question of •How dilute is dilute? 1 will be treated

later. Secondly, the interpretation of the second virial coefficient
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in the Flory-Huggins sense for a polymer-polymer mixture may be subject

to some error, as will be discussed later. Thirdly, the approximations

made require that experiments be carried out within a particular angu-

lar range. This will be discussed shortly. The final assumption made

in a sense implicitly is that these equations are for monodisperse

systems and not for a system with a polydisperse molecular weight dis-

tribution. This does cause an effect and will be discussed shortly.

Only when these limitations are strictly met can the equations outlined

above be used correctly.

Each of these limitations will be treated below under separate

headings to amplify the restrictions placed on this type of analysis.

A. Angular limitations . The angular limitations in this analysis arise

in the assumptions made in equations (16) -(19) and in equations (20) and

(21). The first assumption involves the truncation of a power series

expansion for the sine function in the second term. Consequently, it

is assumed that

2
sin x ^ - x__

x
1

6

The second assumption involves either assuming that

—^- - 1 + x
1-x

or 1 _ ( .— exp(-x)
1 x

Both of these assumptions are strictly valid only at x = 0. However,

since x = h
2
R
2

this will be the case only where h = 0 or a measurement
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is made at zero scattering angle. Because of this upper limits have

been set on the range of applicability of these equations (112). Norm-

2 2ally, the limitation is that h R < 1 or h < 1/R (some feel the approxi-

2 2mations are valid for h R < 3) . We shall look at three dilute macro-

molecular solutions containing molecules of R = 5 run, 10 nm, and 20 nm.

These require that h < 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 nm"
1

, respectively. Due to

the wavelength dependency of h the angular limitation will vary for the

different radiations. Table 1 lists four different wavelengths of

equipment now in use along with the angular limitation of each.

It is quite evident that as the wavelength of the radiation

is increased the angular range in which data can be legitimately col-

lected increases. Inversely, as the wavelength decreases, the minimum

angular resolution must increase. This is particularly problematic

with x-rays, where high resolution is required, thus making the use of

a Kratky or a Bonse-Hart apparatus mandatory. Spectrometers at Oak

Ridge and Grenoble can easily reach the desired resolution with a

fairly large range of angles for data collection. For light scattering

this really does not create a problem. However, as enumerated by

Tabor (114), other problems limit this technique.

B. Effect of polydispersity . Consider the Debye coil interference

function for a monodisperse system of Gaussian coils with a degree of

polymerization N. The interference function shown previously can be

rewritten as

P( h )
= {NU - 1 + exp(-NU)} (32)

ST
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2 2
where U = h b /6 and b is a length of the statistical element of the

chain.

Zimm (67) and later Benoit (68) expanded this to include the

effect of polydispersity . Letting f (N) be the number of chains with a

degree of polymerization N the scattering is given by

P(h) = /°°Nf (N)P (h)dN (33)

|°°Nf(N)dN ° N

where P^(h) represents the interference function of a coil with a DP

N. The number , weight , and Z-average moments of f(N) are given by

f(N)
< NN>

=1 '<
N

dN) (34)

^N
ŵ

= / Nf (N)dN (35)

o

•00

<N > =
J N

2
f(N)dN (36)

\ W' o

When the appropriate substitutions are made and P(h) is expanded as

before, then

P(h)"
1

= 1 +<N
Z
> U/3 (37)

This effectively means that the radius of gyration measured is

characteristic of the Z-average and not the weight average value.

Consequently, the radius of gyration determined must be cor-

rected to reduce it to the weight average value. Zimm ( 67 ) and, later,
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Schultz and coworkers (115) have presented the appropriate correction

factor for a polymer whose molecular weight distribution can be

approximated by

f(N) = (y
i+1

/Z!)n
Z
e"

yn
(38)

where f (N) is the number of molecules of molecular weight N, Z =

2 2«N >/<AN » - 1, <N>is the weight average molecular weight, AN is the

2distributions dispersion and y = <N>/<AN >. This ultimately leads to

an equation to obtain from R^:

_ 1/2 -

For a monodisperse chain, this says that = and that the

broader the distribution, the greater is the correction factor.

C. Effect of concentration . A very important assumption was made when

the form of the interference function was being discussed. It was as-

sumed that each molecule was randomly located in the medium and was

acting as an individual scattering entity. No account was made for

interferences between the coils. This brings up the question of the

maximum concentration where this dilute approximation can be made.

Cotton et al. (116) have defined a critical concentration, C*,

at which the molecules begin to overlap as

C* = M/N.R-
3

(40)
A b

So, for example, a polystyrene molecule with a molecular weight of 10^
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and a corresponding radius of gyration of 10 nra (10 ^ cm) produces a

3
C* = 0.17 g/cm . Similar calculations were performed for poly(e-

caprolactone) , where = 45,000 and R = 5 mm (5 x 10 ^ cm), yielding
o

3
a C* =0.6 g/cm . It was felt that these concentrations were much too

high for there not to be significant chain overlapping. Consequently,

an alternate approach was used to define the limits of the dilute solu-

tion approximation.

Eight molecules were placed at the corners of a cube and the

chain displacement lengths were assumed to be given by a Gaussian (32)

2 2

W(r)dr = (3/tt
1/2

) 47rr
2
e"

e r
dr (41)

where W(r)dr defines the probability that a chain displacement length

2 12
in between r and r + dr and 0 = t R . The dimensions of the cube

2 g

were varied until the molecules 1 density distributions overlapped by

5%. This was taken to define a dilute solution and for a molecule with

R = 5 nm a concentration of 1.5 x 10 g/cm was found. This defini-
g

tion of dilute was retained throughout this study.

Another approach to this problem of interferences arising

between chains is to include the interferences in the analysis. Rather

than having the normal Zimm equation of

KC = PitO + 2A c (42)
R(h) ^ 2

an alternate equation obtained by Albrecht (117) can be used

$s - i^r
+ 2A2CQ(h) (43)



where Q(h) = P
2
(h)/P

1
(h) , P

2
(h) is the interference function of a

single chain and P
2
(h) is related to the root mean square distance be-

tween the centers of gravity of -pairs of molecules. In subsequent work

by Picot (118) and Hyde and Taylor (119,120,121) over wide ranges of

concentrations marked curvature was found in plots of Kc/(I - I )
solv

vs. C as well as a change in the slope of KC/(I - I , ) vs. sin
2
(9/2).

solv

These studies indicate the possible concentration dependencies of k^ or

what may be termed the apparent molecular weight and the radius of

gyration. Figure 3 shows a copy of these results and it can be seen

—2
that deviations from linearity are strong at concentrations > 5 x 10

3
g/cm but even at lower concentrations there is still curvature. Both

works indicate that the higher the concentrations are, the more diffi-

cult it is to perform the necessary extrapolations to obtain the de-

sired molecular parameters.

D. Interpretation of the second virial coefficient . It will be assumed

that the second virial coefficient, k^, obtained from either the Zimm

analysis or the modified Zimm analysis has been obtained from the

initial slope of KC/R(o) vs. C as C * 0. Using this value, the effects

of interchain interferences as discussed previously will be neglected

and the value of reflects the interactions occurring in one molecule.

Before entering into a discussion of the interpretation of k^

in a binary system it will be useful to review some classical lattice

statistics to examine the origin of k^> The lattice will be treated in

a general fashion so that the final expression for k^ can be interpreted

for binary mixtures of molecules of any molecular weight.
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Consider a binary mixture of two molecules, each occupying r^

and r
2

lattice sites so that they completely fill a lattice of N^r^ +

^2r 2 sites " As shown by Flory (33,122) and Huggins (39), the free

energy of mixing, AG^, is given by:

i h
AG
m

= kT(Niri + N
2
r
2
)( — ln^ + — ln<(>

2
+ ^x) (44)

where <j>^ is the volume fraction of component 1 and is given by (f>^
=

1 - (j)^ - N^r^/(N-r^ + N
2
r 2^ " * is t *ie ^nteract ^on parameter and can be

written in terms of the potential energy of component 1 - component 2

contacts as (41,123,124)

X = (Z/2)(eu + e
22

- 2e
12

)/kT (45)

where Z is the coordination number of the lattice, T is the absolute

temperature, and k is Boltzmann 1

s constant.

The chemical potential of component 1, Ay^, is given by

AMl = OAG^a^) (46)

Therefore,

2
Ay^/RT = ln^ + (1 - r^r^tf^ + r-jX^ (47)

Similarly

,

^ = ln*
2
+ (1 - ^/r^ + r

2
x* x

2
(48)

Expanding lntf^ in equation (47), we get
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(A^/RT) = - {( ri /r 2
)4>

2
+ (1/2 - rlX )<(>

2

2
+ <|>

2

3
/3 + . . .} (49)

The osmotic pressure, it, is related to Au^ by

tt = -Ay
1
/V

1
= {(RT/V

X
°) (^ 2

+ (1/2 - r^)-^ 2 + <(»

2

3
/3 + . . .}(50)

For dilute solutions

r
2
N
2

r
2
N
2

*
2

=
r
l
N
l
+r

2
N
2

" r
l
N
l

(51)

and

C V C N V
°

n
2 = t- ; -ir^ (52)

where is the concentration of component 2, M2 its molecular weight

and V is the volume of the solution (- N^V^°). ^s tne molar vol-

ume of component 1. Therefore

r
2

C2Vl° V
2
° C2Vl° V

2
°C

2

*2 = r^-^ =

~^"V
= ^2~ =

2 2

3
where is the density (g/cm ) of component 2.

Substituting this into equation (31),

tt/RT = C
2

( ^ + (1/2 - r
1
x)C

2
/p

2
V
1
° + . . . ) (54)

The virial expansion of van 1

1 Hof

f

1

s Law in terms of the concentration

is
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tt/RT = C
2 ( ^- + + . . . ) (55)

By comparison,

A
2

= (1/2 - r
1
x)/p

2

2
V
1

°
(56)

This type of analysis has been used countless times in the past

to assess the type and magnitude of interactions occurring in solutions

of a polymer molecule in a low molecular weight solvent. For this type

of a system is it readily seen that the value of the second virial co-

efficient is the dominant term in the expansion. For example, a

typical polymer molecular weight is 10"* with the concentrations being

-2
of the order of 10 , p

2
z 1- Therefore, slight change in x will

have a dramatic effect upon the slope of the KC/R(1) vs. C line. Con-

sequently, meaningful values of x can De determined with a fair amount

of accuracy.

or zero when r^x is less than, greater than, or equal to 0.5, respec-

tively. Thermodynamic significance of these values is found when the

stability limits of a mixture are considered. In order for a mixture

to be stable

From this equation it is seen that A
?

can be positive, negative

( ) > 0 (57)
3 <()

Upon performing the appropriate differentiation we get

} (58)
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Now

r
2*2 (10

5
)(10"2

)

- 0 (59)

- 1 (60)

Consequently, x-^ < 1/2. This result is certainly not new but it basi-

cally states that when X-^ < 1/2 the mixture is stable, i.e., one phase.

Flory has defined the 6-point as the critical raiscibility point or

mathematically the 6-point is defined by 8Ap^/3<|>^ = 0. In terms of a

phase diagram this defines the spinodal line. For the polymer low

molecular weight solvent case in dilute solution is given by r^x = 1/2

or when = 0. At the 0-point the polymer molecules are in the unper-

turbed state where repulsive and attractive forces are completely

balanced. Finally, the onset of phase separation or precipitation

occurs when 3 Au^/S <|>j. < 0, i.e., x < 1/2 or < 0.

Turning our attention to a polymer-polymer mixture the exact

same criteria define the stability limits as in the polymer-low molecu-

lar weight solvent case. Before we analyze the value of x^ > i« e - » r ^X>

the accuracy in the determination of A2 should be examined. Let's con-

sider a system of two polymers both of molecular weight 10^ with the

—2
solute in a concentration of 10 . At first glance it appears as if

nothing has changed and this case is a reiteration of the previous

case. However, we still have V^
0

, the molar volume of the solvent to

consider and

v
i° = V p

i
(61)
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Substituting this into the expression for Kc/R(0)

Kc/R<0) = ±+ (1/2 - X1
)C

2
P
1
/M

1
P
2

2
(62)

Using the numbers stated above 1/M
2

- 10
5
whereas the second term is

(1/2 - X^HO
7

- Quite clearly we see that x
1
would have to be on the

2
order of ±10 before it really begins to affect the slope of this line

2
to any detectable extent. A value of x^ = -10 I s quite ludicrous and

is basically indicating that the dilute solution coherent scattering

technique applied to polymer-polymer mixtures will not yield informa-

tion concerning X-^ ana" second virial coefficients of zero will always

be obtained provided one is not observing clustering or other such

phenomena

.

For argument's sake we can still look at the stability criteria

for a polymer-polymer mixture. After differentiating Au^ with respect

to (j)^ for a stable solution we get

i
.

r
i

X
x
-rlX < W^ + i^> (63)

Now r ^/ r
2

~ 1 and

1
X <

2^*2
(64)

For immiscibility or phase separation

1
>X ' 2^2

(65)

and for the 8-point (if <J>^ = fy^)

= 2 (66)
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Considering just the 8-point and substituting this back into

the expression for Kc/R(0) we get

(J- 2)CJpA° (67)
R(0) M

2

v
2 '- 2

/K
2 1

Clearly, even if a value of x could be obtained the interpreta-

tion of this would be most difficult even for a 6 solvent. One would

not expect a simple linear dependence of Kc/R(0) on C^- Consequently,

interpretation of in terms of molecular interactions must be done

with strong reservations.

3. Concentrated Amorphous Blends

Having treated the scattering from dilute solutions of one poly-

mer in a matrix of another polymer it was emphasized that intermolecular

interference effects were not considered. Consequently, this approach

is not applicable to concentrated systems where chain overlap is ex-

tensive. An alternate approach to characterizing the heterogeneities

or fluctuations in the system is to use correlation function theory

proposed by Debye and Bueche (125)

.

In general the scattering from an isotropic amorphous polymer

blend is given by

R(h) = Kn
2

Y (r) r
2
dr (68)

where R(h) is the Rayleigh factor as defined previously, h is the mag-

nitude of the scattering vector and K is a constant depending on the

type of radiation used.
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The correlation function, y (r) , describes the size and shape of

the heterogeneities and is given by

_2
Y(r) = <An

i
AHj>

r
/An (69a)

where ru is the difference between the 1^ scattering volume element

and the average scattering power of the system. The symbol <^>_ denotes

2
the average overall volume elements separated by a distance r. An is

the mean square fluctuation of the contrast in the system. For light

scattering n signifies the refractive index, for x-rays n is the electron

—

2

density and for neutrons n is the scattering length. An is defined for

a two phase system with infinitely sharp phase boundaries as

An
2

= *
1
*
2

(ri
i

' n
2
)2 (69b)

where t))^ and <(» are the volume fractions of the two phases with corre-

sponding scattering powers of and T)^ respectively.

In qualitative terms the value of the correlation function at a

particular r value simply defines the probability that if one considers

all pairs of points separated by a distance, r, what is the probability

that n. and n. will be equal. Therefore, if r = 0, then n. = n, and

Y(r) =1. If r = 00 then there is no correlation between and n. and

Y(r) = 0. Various correlation functions can be used to describe differ-

ent systems. For example, in the dilute scattering case the correla-

tion function for an isolated sphere (112) could have been chosen where

3, _ . 1,_,^3 (70)
Y (r) = 1 - J(r/R) + y^-(r/R)
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where R is the radius of a sphere. Upon substitution into equation (68)

and integration we would have arrived at the same relation as before.

In concentrated systems Debye, Anderson and Brumberger (126)

have shown that for a random two phase system

Y(r) = exp(-r/a) (71)

where a is the correlation distance defining the size of the hetero-

geneity and upon substitution into equation (68)

R(h) = Kn
2

e~
r/a 3*3&El. r

2
dr (72)

—2 1 2 9 2
= Kn a /(l + h a )

z
(73)

Quite clearly the correlation distance in such systems can be obtained

-1/2 2
from plats of R(h) vs. h and the correlation distance is given by

=
(

Slope
Intercept

For concentrated systems it is rather difficult to interpret

the correlation distance directly. Kratky (127) has shown that the

correlation distance is related to the average chord length by

where or is the average length of chords drawn through phase 1 or

2 respectively.

The correlation distance can also be related to the specific

internal surface, 0/V, which is the area of the phase interface divided
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by the volume of the system. The relationship is (126)

0
4 *1*2

V a (76)

Using the specific internal surface Porod (128,129) defined the average

chord length of a phase as

*i
and l

2
= < 77 >

Combining these last two equations it is easily seen that

± i i
(78)

*1 *2

and

l
l

=
f~2

and *2=^ < 79 >

as indicated previously.

4. Concentrated Semicrystalline Blends

Polymer blends can also exist in the semicrystalline state where

either one or both of the components can crystallize. Systems where

components can crystallize can get quite complex in that there are at

least two if not more phases present. In addition to the crystalline

phase there is an amorphous phase that can contain any number of sepa-

rate phases depending upon the mixing characteristics of the amorphous

blends. For this work, however, we shall be concerned only with a sys-

tem that contains two phases. These phases are a crystalline phase
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possessing a distribution of lamellar thicknesses and an amorphous phase

composed of a homogeneous mixture of two amorphous polymers. In other

words, this blend system behaves as a normal semicrystalline polymer

and the scattering arising from this system can be treated as one would

treat the scattering from a polyethylene specimen, for example.

Currently, there are at least four different theoretical models

to account for the scattering from semicrystalline polymers. These in-

clude the Tsvankin-Buchanan model (130) , the Vonk correlation function

(131), the Hosemann paracrystalline lattice (132), and the interface

distribution function approach of Ruland (133). Each of the models will

be discussed below, however, the original works or several recent re-

views (134,135,136,137) dealing with the models should be consulted if

the reader desires a more in-depth treatment

.

A. Tsvankin-Buchanan . The Tsvankin-Buchanan model consists of a dis-

ordered one dimensional infinite lattice where the projection of the

electron density onto a line perpendicular to the lamellar surface is

considered (138,139). The thickness distribution of the amorphous

phase was taken to be Gaussian whereas the crystal thickness distribu-

tion was rectangular. The model includes a linear transition zone

thickness where the electron density increases from the amorphous elec-

tron density, p , to the crystal electron density, p . This basically
a

results in a trapezoidal electron density profile along the lattice.

This model is quite appealing in the sense that for any symmetric width

distribution parameter and transition zone length both the width of the

scattering peak (a measure of the disorder) and the position of the
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scatterint maximum (a measure of the distribution asymmetry) are

uniquely related to the crystallinity of the sample. This permitted

the construction of a set of calibration curves where one could measure

the peak position and the full width at half maximum of the scattering

maximum and, automatically, the degree of crystallinity and lattice

statistics were specified. The simplicity of this model and its ease of

use are far outweighed by the fact that the model does not describe the

true scattering profile for some quite common polymers. Some unpub-

lished results of this worker (140) and later Warner et al . (135) have

shown that this model yielded relatively poor fits to the experimentally

determined scattering profile and quite often yielded results that

contradicted results obtained by other methods. Consequently this

analysis was not used.

B. Vonk correlation function . This model is essentially an extension

of the analysis used by Debye et al. (126) on a system containing a ran-

dom arrangement of voids in a matrix. In the Vonk model (131) a line

is drawn through a stack of lamellae perpendicular to the lamellae sur-

faces. Two points a distance r apart on this line are considered and

the deviations of the electron density from the mean are determined.

The product of these deviations are averaged over all positions on this

2
line. By dividing this by the average at r = 0, i.e., An ,

the cor-

relation function is obtained. Therefore, the normalized one dimen-

sional correlation function is given by
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Y(r) = Y (O = jo

Y^ (0)

An(x + r)An(x)dx

(An(x)) dx

(80)

According to Guinier (112) , the intensity of scattering in one dimen-

sion, i(s), can be written in terms of Y"^(r) by

i(s) = 2V Y (r) cos 2irrsdr (81)

Fourier transformation of i(s) yields

1
f ^

1

^
=

2V
i(s) cos 2 rsds (82)

and

Y^O) = i i(s)ds (83)

Since the scattering obtained experimentally, I(s)/V, is

characteristic of a three-dimensional system i(s) must be corrected.

Several authors (141,142,137) have shown that this reduces to multiply-

2
ing I (s) by s . Consequently

s I(s) cos 27irsds

Y(r) = (84)

s I(s)ds

The correlation function calculated from the experimental scattering
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profiles display a series of maxima and minima where the position of the

first maximum corresponds approximately to the long period.

Considering a two phase system of alternating layers of high

electron density, p^, e.g., crystalline, and low electron density, p^,

e.g., amorphous, Vonk and Korleve (131), extended the work by Debye,

Anderson and Brumberger (126). The thicknesses of the crystalline and

amorphous layers, r and r respectively, are distributed around their
c a

mean values of C and A according to the distributions P
c

( r
c

) and

p (r ) . Both are normalized to unity when integrated over all possible
a a

values of r. The volume fraction of crystallinity is related to C and

A by <j>

c
= C/(C + A).

If rods of length, r, are randomly placed in a system the prob-

ability that the ends of the rod are in two crystalline or high electron

density regions is given by P
C(
n* The probabilities PCA > Paq

ana< P^ can

be defined in similar fashions. These various probabilities are related

by

PCC
+ PCA = 1 (85)

Paa +
*ac = 1 (86)

VGA = (1 " c )PAC
(8?)

It has been shown that (112,126)

fJr\ l(x)
2
dx = Y

1
(0) = * (1 -

<frc
)(p

c
- PA )

2
(88)

and
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o

An(x)An(x + r)dx = (1 - 4>

c
)paa (pa

- p)
2
+

<f>cPcc (P
c

- p)
2

+(1 -*C>PAC (pA- p)(pC- p)

+
*CPCA (pA " P) X (P

C
" P) (89)

where p is the average electron density. It follows that

Y (r) = = (Pcc
- * )/(l - * ) (90)

Y (0)

The probability p can be rewritten in terms of the probability that

the ends of the rod are in the same crystalline phase, p , or in dif-

ferent crystalline regions separated by a specified number of amorphous

layers, P CAC , PCACAC > etc - Therefore

P CC P C
+ PCAC

+ P CACAC
+

p can only be considered if r 3 r where r is the crystal thickness

and is given by

< r
c

- r) PC
(r

c
)dr

c
(91)

C $
C
(C + A)

J

Calculation of P„ A „
involves the thickness distribution of a

UAL*

crystal-amorphous-crystal stack and is obtained by convoluting the dis

tributions of the individual phases. Vonk has shown that

PCAC
(r) =

<f>
(C + A)Q(r )p(r

fl

)Q(r
2

) (92)
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and

Qd^) = Q(r
2

)
= 1

p c
(r

c
)dr

c* C
(C + A) (93)

where the subscripts refer to layer number in the stack. Substituting

these into equation (88) results in

}o

1
(r

C " r)P
G
(r

C
)dr

C
+ P CAC

+ -1 (9A)

The distributions used to define p and p can be assigned any desired
Li a

shape and width (143) . Care must be exercised however to avoid a high

probability of very thin lamellae. Renormalization of the distribu-

tions must be taken into account, as well, since there will always be

a finite amount of the distribution that is negative.

Consequently, the calculation of the theoretical correlation

function contains cf> , and the characteristics of the amorphous and

crystalline distribution functions as adjustable parameters.

This approach has proved to be quite useful in describing the

morphology of several systems (131,143,144). However, caution must be

exercised with broad distribution parameters where a high probability

of small crystals is present. This is unrealistic and points at an

inherent drawback. In addition to this, at low values of r the correla-

tion function approach is sensitive to the tail end of the scattering

curve where experimental error is inherently high. This can have

serious effects on the value of 6 since 6 is related to the first
c c

intercept on the r axis (149). Finally, as discussed by Warner (135),
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the assumption of an infinite lattice may be questionable.

C. Hosemann paracrystalline lattice . This approach and subsequent

modifications by BrMmer (145,146) and Wenig (147,148) generalizes the

Tsvankin-Buchanan model. The problem of an infinite lattice is circum-

vented by considering a finite lattice where the crystalline and amor-

phous layers are arranged according to paracrystalline statistics. Also,

included in this model is a finite transition zone between the crystal-

line and amorphous phases. The experimentally determined scattering

profile is fit with a theoretical function given by:

Ks) = K

2 e

N(l - F ) (1 - F )
a c

(1 - F
d

)

+ F (1 Z
x
(s)

(95)

where K is a normalization factor, F and F are the amorhpous and
a c

crystalline structure factors defined by the distribution

F. =
l

H^(x)exp (-2 isx)dx (96)

and F^ = F - F
D a c

H^(x) are distribution functions for the amorphous and crystal-

line phases and typically these are taken to be of Guassian shape where

H.(x) = exp

( 2Tri(Ax.) )

(x - x.)

2 (Ax.)

(97)

The term Z^s) in the intensity function incorporates the effect
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of the finite transition zone thickness
, E, by

1
1 - exp(-2TTisE)

2

(2iris)
2
E

(98)

In I(s), the parameter N essentially defines the number of

parallel lamellae averaged over all the assemblies of the lamellae in

the entire system. It is not uncommon for very low values of N to be

used. In several studies values of N less than or equal to 2.0 have

been reported (134,135,148). It is rather difficult to envision a

stack, of lamellae containing less than two lamellae which has led to

several different interpretations . Baczek (134) has suggested that N

represents the equivalent number of perfectly parallel lamellae whereas

Wenig et al. (148) consider N as a measure of the degree of angular

disorder in a lamellar stack*

required to fit a scattering curve are the crystal, amorphous and tran-

sition zone thicknesses and the widths of the crystal and amorphous

distributions. This particular model has been used with a high degree

of success in polymer systems but the interpretation of the N parameter

is still unresolved

.

D . Ruland interface distribution approach . A very recent approach to

analyzing the scattering from polymers was discussed by Ruland (133).

In this analysis a correlation function analysis is applied to the first

derivative of the electron density function. This magnifies the inter-

facial zone thickness which Ruland feels is more suitable for obtaining

In addition to providing a value for N, the explicit parameters
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spacings and crystal and amorphous distributions. However, as with the

Vonk correlation function approach the Fourier transform of the scatter-

ing profile is analyzed and not the original curve. Consequently,

errors can be propagated in the Fourier inversion calculation.

In view of the above discussions the methods of Vonk and

Hosemann were used in the study. The method of Ruland was not employed

simply due to the date when the model was developed. It would be in-

teresting however to perform this analysis and compare it to the other

techniques

.

5. Total Integrated Scattering and Porod's Law

Aside from the angular dependence of scattering additional in-

formation can be obtained from the total amount of energy scattered.

Without making any a priori assumptions concerning the morphology of

the system one can write as shown by Debye et al . (125,126)

/CO

2
1(h) = 4tt n V

, . 2 sin(hr) ,

Y(r)r —^—~ dr (99)

o

Fourier inversion of this equation yields

rY (r) = -
/CO

2 hl(h) ,

sinhr dh (100)

4-rrn V

Y(r)

2tt n V

CO

h
2
I(h) dh (101)

hr

Evaluation at r = 0 results in
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QO

h
2
I(h)dh = 27t

2
n
2
V (102)

This demonstrates that the total integrated scattering is re-

lated to the mean square fluctuation in the electron density. For a two

2phase system with infinitely sharp phase boundaries, n can be rewritten

as (126)

n
2

= *
1
*
2
(p

1
- p

2
)

2
(103)

where t))^ is the volume fraction of phase i with electron density, p_^.

0 is only obtained however when one determines the absolute level of

scattering. Similarly, for a three phase system with infinitely sharp

phase boundaries, we get

2 2 2 2
n = 1 4>2^

p
i

" p 2^
+ i*3^ p

i
" p 3^

+ *2*3^ p
2

~ P 3^

Experimentally, the determination of the invariant involves

integration of the entire scattering profile from 0 to °°. Physically

intensity curves can be measured only up to a finite value of 20 of

5 to 7° (for a Kratky apparatus). This introduces the problem of per-

forming the integration. Porod, however, has thoroughly investigated a

wide variety of systems ranging from dilute suspensions of spheres, rods,

etc., to concentrated systems (128,129). It was found that for any

shape of a scattering entity provided the electron density profile was

rectangular, i.e., no transition zones, the limiting intensity was

given by
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lim s I(s) = K (Porod's Law)

where the constant K is related to the specific inner surface of the

scattering system, 0/V, by

0/V =
2tt

2
4»

2
K

(105)

Consequently, this affords a means of determining Q from the experimen-

tal data. The total integral can be broken into

s
• pp

" -
I

I(s)s dh

'o

I(s)s ds + I(s)s ds (106a)

PP

The first integral extends from s = 0 to the value of s where Porod's

Law is obeyed and this is evaluated numerically. Since the intensity

-4
in the second integral obeys Porod's Law it is proportional to s and

K 2.
—r S ds
4
s

-K
s

= K/s
PP

(106b)

PP PP

In this manner Q is experimentally evaluated. However, rarely do sys-

tems possess a rectangular electron density profile. Typically within

each phase there are thermal density fluctuations of the electron den-

sity as well as a transition zone where there is a gradual change of

the electron density from one phase to the next.

The effect of a finite transition zone has been treated by

Hosemann (132), Vonk (149), Ruland (150), Hashmioto (151,152), and
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Koberstein (153). It has been shown that the effect of a finite transi-

tion zone can be represented by a convolution of ideal (rectangular)

electron density distribution with a function describing the profile of

the interface. Considering the electron density along a line in the

x-direction we get

AP
real

(x) = Ap (x). deal
* h(x) (107)

where * indicates the convolution product given by

(CO

Ap(x)
ideal * h(x) = Ap<y) h <x - y) dy ( 108 >

After incorporation of this function into the scattering equa-

tions the intensity is modified by

I(s) , = 1(a) . , - H'
obs ideal

(109)

where H is the Fourier transform of the interface profile function, h

The function, h, has been evaluated for various interface profiles.

Vonk (149) has shown that for a linear transition zone

h(x) =

1/t

io

0 < x < t

t < x

(110)

H(S) m
sin Es

Es

2 2 2
b 1 - 2tt E s (111)

Substituting this into equation (109)
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Ks) , - Ks). , .

obs ideal

2 2 2
2tt E s

(112)

K
1 - 2^E2

s
2

(113)

4 2
Therefore, a plot of I(s)s vs. s can be used to obtain the interface

thickness , E

.

Hashimoto (151,152) has solved the case of a Gaussian transition

zone where

h(x) = 2tto
2

exp(-x
2
/2o

2
)

H(s) = exp (-4tt
2
o
2
s
2

)

i / 222
1 - 4tt o s

(114)

(115)

(116)

Therefore,

I(s) = -^-(1 - 4it
2
o
2
s
2

) (117)

4 2
Similarly, plots of I(s)s vs. s yield a slope to intercept value of

2 2
4tt a and E = /3/2 o

.

In these fashions one can incorporate the effect of a finite

transition zone of an arbitrary shape on the observed scattering inten-

sity. Recently, however, Koberstein et al . (153) have critically exam-

ined these methods and have concluded that the values of E determined

can be quite different from the real values of E in the system. Basi-

cally the problem arises in the approximations made in the expansion.

Terms beyond s have traditionally been neglected without proper justi-
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fication and can be shown to be quite significant. In addition to this,

Koberstein et al. (153) have shown that the final value of E determined

will depend upon the range of s where extrapolations are made. The

reader is referred to this work (153) for a more in-depth discussion

of this topic.

As shown, a finite transition zone leads to a negative deviation

from Porod's Law. The second distortion of the electron density profile

is the thermal density fluctuations occurring within a phase and this

leads to a positive deviation. Provided the fluctuations occur randomly

in three dimensions the scattering arising from these fluctuations is

nearly angularly independent and can be approximated by a constant, C.

This modifies the intensity equation by

I(s) = + C (118)

s

So a plot of I(s)s^ vs. s^ will yield the value of C from the slope at

large values. This line should intersect the origin. Bonart (154)

has considered cases where non-zero intercepts were obtained and treats

these as a fraction of the phases that have an infinitely sharp phase

boundary. However, this could easily be a result of curvature in the

intensity profile.

In summary, the experimentally determined scattering profile

can be represented by
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where the linear transition zone approximation has been used as an

example. Before analysis with any of the models and before the invari-

ant is obtained, the effects of E and C must be taken into account.

6. Smearing Effects

The theoretical expressions up to this point are correct for

radiation scattered from a sample where the incident source is a point.

Realistically, however, such experiments are only feasible when both

the incident beam intensity is very intense and all (20) and azimuthal

angles can be collected simultaneously as for example with a film tech-

nique or an area detector (155). Consequently, most experiments are

performed with a line source to increase the power and, in some cases

(156,157,158) increase the resolution. The scattered radiation is

smeared as a result of this and collimation corrections must be applied

before the data is analyzed. An alternate approach, though less com-

monly used, is to smear the theory and treat the experimentally ob-

tained data.

Numerous treatments of this problem have been discussed in the

literature. Guinier (159,160) has shown that for an incident beam of

arbitrary height but of negligible width the smeared intensity, J(h),

is given by

J(h) =
f
W(x)I(/h

2 + x
2

) dx (120)

'o

where x is the variable of integration and W(x) is the weighting func-

tion describing the shape and length of the incident beam. This is
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normalized so that

fQO

W(x)dx = 1 (121)
o

The simplest case of J(h) is when W(x) is constant. This occurs

when the beam is effectively of infinite length. In order to illus-

trate this consider a system where the receiving slit length is I and

the length of the beam at the receiving slit is £_ . If the entire
D

scattering profile occurs within an angular range corresponding to

1 - £ then a beam of infinite length would yield the same result.
B C

Consequently, the term infinite height is used. When this assumption is

applicable several theoretical analyses previously discussed can be

4
easily smeared. For example, consider Porod's Law where 1(h) « 1/h .

Substituting this into the smearing integral we get

J(h) = K
J T^rr-v

dx = 5 (122)

4> (h + x ) 2h

Therefore, the smeared intensity for a system with infinitely sharp

phase boundaries is proportional to h . In a similar manner Guinier's

Law where 1(h) = Ae
1

can be treated

J(h) = A
r

(h
2
+ x

2
)R

2
/3

dx = fie
-h

2
R
2
/3 (123)

where B is a constant different from A. Consequently, smearing with an

infinitely long beam has no effect on the angular dependence of Guinier's

Law. Finally, the invariant, Q = f°I(h)h dh, can be examined.
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hJ(h)dh =

-oo

hl(/

h

2
+ y

2
)dhdy (124)

Letting y = zsina and h = zcosa, making the appropriate substitutions

and solving we get

These relationships between the smeared and desmeared intensities can

be used only in the above framework of the infinite height assumption.

In general this assumption cannot be applied. Shaffer and Hendricks

(172) discussed this assumption and provided a series of equations that

defined an upper and lower angular limit to this assumption. In almost

all small angle x-ray scattering studies the collimation effects must

be considered.

cussed where the weighting function in equation (120) is used and the

experimentally determined scattering profile is analyzed numerically.

The calculation of the weighting function has been treated by

Hendricks (161), Buchanan and Hendricks (162), and Hendricks and

Schmidt (163) . Considering the collimation parameters of the camera and

assuming a uniform beam intensity and detector sensitivity calcula-

tions are presented where the weighting function can be determined for

most of the commonly used SAXS cameras. With the exact weighting func-

tion determined (either experimentally or theoretically) numerical

procedures of Lake (164), Hossfeld and Schelten (165) , Glatter (166,

(125)

Procedures for treating a beam of finite length have been dis-
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167), or Deutsch and Luban (168) can be used to perform the desmearing

operation. Schmidt and coworkers (169,170,171) have presented proce-

dures where the weighting function can be approximated by a Gaussian.

In addition to the slit length smearing there is also an effect

on the scattering profiles by the slit width. Kratky, Porod and

Kahovec (70) have discussed this problem. For most cases this effect

is negligible but can be incorporated into the smearing equations. Con

sidering both of these effects, the measured scattered power, P(h), is

related to the scattered intensity from the sample, 1(h), in electron

units per scatterer, by (172)

.

A a
p - 1 r°°

P(h) =
w

I
o
(cosec£) i

e
N
v
te"U W

w
(v)F(h - v)dv (126)

o

with

F(h) =

—oo

(v)I(/ h
2
+ v

2
)dv (127)

where

L = specimen to detector distance

L = specimen to focal spot distance
o

I = focal spot power per unit area per steradian
o

N = number of scatterers per unit volume
v

t = sample thickness

p = linear absorption coefficient

i = Thompson scattering factor

£ = take off angle from the focal spot
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A , A^ = normalization constants of W
T (v) , W (v)

W
L
(v), W^(v) = slit length and width weighting functions

1(h) can only be extracted from the measured scattering profile after

P(h) has been treated properly according to the above equations.

In the work performed here the infinite height assumption was

employed due to the narrow length of the receiving slit and relatively

large homogeneous section of the beam. The procedures outlined by

Schmidt et al . (169,170,171) were used with the proper modifications.

7. Absolute Intensity Measurement

In order to interpret the invariant in SAXS the intensity must

be placed on an absolute scale. By definition (173,174) the absolute

intensity is the ratio of the number of particles scattered into a unit

solid angle per second per scattering entity to the intensity of the

2
incident beam and has units of cm /scatterer. Experiments can be placed

on an absolute level by either measurement of the incident beam inten-

sity or by use of a secondary standard (175) . The latter method has

been used in this study with a Lupolen standard (176-180) kindly sup-

plied by Professor 0. Kratky. The scattering, I , of this sample

(designated "17/4") at an angle of 26 = 0.59° is related to the power

of the incident beam after attenuation by the sample, P , by

P = KI a A (128)
s s

where K. is the calibration constant (K = 68.7 for this sample), a is

the sample to detector distance and A is the attenuation factor of the
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sample. Consequently the absolute smeared invariant can be obtained and

~2

Q(s)
i AN P t n

sJ(s)ds = (129)
zira

where all the terms have been previously defined.

Hendricks (174) has pointed out that the use of the Lupolen

standard is valid only when the infinite beam height assumption is made

If this is not the case then the difference in the weighting functions

must be considered. The correction is quite straightforward but is

neglected in many studies without justification

.

In addition to this, Pilz (180) found a significant temperature

dependence of the Lupolen scattering. This correction is supplied with

the standard sample and takes the form

1=1 /(l + 0.0077 AT) (130)
s s»meas

where I is the measured intensity of the standard and AT =

s ,meas

T - 21.0°C where T is the temperature of the measurement.

8. Infrared Spectroscopy

In an N-atomic molecule there are 3N normal vibrations includ-

ing rotations and translations of the molecule as a whole. For a poly-

mer molecule where N can be quite large the total number of normal

vibrations can be enormous. However, the actual absorption spectrum

for most polymers is relatively simple. This can be understood by

considering first the repeat unit of the polymer molecule. A normal

coordinate analysis can be performed predicting the characteristic
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absorption frequencies of the groups in an isolated repeat unit. Now

when the repeat unit is considered as a part of the polymer molecule

the normal vibrations are affected by a coupling with neighboring repeat

units. The effect of these interactions is normally small for charac-

teristic group frequencies whereas vibrations that predominantly in-

volve the main chain are appreciably affected. This problem of vibra-

tional interactions has been thoroughly treated by several authors

(183,184,185). Consequently, with a known polymer specimen it should

be possible to identify the absorption frequencies of characteristic

groups in the repeat unit

.

In a polymer-polymer blend band assignments can lead to valu-

able information concerning the specific interactions occurring in the

mixture. The interactions between two polymers sholud be local inter-

actions promoting a segmental mixing of the two chains. These local

interactions will affect the bond strength of the groups involved and

consequently should cause an effect on the characteristic frequency of

groups. Provided the interactions are strong enough they should be

experimentally observable and, consequently, lead to possible causes

for mixing. If there are no interactions occurring then the absorption

frequency should not be affected and the spectrum of a blend should be

calculable from the spectra of the pure components.

For a given characteristic frequency a molar extinction coef-

ficient can be defined as (185)

EM -ilogI/I o
(131)
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where M is the molecular weight of the absorbing group, C its concentra-

tion (g/liter), b is the pathlength (cm), and I is the transmitted

energy after absorption of the primary energy I . This can be written

in terms of the more familiar Beer-Lamber Law

A = ebC (132)

where e is the extinction coefficient (ew/M) and A is the absorbance.
M

(Note for a polymer molecule M is the monomer molecular weight and C

is the monomer mole fraction.)

For a multicomponent system with interactions then equation

(132) becomes

A = IA. = Ze.bC. (133)
l 11

where the subscripts refer to the individual species present. There-

fore, the absorption from a two component system is given by

^lend " A
l
+ A

2
= b(E£

i
C
i
) = b(£

l
C
l
+ E

2
C
2
) (134)

Since C.. represents the monomer mole fraction of component i, then

EC. = C- + C 0 = 1 (135)
i 1 I

Therefore, equation (134) can be rewritten as

\lend = b »»iCi> = b
[
(£

2
" C

1
)C

2
+ £

l]
(136)

and

dA
blend
db ^2 " "l'~2 ' ~1=

(£o - eJC 0 + e. (137)
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If there are no interactions occurring in the blend, then the change in

the absorption as a function of pathlength is given by the extinction

determined as a function of C^. If there are no interactions occurring

then this should yield a straight line. Deviations from a straight line

will indicate local interactions in the blend.

transform infrared spectrometers (186) where the entire spectrum of the

pure compounds can be stored, summed in an appropriate manner, and sub-

tracted from the blend spectrum. As shown by Coleman et al. (26,27)

this advance in infrared spectroscopy has proven to be quite useful in

the area of polymer blends.

coefficients in the pure components. Alternately, can be

A much more elegant approach to this technique is to use Fourier



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL

1. Purification of Materials

All materials used in this investigation were purified to remove

any gross impurit ies and impurities soluble in the solvents used . As

will be seen, in the polyvinylchloride/poly (e-caprolactone) blend all of

the experiments performed on the blend were drastically affected by the

purification process. Therefore, it is felt that a detailed discussion

of the purification procedures employed in this study, beginning with

the solvent purification and glassware cleaning, is in order. These

procedures must be followed if an experimenter wishes to work on these

materials to ensure that the results obtained are not characteristic

of an impurity or a gel content as in polyvinylchloride

.

A. Cleaning of glassware . All the glassware used in this study was

cleaned thoroughly prior to use. This was done simply to eliminate the

possible presence of any unwanted polymer or foreign matter from

previous usage. In most cases the procedure outlined below need not

be followed. However, since very small blend concentrations were

being used and since small effects were being examined it was felt that

the elimination of the uncertainty, however small it may be, was jus-

tified. Glassware was placed in a warm chromic acid solution overnight

and rinsed thoroughly with tap water. It was then scoured with alconox

60
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and again rinsed thoroughly. It was finally rinsed twice with distilled

water and allowed to drip dry inverted on a bench top.

This was found to be adequate for all glassware except that used

in the preparation of the polyvinylchloride blends. In that case, the

glassware was first allowed to soak in tetrahydrofuran saturated with

sodium hydroxide. This dehydrohalogenated the PVC (187) and allowed

subsequent cleaning with the chromic acid.

B . Solvent purification .

i. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) . It has been shown (188) that in the

absence of stabilizers THF decomposes and forms peroxides. In lieu of

this THF is commercially available (189) but contains 0.025% (w/v) of

hydroxytoluene as a stabilizer. This stabilizer must be removed when

solution casting materials from THF. It is clearly evident that if a

2% (w/v) solution of a polymer or a polymer blend is prepared in 200 ml

of non-purified THF and subsequently cast into a film, then the film

contains ca. 2.5% (by weight) of hydroxytoluene. This is quite high

and can affect the properties of the blend. In addition to the neces-

sity of removing the stabilizer the THF must be used immediately or

stored such that peroxides do not form. Films cast from purified THF

containing small amounts of peroxides were found to be useless. Being

non-volatile some of the peroxide exuded to the film surface forming

an opaque crystalline layer. As a consequence of these various ef-

fects enumerated above the following procedure was followed (190).

Approximately one liter of commercially available THF was

placed in a two liter ground glass distillation flask. Using a micro-
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spatula, finely powdered lithium aluminum hydride (LiAlH^) was added.

The LiAlH^ removes any peroxides present, stabilizes the THF during

distillation and acts as a drying agent for the THF. Addition of the

LiAlH^ should be slow since with each addition the slurry foams. This

is continued until there is no more frothing when the LiAlH^ is added.

The distillation flask is then placed on a distillation apparatus and

the THF is distilled under a nitrogen blanket. A fore run of ca. 25

ml was collected and discarded. A main fraction of 800 ml was then col-

lected for use in the blend preparation. Since the entire 800 ml would

not be used immediately, the distillate was purged with dry nitrogen

for fifteen minutes and stored under nitrogen in a brown glass bottle.

Upon subsequent use of the THF the bottle was opened under a nitrogen

flow and the THF was again purged with dry nitrogen before resealing.

These procedures produced a pure THF that was dry and very suitable for

casting purposes.

ii. Toluene . Although toluene does not require a stabilizer

it still requires purification to remove gross impurities. Filtration

through a fine sintered glass funnel was not found to be adequate.

Therefore, all the toluene used was distilled using a simple distilla-

tion apparatus. The toluene was distilled in one liter quantities and

stored in a glass bottle for future use.

iii. Methanol . During the precipitation procedures used rather

massive quantities of methanol were required. This necessitated setting

up a continuous distillation apparatus for the methanol. Upon each ad-

dition of a fresh volume of methanol a forerun of approximately 25 ml

was collected. After the distillation of approximately eight liters of
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the methanol the distillation pot was emptied and fresh boiling chips

were added. Although this was not necessary it prevented the buildup

of large concentrations of impurities in the pot.

iv. Benzene . The benzene used in the preparation of the

neutron scattering specimens was spectral grade benzene and was used

without further purification.

C. Polymer purification .

i. Poly (e-caprolactone) . Despite the fact that specification

sheets of the poly (e-caprolactone) used in this study stated that the

material was pure PCL-700 (191) the material as received had a distinct

yellowish color and was quite odorous. In a subsequent infrared study

of the polyvinylchloride/poly (e-caprolactone) blends Cooper and Hubbell

(192) make mention of this discoloration but did not take measures to

eliminate it. The discoloration strongly suggests the presence of low

molecular weight impurities as well as the possibility of other extrane-

ous matter. Therefore the material was purified with particular care

being taken to remove the lower molecular weight material.

Approximately 20 grams of the PCL-700 was placed in 1 liter of

purified THF. The mixture was allowed to reflux for five hours under

a nitrogen blanket. After cooling, ten aliquots of this solution were

separately filtered through a medium porosity sintered glass funnel and

placed into a two liter beaker. With continuous stirring approximately

1.2 liters of distilled methanol were added to the PCL solution to

precipitate the polymer. After completing the addition of the methanol

the slurry was vigorously stirred for fifteen minutes and then allowed
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to settle. Quite surprisingly there were two distinct layers of pre-

cipitates. The first fraction which was clustered and somewhat tacky

floated on or near the surface whereas the second fraction appearing

fluffy was suspended near the bottom of the beaker. Both fractions were

white and were not discolored to any extent. The two were easily

separated and were filtered through a Buchner funnel. They were then

thoroughly washed with methanol and dried under vacuum at 50°C. The two

fractions were analyzed using gel permeation chromatography (GPC) . The

two chromatograms were overlaid along with the chromatograms of the

PCL-700 as received and a PCL-300, a lower molecular weight PCL. These

are shown in Figure 4. The presence of both PCL-700 and PCL-300 is in-

dicated. In further support of this the intrinsic viscosites of the two

fractions were measured in THF at 30°C. These data are shown in Figure

5. This distinctly shows the two different molecular weight fractions

present. According to Koleske these intrinsic viscosities yielded

weight average molecular weights of 23,000 and 43,000 which correspond

approximately to the values of PCL-300 and PCL-700, respectively. There

fore it is quite clear that the PCL-700 as received contained a fair

quantity of the PCL-300, as well as some additional lower molecular

weight PCL. The second fraction containing the predominant amount of

the polymer was indeed a higher molecular weight fraction. From the

relative amounts of the precipitates the ratio of PCL-300 :PCL-700 in

the as received material was approximately 1:9. This, however, does

not explain the yellowish color nor the odor present in the material.

The only possible explanation for these two effects is that there was

some monomer present. It was found during a subsequent polymerization
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of PCL that e-caprolactone possessed a similar discoloration and odor

before distillation. It is therefore felt that although previous work-

ers (29,192,194) did not purify the PCL a purification was necessary in

order to properly investigate the material as characterized by Union

Carbide (191) as PCL-700.

ii. Polyvinylchloride (PVC) . PVC is a rather complicated

polymer. As was discussed previously whether or not the material is

completely amorphous or if there is any microstructure present is still

an open question. However , it is quite certain that there is a signifi-

cant gel fraction in PVC (195,196,197) and recently Keller et al. (198)

and others (199,200,201) have managed to crystallize the gel. On ac-

count of the various complications that the gel content can cause it

was eliminated from the PVC used in this study by the following proce-

dure .

Approximately 25 grams of the PVC (as received QYTQ-387) was

placed in 1.5 liters of purified THF. It was very evident that there

was a significant gel content in the PVC at this point because the

material did not dissolve completely. The material first swelled and

partially dissolved leaving behind nearly transparent particles that

were visible only when held up to a light. As a consequence of this

the contents were refluxed under nitrogen overnight and separated into

several fractions. Each aliquot was filtered through a medium sintered

glass funnel. It proved to be impossible to use a fine porosity funnel

due to clogging of the pores with the gel. Even the medium pore funnel

filtered with difficulty. The filtrate was added to approximately 1.5

liters of vigorously stirred, distilled methanol by dropwise addition
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from a separatory funnel. The precipitate, allowed to settle overnight,

was collected in a Buchner funnel, washed several times with methanol,

and dried for three days at 40°C to remove residual solvents. Chromato-

grams of the as received and purified PVC are shown in Figure 6. Care

must be taken not to expose the purified PVC to extreme temperatures

>90°C for long periods of time (202,203) since the purification process

removes the stabilizers used to commercially produce PVC. Also, in the

non-stabilized state PVC is light sensitive (204) and can undergo photo-

degradation quite readily. Therefore, the dried polymer was stored

under vacuum in a dessicator painted completely with flat black paint.

The purified material was very fluffy and was not discolored.

iii. Polystyrene (a-PS) . Atactic polystyrene (a-PS) was twice

purified by dissolving the polystyrene (5% (w/v)) in distilled toluene

and filtering through a medium porosity sintered glass funnel. The

filtered solution was precipitated in vigorously stirred methanol by

a dropwise addition from a separatory funnel. A ratio of 1:12 of

toluene to methanol dictated the amount of methanol used in the pre-

cipitation. The precipitate was allowed to settle and was collected in

a Buchner funnel. The contents in the funnel were washed thoroughly

with methanol and dried in vacuum at 75-80°C for three to four days.

iv. Polyphenyleneoxide (PPO) . As received PPO is partially

crystalline. For the purposes of this work both the crystalline and

foreign matter were removed by a double purification. The process used

was identical to that used for the purification of a-PS. Even after the

second purification of the PPO there was a definite yellow tint in the

material. It is unknown at this time what the origin of this discolora-
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tion was. However, previous workers (46,56) experienced this same prob-

lem. Upon meltpressing the PPO discolored even more. Therefore, mini-

mal exposure to heat treatments was desired.

v. Poly (p-iodostyrene) . Poly (p-iodostyrene) (PpIS) is not

available commercially and had to be prepared from pure a-PS. The

method of Braun (205) was used to perform the iodination. The iodina-

tion occurs strictly in the para position of the phenyl ring by the fol-

lowing reaction:

5RH + 2I
2
+ HI0

3
»-5(RI) + 3^0

R in this equation represents the styrene monomer unit. A procedure

for the reaction is given below.

1.9533 g of a-PS (Pressure Chemicals, M = 100,000, M /M 1 1.04)
w w n

was placed into 50 ml of reagent grade nitrobenzene in a round bot-

tomed flask. In a separate flask 0.6767 g of recrystallized (206)

iodic acid (HIO^) and 1.9533 g of sublimed iodine (I^) were dissolved

in 25 ml of nitrobenzene. The two flasks were mixed at room tempera-

ture with the addition of 0.2 ml of sulfuric acid (H^SO^) and the con-

tents were mechanically stirred. A condenser topped with a drying tube

was placed on the flask containing the reaction mixture. The reaction

mixture was heated to 90°C for 12 hours and the contents were then

slowly poured into 1.5 liters of distilled methanol. The iodinated

styrene immediately precipitated from the solution and the contents

were collected.

The iodinated styrene appeared to be off-white even after re-

peated washing with methanol. It was assumed that this was the
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"gelbich" color referred to by Braun (205). The polymer was then dis-

solved in purified toluene and precipitated into methanol. The material

was collected in a Buchner funnel with repeated washings with methanol.

The iodinated styrene was placed in a jar coated with aluminum foil and

placed under vacuum at 60°C to dry.

Two samples of the PpIS were taken from the dried stock. One

specimen was subjected to an iodine analysis yielding 48.1% iodine by

weight. This translates into iodination of 87.5% of the phenyl rings

during the reaction. The second specimen was dissolved in distilled

toluene and a film was cast on a potassium bromide salt plate. An in-

frared spectrum was taken of the PpIS and compared to that of pure a-PS.

This comparison is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Bands throughout the en-

tire spectrum of the PpIS indicate that there is iodine substitution

on the phenyl ring in the para position. This spectrum is in very good

agreement with that shown by Braun.

vi. Poly (o-chlorostyrene) . Poly (o-chlofostyrene) is another

polymer that was not available commercially and was prepared by a

radical polymerization of the monomer in solution.

25 grams of o-chlorostyrene were placed in a 100 ml round bot-

tomed flask. The flask was attached to a vacuum distillation apparatus

with the receiving flask cooled in an ice bath. The system was evacu-

ated to 7 mm Hg from a floor pump connected to the system through a dry

ice/acetone trap. A forerun of 1 ml was discarded and a main run of

15 ml was collected. Under this vacuum the o-chlorostyrene boiled at

50°C. The vacuum was broken using a stream of nitrogen and the flask

containing the distillate was immediately capped with a bleached serum
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stopper. 10 ml of the o-chlorostyrene were removed from the flask with

a syringe and were placed in a 150 ml round bottom flask similarly

capped and purged with nitrogen. 0.065 g of azobisisobutyronitrile

(AIBN) dissolved in 8.5 ml of distilled toluene were then added to the

flask via a syringe. The flask containing the monomer and AIBN initia-

tor was placed in a water bath thermostadted at 60°C and continuously

agitated. After 2 hours the flask was removed from the bath and the

contents were diluted to 125 ml with the addition of toluene. The

flask was then cooled to room temperature by passing cold tap water

over the flask.

The entire 125 ml of solution was filtered through a medium

sintered glass funnel and then poured into a clean separatory funnel.

By a dropwise addition the poly (o-chlorostyrene) was precipitated in

1.5 liters of vigorously stirred methanol. After the addition of the

full 125 ml, the stirring was continued for 0.5 hours. The precipitate

was allowed to settle overnight before collection in a Buchner funnel.

After separation the polymer was rinsed thoroughly with methanol and

dried under vacuum at 75°C for four days.

vii. Poly (p-chlorostyrene) . Purified poly (p-chlorostyrene)

(PpCIS) was kindly supplied by P. Alexandrovich . A full description

of the preparation of this material can be found in his thesis (56).

viii. Deuterated polystyrene . A deuterated polystyrene (d-PS)

(M = 114,000; M /M < 1-1) (207) was kindly supplied by Dr. Claude
w w n

Picot. The material was used as received in the sample preparation.
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2. Polymer Characterization

All the materials mentioned in the purification section were

characterized with respect to molecular weights. Table 2 indicates the

various polymers used along with the M , M , and M as supplied by thew n z r r J

manufacturer or as determined experimentally. Wherever possible the

method used to determine the various distribution moments are indi-

cated. Also, the manufacturers' designations are included on the poly-

mers that were supplied commercially.

3. Blend Preparation

Since a variety of experimental techniques was used to investi-

gate the blends mentioned, there is no one set format for sample prepara-

tion. Each experiment requires the use of samples specifically designed

for that experiment. In lieu of this the sample preparations will be

treated under the individual experiments in order to facilitate compari-

son to the experimental results

.

A. Infrared spectroscopy . Infrared spectroscopy studies were per-

formed on blends of PVC and PCL throughout the entire composition

range. One problem that is immediately evident is that above 50 weight

percent of PCL the blends are crystalline. This hinders the investiga-

tion of possible interactions in three ways. First, the crystals could

scatter the infrared (IR) radiation giving rise to a false absorbance

reading. Second, the crystals in the blends are known to be pure PCL

crystals (29,193,194) thereby removing PCL from the amorphous phase

where the interactions are occurring. In addition to this the degree
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of crystallinity can only be measured to an accuracy of ±5% by any

technique. Consequently, an unnecessary error is introduced in deter-

mining the concentration of PCL in the amorphous phase. Finally, the

spectrum of crystalline PCL is significantly different from the amor-

phous PCL (26,27,140) and only serves to complicate the spectrum of

the blend. Therefore, it was necessary to work with films above the

melting point of the PCL crystals.

Appropriate quantities of PVC and PCL were weighed into an

Erlenmeyer flask and purified THF was added to make a 2% (w/v) solu-

tion. The solution was purged with nitrogen, sealed with a stopper and

stirred for 24 hours to ensure good mixing. Using a Pasteur pipette

the solution was carefully placed on a pre-weighed sodium chloride salt

plate of known dimensions so that the entire surface was covered with

the solution. THF was allowed to evaporate under a stream of nitrogen

with further drying being performed under vacuum at 60°C for 2 hours

and at 40°C for 4 hours. The films were then kept under vacuum for

an additional 18 hours to completely evaporate the solvent. This pro-

cedure yielded a uniform film coating on the surface of the salt plate

only 50% of the time with 50% of the films being either non-uniform or

not entirely coating the surface. If the latter occurred the salt

plate was cleaned and polished and the film was discarded.

Acceptable film and salt plate laminates were then weighed.

The difference between the weights of the laminate and the salt plate

yielded the weight of the polymer films. Since the density of the

polymer blend was known from density gradient work, the thickness of

the film was calculated by:



where

C
f

= film thickness

W
B

= weight of the blend

P
B

= density of the blend

A
s

= area of salt plate face

It is estimated that the film thickness (on the order of

microns) calculated by this method was accurate to within only 30%.

In order to increase the thickness of the film the technique was re-

peated using various volumes of the casting solvent. It should be noted

that the salt plates and the salt plate film laminates should be stored

in a dessicator to prevent water absorption on the plates.

In order to perform an IR scan at the elevated temperatures an

additional salt plate was placed directly on the film. This essential-

ly made a sandwich of the film between the two salt plates. A hole was

bored into this second salt plate for the placement of a thermocouple.

The hole should be positioned such that it does not extend into the

beam path and is as near to the film as possible. With an iron-

constantin thermocouple the temperature of the sample was accurately

recorded to within ±0.5°C.

The sandwich arrangement was placed into an asbestos heating

cell designed to fit into the Perkin-Elmer model 283 IR spectrometer.

Heating was accomplished with nichrome wire embedded in furnace cement

within the heating cell. Coils of the wire were placed before and
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after the sample chamber to ensure a uniform heating of the salt plates

and, consequently, the sample. A diagram of the heating cell is shown

in Figure 9. Throughout the course of the experiments the instrument

was purged with dry nitrogen and a constant flow was maintained

throughout the collection of a spectrum. Individual spectra were col-

lected over a 60 minute period at a slit setting of 3. According to

the instrument specifications this yields a resolution of ca . 1.0 cm
^

(E28) . All spectra were collected with the above specifications in the

absorbance mode. At least five spectra were collected for blends of

identical composition but with a variation in the thickness.

B. Density . For the measurement of a sample density by the gradient

column method (see, for example, 29, 194, 208), the samples used must be

prepared with the desired thermal treatment and, more importantly, must

be void free. This was easily accomplished by casting a 2% (w/v) solu-

tion of a preweighed mixture of PCL and PVC in purified THF onto flat

bottomed Petri dishes (194). The dishes were then covered with per-

forated aluminum foil and appropriately sized beakers. This allows

for a slow evaporation of the solvent (24-48 hours) since the atmos-

phere within the beaker is saturated with gaseous TKF. The films de-

posited on the dishes are characteristically quite uniform in texture

and thickness (if the dishes were previously leveled). The films

(~40-80 u thick) were dried at 40°C under vacuum for 3 days followed

by 2 days at room temperature. The films either lifted easily from the

dishes or the perimeter of the film was sliced with a scalpel and

covered with distilled methanol. Within 12 to 24 hrs the film floated
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to the surface of the methanol. If the latter technique was used, an

additional 3 days of drying under vacuum at 40°C was required to ensure

removal of the methanol.

Strips of the film were placed between microscope coverslips

shimmed such that contact with the film was just being made. This was

sealed in a rubber container (i.e., a cleaned balloon), emersed in a

water bath at 90°C for 30 minutes and then quickly transferred to a

water bath thermostadted at 30 ± 0.1°C. The films were kept in the

crystallization bath for different times depending on the crystalliza-

tion rates established by Ong (29). The total amounts of time were set

at twice the time for the establishment of the maximum degree of crystal

linity. The reason for this is that the PCL is known to undergo a sec-

ondary crystallization (217) and this will vary depending on the tem-

perature. Therefore, it was felt that the most consistent results

would be obtained in this fashion.

The samples were then removed from the bath and examined to

determine if the seals were broken during the crystallization. If so,

they were discarded since PCL can absorb water quite readily (191)

and this will ultimately affect the overall crystallization. The

samples were then removed from between the coverslips and cut into

2
^0.5 x 0.5 mm pieces for use in the density measurements. As will be

seen , this procedure produced very reproducible results

.

C. DSC. The requirements of the sample preparation for DSC experiments

are not as stringent as they are for density work. Therefore, sections

of the sample used in the density work were used in the DSC experiments
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as well.

D. Light scattering. The procedure used in the preparation of samples

for light scattering experiments was nearly identical to that used for

the density work. The only differences were that the shims between the

coverslip were removed and a slight pressure was applied on the surface

of the coverslips with two small clamps. It was hoped that this would

yield specimens with good adherency between the coverslips and the

film. This was found only 20-25% of the time and, consequently, re-

fractive index fluids had to be used when performing the scattering

experiments

.

E. SAXS—Concentrated semicrystalline blends . Films of the PCL/PVC

were prepared as discussed in the density section. After all the sol-

vent was removed and the films were dry they were cut with a scalpel

into strips approximately 1 mm in width. The strips were then layered

over a slot in a mold specifically designed for the Kratky SAXS ap-

paratus. The stainless steel molds contained a slot with dimensions

2
of 0.75 x 3.5 cm and a depth being dictated by the desired sample

thickness. The sides of the slot were cut at an angle to facilitate

the removal of the specimen. The mold with the layers of the blend film

was placed on a sheet of teflon coated aluminum foil, aluminum side

facing the sample. This was placed on the lower platen of a Carver

press heated to 90°C. The sample was melted and additional strips of

the blend were placed over the slot to completely fill it and to pro-

vide a reasonable amount of flash when pressing. A second sheet of

teflon foil, again aluminum side to the sample, was placed over the
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mold containing the sample and the press platens were closed down. Five

to six cycles of pressure ranging from 0 to 10,000 psi were applied on

the sample over the course of 5 minutes. After the final cycle the

pressure was kept at 10,000 psi for 5 minutes and the sample was re-

moved and cooled to room temperature. When the material was cool the

aluminum foil was removed to examine the specimen for voids. If the

specimen was voidy, it was discarded and re-pressed. Otherwise, the

sample and mold were placed between two sheets of teflon coated foil

as before, placed between the platens and quickly pressed with a mini-

mal amount of pressure. This was done only to get the aluminum foil

adhering to the film.

The aluminum foil was crimped closed around its four sides and

sealed completely with a rubber cement. A coverslip was placed over

the slot and a pressure was exerted on the coverslip with two clamps.

The sample was then melted at 90°C for 30 minutes and rapidly placed

in a water bath thermostadted at 30 ± 0.1°C. Crystallization was per-

formed for the same lengths of time as in the density section. After

crystallizing the samples were removed from the mold and stored at room

temperature in a dessicator.

F. SAXS—Concentrated amorphous blends . The PVC/PCL blends below 50

weight percent PCL do not crystallize. This simplifies matters greatly.

In addition to this the mass absorption coefficient of the blend is in-

creasing with the higher chlorine content. This dictates the use of

thinner specimens. As mentioned previously films of uniform thickness

were easily prepared by casting the blends from solution onto leveled,
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flat-bottomed Petri dishes. Therefore, films dried as before were used

in the scattering studies. If the films were too thin they were stacked

to obtain the desired thickness of material. These stacks were easily

mounted onto the specimen holder.

G. SAXS—Dilute mixtures .

i. PVC/PCL . These specimens were prepared in a fashion identi-

cal to that used in the preceding section on the concentrated amorphous

blends

.

ii

.

Other systems . Five other blend systems were prepared in

very similar fashions. The only variable that changed to any degree

was the pressing temperature and these are listed in Table 3. The five

systems investigated were PoCIS and PpCIS dilute in both PS and PPO and

a dilute mixture of PpIS in PS.

Preweighed quantities of the materials were dissolved in puri-

fied toluene to make a 2% (w/v) solution. The blends were then pre-

cipitated by dropwise addition of the solution into vigorously stirred

purified methanol of a volume at least twelve times that of the toluene

used. The precipitant was allowed to settle overnight and was collected

in a Buchner funnel. The contents of the funnel were emptied into a

glass jar, covered with perforated aluminum foil and placed under

vacuum at 75°C for three days. According to Hayashi et al. (74) the

PpIS/PS blends were dried at 50°C for a period of 5 days. The dried

blends werethen pressed into 1 mm thick molds similar to those used for

the concentrated semicrystalline PVC/PCL blends. The temperature and

pressure used for pressing these blends is specified in Table 3. It
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TABLE 3

SAMPLE PRESSING CONDITIONS

BLEND
DILUTE

COMPONENT
DRYING TEMPERATURE

(°c)

PRESSING CONDITIONS

TEMPERATURE
(°C)

TIME
(min)

PRESSURE
(psi) x 10~3

PoCIS/PS PoCIS 75 180 5.0 10

PoClS/PPO PoCIS 75 260 2.5 20

PpClS/PS PpClS 75 180 5.0 10

PpClS/PPO PpClS 75 260 2.5 20

PpIS/PS PpIS 75 140 5.0 15
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should be noted that five to six cycles of pressure from zero psi to

the pressure listed in Table 3 were conducted over the time period indi-

cated to produce a relatively voidfree specimen. The samples were then

quenched to room temperature and stored.

H

.

WAXD . The samples used in the SAXS experiments were used directly

in the wide angle x-ray apparatus in both the photographic and scanning

modes. No alterations were necessary.

I. Neutron scattering . The system investigated by neutron scattering

was a dilute mixture of deuterated polystyrene (d-PS) in a hydrogenated

PoClS. Preweighed quantities of d-PS and PoCIS were dissolved in ben-

zene to make a 1% solution. The solutions were rapidly frozen in liquid

nitrogen and placed on a f reeze-drying apparatus. The solutions were

kept frozen by submersion of the flasks in an ice bath. The system was

completely evacuated and the benzene was evaporated from the solution

and trapped in a container submersed in a dry ice/acetone bath. After

five hours all the benzene was removed from the solution leaving sheets

of powdered blend in the flasks. The blends were removed, crushed to a

fine powder and placed under vacuum at 75°C for three days. The dried

powder was then pressed at 140°C under vacuum in an apparatus shown in

Figure 10. The device was specifically designed for this experiment

with the 1 mm thick molds containing a hole slightly larger than 1 cm in

diameter. This produced a specimen large enough to be used at the Oak

Ridge Research Reac tor

.
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4. Equipment Employed

A. Density measurement . Densities of the PVC/PCL blends were deter-

mined by the density gradient column technique (208). Details of the

construction of the columns will not be given here. Two separate

columns were constructed to measure the densities of the 100-50% PCL

blends and the 50-0% PCL blends. The first series of blends were meas-

ured in a column linear from 1.16-1.28 g/cc and the second in a column

linear from 1.25-1.43 g/cc. Calibration of the columns were obtained

with Scientific Glass Apparatus Company density floats calibrated at

23°C. The columns were maintained at 23 ± 0.05°C through the use of a

Haake circulating bath Model N15 and a Neslab Batch Cooler PBC-2 re-

frigerating unit. The columns prepared from potassium iodide solutions

were stable for only 6 hours even with the isothermal conditions. The

heights of the beads 1 and samples 1 centers were determined with a

cathetometer whose eyepiece was leveled before each reading. At least

seven different samples were used for each blend composition to ensure

an accurate average.

B. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) . DSC measurements were per

formed on a Perkin-Elmer DSC II. The semicrystalline blends were exam-

ined from 25 to 100°C at scanning rates of 2 and 10°C per minute. Stan

dard tin and indium samples were used to calculate the degrees of

crystallinity from the areas of the endotherms. The weights of the

samples, measured on a Perkin-Elmer AD-2 Autobalance, were varied so

that the area under the melting profile was approximately equal. This

essentially keeps the error in the measurement of the area constant.
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Th e areas were measured by both planimetry and weighing techniques

Cj Wide angle x-ray diffraction . Wide angle x-ray diffraction experi-

ments were conducted with nickel filtered copper radiation produced on

a Philips x-ray tube and generator operated at 35 Kv and 20 milliam-

peres. Measurements were made using flat plate film and, also, a step

scanning detector. The detection system consisted of a solid scintilla-

tion detector equipped with a sodium iodide crystal doped with tellur-

ium. The detector was mounted on a goniometer with an automated 6/26

scanning motor. The diffracted radiation was first nickel filtered and

then energy discriminated using previously determined energy levels.

The exiting pulses were recorded on a Canberra counter and hard copies

and tapes were produced on a teletype. All interactions with the dif-

fraction unit were performed from a teletype by sending various com-

mands to a PDP8 minicomputer.

The data collected were used to calculate degrees of crystal-

linity as described by Ruland (209). The photographs collected from a

pinhole geometry were only used as a guide in the diffraction experi-

ments .

D. Small angle light scattering (SALS) . SALS experiments were per-

formed on a system equipped with a Spectra Physics HeNe laser (X -

632.8 nm) . Scattering patterns were recorded on Polaroid film with

the distance between the specimen and the film being variable. This

apparatus has been described elsewhere in more detail (210,211) and will

not be discussed further. The primary use of this technique was to

obtain the average spherulite size from the position of the maximum



occurring at a 45° azimuthal angle. Stein and Rhodes (212) have shown

this to be given by

4ttR

4.1 = sin(6
max /2) (139)

where A is the wavelength of light in the medium, 6 is the anelemax &

measured within the medium where the maximum in the scattering occurs

and R
g

is the average spherulite size.

This experiment was performed strictly for comparison with

previous work and shall not be discussed in any greater depth. The

interested reader is referred to the literature (213,214,215,216) for

further detail.

E. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) . SAXS experiments were per-

formed on three different pieces of equipment, namely: the Oak Ridge

two dimensional position sensitive detector (2DPSD) facility, the Oak

Ridge one dimensional position sensitive detector (1DPSD) facility, and

the Kratky step scanning facility at the University of Massachusetts.

Each of the three pieces of equipment is considered separately below.

i. ORNL—2DPSD . Only a short description of this apparatus

will be given here. Further details on the apparatus can be obtained

from a recent article by Hendricks (155). Beginning from the source,

x-rays are generated by a 6 Kwatt Rigaku-Denki rotating anode. The

x-rays are then diffracted down a 5 meter evacuated chamber by a

graphite monochromator . Pinholes within this chamber collimate the

beam before impinging upon the sample. The radiation is scattered by

the sample and the scattered radiation passes through another evacuated
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chamber with a length variable from 1.2 to 5 meters before being col-

lected by the two dimensional detector. Electronically the pulses are

discriminated and position encoded with the resulting data being printed

on a Dec-writer and/or displayed on a video terminal.

ii. ORNL—1DPSD . A detailed report on the characteristics,

operation, and performance of this instrument is given in Appendix I.

Quite briefly, x-rays were produced in a Kratky-Siemens Ag 4o/2 copper

target x-ray tube powered by a General Electric XRD-6 generator operated

at 35 Kv, 20 ma. From the tube the x-rays were filtered with a piece of

nickel and entered the front slit of a Kratky camera. After the initial

collimation the beam passed through a beam monitor and was finally col-

limated by the bridge. (From just before the bridge to the detector

the beam was in a vacuum of 10 microns of mercury.) The finely col-

limated beam impinged on the sample and the scattered photons were col-

lected on a 1DPSD ca. 1.5 meters from the sample. The pulses were then

energy discriminated, position encoded and displayed on a multichannel

analyzer (MCA) . The MCA output was recorded on paper tape via a tele-

type.

iii. Step scanning Kratky apparatus . Again, only a brief dis-

cussion of this apparatus will be given here. A detailed report on

the alignment, performance and operation of the apparatus assembled

in this laboratory is given in Appendix II.

A Kratky Siemens Ag 4o/2 copper target x-ray tube in conjunction

with a Philips-Norelco generator operated at 40 Kv, 20 ma, was used

to produce x-rays. In a similar fashion, the x-rays were filtered and

collimated. However, in the commercially available equipment, the
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specimen chamber was not evacuated. So there were at least two addi-

tional windows (vacuum-air interfaces) that the beam must traverse. In

addition to this, the apparatus did not contain any sort of beam moni-

toring device. The receiving slits were located at the end of an evacu-

ated chamber, 21.4 cm from the sample. These slits allowed a discrete

solid angle to be viewed. The slits were of variable width so that

the size of the solid angle could be varied if desired. A detector,

identical to that used on the WAXD apparatus, was positioned just behind

the receiving slits. Similarly, the pulses were energy discriminated

and collected in a Canberra counter/ timer . Hard copies of the data

and/or paper tapes were recorded by a teletype. All interactions with

the system were performed through the teletype. Since the system was

not equipped with a minicomputer, individual commands had to be con-

tinually transmitted to the system.

During the course of this study a 39 micron entrance slit

coupled with a 60 micron receiving slit provided a resolution of 150 nm.

This was adequate for all the experiments conducted,

F. Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) . Dilute mixtures of d-PS in

PoCIS were investigated by neutron scattering using equipment at the

ORNL Research Reactor in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A rough

schematic diagram of the equipment is shown in Figure 11. Neutrons,

emitted in all directions from the core, are collected by a wave guide

pointed away from the core. This is done so that the fast neutrons

emerging from the core can be thermalized or slowed down by making

numerous collisions with the moderator (Do 0) around the core. Before
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entering the graphite monochromator system the neutrons are character-

ized by a Maxwellian distribution (219):

2N
1 , E ,2 -E/KT

,V
A

= "T W 6 (140)

where is the total number of neutrons of all velocities emerging per

second, E is the energy of a neutron of wavelength A , K is Boltzmann !

s

constant , T is the equilibr ium reactor temperature, and v is the num-
A

ber of neutrons at a wavelength A. The neutrons are then difracted

by paired pyrolitic graphite crystal monochromators yielding a beam

with a narrow wavelength distribution where AA/A = 0.1. The spectrum

of neutrons is compared to spectra of an x-ray source in Figure 12 where

characteristic lines predominate the spectrum.

For this study neutrons of wavelength 0.48 nm were used. Col-

limation of the beam was achieved by two boron impregnated cadmium pin-

holes (1 cm in diameter) separated by 7.3 meters. An incident beam

monitor was placed just prior to the second pinhole. After being col-

limated the beam impinged upon the sample with a flux of 10^ neutrons/

2
cm sec. The scattered neutrons passed through an evacuated chamber

sealed with two aluminum windows before being collected on the two

dimensional area detector 4-8 meters from the sample. Pulses from the

detector were energy discriminated, position encoded and the results

were stored on tape as well as being printed out on a Dec-writer.

The resolution and collimation characteristics of the ORR

facility are given in Table 4 (219).
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TABLE 4

ORR SANS APPARATUS

RESOLUTION
Ak (nm ^)

x 104
Kmin <nm 1

)

x 104
Kmax <nm X

)

x 103
FLIGHT PATH

(m)

PINHOLE
DIAMETERS (mm)

High 1.9 3.9 3.5 4.8 10

Low 10.0 30.0 15.3 1.2 20



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to facilitate the treatment of the results obtained in

this work this chapter has been divided into two major sections. The

first section involves the investigation of compatibility in concen-

trated mixtures of PVC and PCL by several techniques. These results

will be compared to previous work performed on the same two polymers

by a number of other workers. The second section consists of SAXS and

SANS studies performed on dilute solid solutions of PCL in PVC, PoCIS,

and PpCIS in PS and PPO, PpIS in PS and d-PS in PoCIS. These results

will be compared to solution studies performed on these systems and

conclusions concerning the conformation of polymers in bulk blends will

be made. Although these two sections deal with the subject of compati-

bility the approaches involved are distinctly different and warrant in-

dividual treatment

.

1 . Concentrated PVC/PCL Blends

A. Discussion of blend status . The results of Ong (29), Khambatta et

al. (144,194), Roleske et al . (193), Hubbell and Cooper (192), and

Zarian et al. (24) all indicate that the concentrated mixtures of PVC

and PCL are compatible throughout the entire composition range. How-

ever, a rather disturbing factor elucidated by the x-ray studies of

Khambatta et al. (149,194) was that the amorphous phase contained

88
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domains on the order of 10 nm. These domains were not pure PCL or pure

PVC but consisted of a mixture of the two. This, however, would only

indicate a partial miscibility of the two polymers and, consequently,

two glass transition temperatures would be expected characterizing the

composition of each phase. Only one glass transition is observed

(29,193) which indicates that the phases are too small to be observed

dynamic mechanically or the composition of the two phases is not

significantly different or there is some heterogeneity present that

would exhibit a separate T but is out of the range of the temperatures

measured

.

The concept of having two separate phases is rather disturbing

since results of Ong on melting point depression and crystallization

kinetics (29) and the infrared results of Zarian and Coleman (27) in-

dicate that mixing is occurring on the segmental level. The results

in both of these studies would have been dramatically affected by the

presence of two separate phases. Indeed, two separate phases possessing

different compositions would be expected only on the binodal where a

tie line in the phase diagram would dictate the composition in the two

phases

.

Insight can be gained into this problem if the SAXS profile of

PVC obtained by Khambatta (193) is examined (see Figure 13). A discrete

maximum is clearly seen after desmearing and reducing the data to a one

dimensional profile. This clearly indicates that there is some scat-

tering entity present in the pure PVC. The scattering maximum or

shoulder persists throughout the entire composition range of the amor-

phous blends (<50 weight percent PCL) and shifts to smaller and smaller
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angles as PCL is added to the blend indicating a separation of these

domains. From 50 weight percent PCL and above the scattering is pre-

dominated by the crystal-crystal interferences but the effect of this

domain is still present as is evidenced by the calculation of the SAXS

invariant. This indicated the presence of "more than two but less than

three" phases and, consequently, the concept of a third phase with ex-

tremely broad transition zone thickness was introduced.

From the SAXS results on PVC it seems evident that this third

phase is not a consequence of the compatibility between PVC and PCL but

results from the presence of some foreign material in the PVC. The

origin of this foreign material most probably lies in the commercial

synthesis and stabilization of PVC. PVC is generally emulsion polymer-

ized which requires the use of emulsion stabilizers to support the grow

ing polymer molecule. In addition to this PVC is thermally unstable

and readily undergoes a dehydrohalogenation upon heating leading to

conjugated unsaturation in the chain and consequent discoloration.

Therefore, radical scavengers are placed in the PVC to retard the

degradation. Aside from these possible origins of foreign matter, PVC

is known to readily branch and gel. This gel, as shown by Keller and

others (197,198) is readily crystallizable and these crystals could

possibly give rise to the scattering maximum as discussed by Wenig

(220)

.

Regardless of the origin of the impurity in PVC its presence

can only hinder the investigation of the mixing behavior between PVC

and other polymers. For example, if we consider a suspension polymer-

ized PVC where the molecular weight of the individual suspension par-
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tides is such that on the surface of the particle there is a high

molecular weight crosslinked PVC and on the interior of the particle

the PVC is present as a linear or slightly branched material. If this

is mixed with PCL, for example, then it is quite possible that the PCL

will mix with the PVC within the particle but not with the high molecu-

lar weight material. This is not unreasonable since molecular weight

is known to affect even the compatibility of homopolymeric mixtures.

If the materials are mixed in solution the PCL will readily diffuse

into the PVC particle and PVC will diffuse out. This would inevitably

lead to a system containing PVC and PCL mixed on the segmental level

but randomly dispersed throughout this mixture would be the highly

crosslinked shells of the emulsion particles. Provided the electron

density of the shells is significantly different from the PVC and the

PVC/PCL matrix then this could lead to the scattering profiles observed

by Khambatta (143). Similar arguments can be used for emulsion stabil-

izers forming the particle shell where the stabilizer is not soluble

in either PCL or PVC. Since the PVC is not detectably crystalline then

some sort of explanation along these lines must be invoked to explain

the discrepancy between the SAXS and the other experiments.

In lieu of these comments the PVC was purified as outlined in

the experimental section of this work. Specific mention is made of the

presence of a gel in the PVC. This gel, however, was not analyzed to

determine the amount of crystall inity , molecular weight, stabilizer

content, etc. As will be seen significant differences were observed in

blends prepared using this purified material.
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B. Density results . The effect of the purification of both PVC and

PCL is readily seen from density measurements. Figure 14 shows the

density of the PVC/PCL blends as a function of composition. This figure

also contains the density of the nonpurified material as well as the

density calculated assuming a simple volume rule (the dashed line in-

cludes the increase in density due to the presence of crystalline PCL)

.

It is immediately obvious that the volume additivity relationship does

not describe accurately the density of either the purified or non-

purified blend. This is not surprising since a negative volume of mix-

ing, AVW , and the densif ication of a glass below T (221) are both op-& ' M g

posing a simple volume additivity. Secondly, the purified blend is

characterized by higher densities than the non-purified materials.

Provided the extent of the densif ication phenomenon is the same in both

cases then the purified material exhibits a more negative AV
M

and, con-

sequently, greater mixing.

Above 50 weight percent PCL, there are PCL crystals present. If

the density in excess of the amorphous density calculated by volume ad-

ditivity is used to calculate a degree of crystallinity then it is

found that this degree of crystallinity is anywhere from 5 to 20%

higher than differential scanning calorimetric results and wide angle

x-ray diffraction results. This is a further indication that the den-

sity is not simply additive. It also points to the possible magnitude

of errors that can be obtained when calculating a degree of crystallin-

ity for a polymer blend from density data.

C . Degree of crystallinity . The weight fraction of crystallinity in
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the purified PVC/PCL blends (>50% PCL) were obtained by both wide angle

x-ray diffraction (WAXD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

Photographs of the WAXD patterns along with their corresponding expo-

sure times are shown in Figure 15. From a qualitative observation of

these profiles it is clearly seen that the degree of crystallinity de-

creases as the concentration of PVC increases. This was placed on a

quantitative scale by taking account of the sample thickness, attenua-

tion factor and angle of diffraction and using a step scanning diffrac-

tometer to accurately record the intensity of each angle. After sub-

o
traction of a natural background the method of Ruland (29) was used to

calculate the degree of crystallinity. These results are shown in

Figure 17. These results confirm the qualitative observations made

previously on the photographs.

DSC was used to confirm the WAXD results. Thermograms were ob-

tained on six blends ranging from 50 to 100 weight percent PCL. The

weight of the sample used was such that the area under the melting

peak (endotherm) was relatively constant to optimize comparison. Sam-

ple specifications and experimental conditions are given in Table 5.

and the thermograms are shown in Figure 16. The degree of crystallinity

calculated from these curves is shown in Figure 17. As can be seen,

good agreement was found between the two techniques.

The endotherms possessed a rather peculiar shape particularly

in the 70-50 weight percent PCL range. Similar observations were made

by Ong (29) on the non-purified blends. Consequently, it is felt that

these profiles are characteristic of the blend and reflect a signifi-

cant amount of crystals melting at lower temperatures. This could
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TABLE 5

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY DATA

WEIGHT /a rCL
SCANNING RATE

(°C/min)
WEIGHT
(nig)

MELTING POINT
nFPPT7TrDEGREE CRYSTALLINITY

100 10 3.37 54.2 0.55

90 10 5.23 54.1 0.49

80 10 5.10 53.4 0.43

70 10 6.03 52.8 0.33

60 10 6.91 51.1 0.24

50 10 7.89 49.8 0.12
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simply be the result of the increasing amount of PVC in the blend and

its effect on the PCL crystals formed during isothermal crystalliza-

tion.

In agreement with previous work, the degree of crystallinity

was found to decrease from approximately 50 percent for pure PCL to

nearly zero at a 50/50 mixture by weight. The cause of this reduction

is two-fold. First of all the total amount of PCL capable of crystal-

lizing is being reduced with the addition of PVC. More importantly,

however, is the fact that the temperature envelope in which crystalliza-

tion can occur is decreasing. This region of crystallization is dic-

tated by the T and melting point of the system. For these blends this

information is given in Figure 18 where T
m

is the melting point of the

blend and T^ is the temperature of crystallization (30°C) . As can be

seen, the difference between T and T continually decreases as PVC is
m g

added. Ong (29) investigated the overall rate of crystallization in

the blends and found it to continually decrease in agreement with the

narrower crystallization envelope. For blends with less than 50 weight

percent PCL crystallization half times on the order of months to years

(193) was also reported.

These facts point directly to the compatibility of PVC and PCL.

If the two did not mix then the crystallization rate would not be af-

fected to any extent since T would be that of the individual homopoly-
g

mers. The degree of crystallinity would also be directly related to

the amount of crystallizable component and the degree of crystallinity

of that component in the bulk homopolymer. If the two were compatible

at elevated temperatures and phase separated at the lower temperatures
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then the crystallization rate and the rate of diffusion would have to be

considered

.

A closer examination of the melting point of the PCL also indi-

cates good mixing. As seen in Figure 19 the melting point decreases as

PVC is added to the blend. Melting point depression has been treated

by Flory (32) but in order to use this theory and relate the depression

to the interaction parameter the system must be at equilibrium. This

requires performing the melting point experiments at different rates and

extrapolating to zero heating rate to obtain the equilibrium melting

point. This was not done for this system and, consequently, the results

in Figure 19 can only qualitatively indicate compatibility.

D. Small angle light scattering (SALS) . A dramatic difference was ob-

served in the spherulite size between the purified and non-purified

blend. Both cases yielded specimens volume filled with spherulites

.

However, spherulite radii determined by SALS were three times larger

in the case of the purified materials than in the non-purified blend as

shown in Figure 20. This can be attributed to the removal of hetero-

geneous nucleation sites in the form of impurities. In the non-puri-

fied blend the spherulite radius was found to reach a maximum value at

90 weight percent PCL whereas the radius remained constant to within

experimental errors for the purified blend. The former case is easily

explained by the addition of more impurities into the system providing

more nucleation sites and, consequently, a decrease in the average

spherulite size. The only explanation for the latter case is that im-

purities in the PVC balance the loss of nucleation sites in the PCL
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due to the decreased PCL concentration. However, experimental errors

were quite high and permit only a qualitative discussion at best.

A point that has not been discussed previously and warrants

further attention is the fact that a spherulite morphology was not ob-

tained from the blend unless the solution cast films were heated to

90°C or higher. If lower melting temperatures were used then a rod-like

light scattering pattern was observed. This is due to the crystals

melting but not being able to diffuse into the surrounding PCL/PVC

matrix at temperatures below 90°C. Consequently, when the blend is

crystallized crystallization occurs in the framework of the previously

existing spherulite producing a rod-like morphology. When the tempera-

ture was raised above 90°C subsequent crystallization produced the ex-

pected spherulite morphology. This phenomenon was not observed in the

non-purified material and could be due to the removal of the 'PCL-300

,

the lower molecular weight PCL, and other lower molecular weight mater-

ial during the purification process. These materials would facilitate

the diffusion process and, therefore, eliminate the effect noted above.

E. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) . As indicated in Chapter III,

1 SAXS can be a valuable tool in the investigation of the morphology of

semicrystalline and amorphous polymers. Khambatta (194) used this tech-

nique to elucidate the morphology of PVC/PCL blends and, consequently,

was able to characterize the extent of mixing over the entire composi-

tion range.

In the semicrystalline blends SAXS provided information concern-

ing the location of the PVC in the blend which is volume filled with
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spherulites down to 50 weight percent PCL. The long period, i.e., the

crystal center to crystal center distance, determined from model cal-

culations of the scattering curve, was found to increase sufficiently

to accommodate the PVC. In confirmation of this observation, the in-

variant indicated that the amorphous material between the PCL lamellae

was not pure PCL but was composed of a mixture of the two polymers.

Debye-Beuche analyses on the amorphous blends yielded an average hetero-

geneity length in the medium and, as previously discussed, this led to

the conclusion that the amorphous material consisted of a mixed phase

with diffuse heterogeneities on the order of 10 nm distributed through-

out the matrix.

In view of these findings similar analyses were performed on

the purified materials to determine if the differences observed in the

macroscopic properties would be reflected in the scattering properties

of the purified blends. Since there are two distinct morphologies

present in the blends, i.e., completely amorphous and semicrystalline

,

they shall be treated separately because different models are used to

describe the scattering.

i. Semicrystalline blends . SAXS profiles for the semicrystal-

line blends isothermally crystallized at 30°C were obtained on the step

scanning Kratky apparatus. Sample specifications are given in Table 6.

The scattering curves are shown in Figures 21 and 22 plotted against

modular degrees where 1 modular degree corresponds to 0.936 mrad. The

intensity profiles have been corrected for parasitic scattering and

electronic noise and were normalized to the scattering from pure PCL.

The normalized intensity is given by:
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TABLE 6

CONCENTRATED PVC/PCL BLENDS—SAXS INFORMATION

WEIGHT % PCL
ATTENUATION FACTOR THICKNESS

(^m)

MONITOR INTENSITY
(cps)

100 0.464 1.13 9.73

89.6 0.529 0.467 10.13

79.8 0.366 0.529 10.04

69.6 0.237 0.521 10.04

59.8 0.441 0.243 10.92

50.4 0.273 0.473 10.34
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T
'

I
n«2

A2^
T

'norm = i ,
A <L h (141 >

ml 1 A

where A is the attenuation factor of sample i, I . is the monitor1 mi

counts (Lupolen intensity) for the scattering curve i, d\ is the thick-

ness of sample i, and I is the intensity of sample i. I is the
i norm

intensity normalized to the scattering of sample 2 where 2 in this case

is PCL.

Quite pronounced differences are seen in these data compared to

that of Khambatta (193). In the latter case distinct maxima or shoul-

ders were clearly evident. These are only readily seen in the pure PCL

and the 90 percent blend. The remainder of the profiles could be char-

acterized by a monotonically decreasing function.

The scattering of interest, however, is that due to lamellar

interferences and, consequently, any contributions due to heterogenei-

ties in the amorphous phase or from foreign matter must be eliminated

from the scattering before application of any of the existing models.

In order to arrive at these contributions the specimens were melted at

90°C and scattering profiles were taken on the molten materials. The

scattering from these samples arises from dirt or foreign matter in

the samples, as well as thermal density and concentration fluctuations.

The scattering profiles, obtained on the one dimensional position sen-

sitive detector (1DPSD) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (see Appen-

dix I) are shown in Figure 23. The curves, corrected for electronic

noise and parasitic scattering, were subtracted from the scattering

profiles of the semicrystalline blends after normalizing the profile
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at very high angles where the intensity is flat and is predominated by

fluctuation scattering from the amorphous phase.

Alternate procedures were available to perform this subtrac-

tion. For example, the thermal density fluctuations give rise to an

angularly independent scattering. This can be determined by plotting

3 3
J(s)s against s and determining the slope of the line at high angles.

This scattering level can be subtracted from the overall scattering

profile. However, contributions due to correlated fluctuations or

foreign matter both of which are possible in polymer blends would not

be removed.

In terms of fluctuation scattering a better method of subtract-

ing the contribution to the total scattering from the amorphous phase

would be to perform an experiment on a sample with the exact PVC/PCL

concentrations as in the amorphous phase. If <\>^ and
$-pcL

are the

volume fractions of crystallinity and PCL, respectively, then a melt

scattering profile of a sample with a PCL concentration of ~ $q

should be performed. This profile, I
pL A>

should then be subtracted

from the semicrystalline scattering, Ig, weighted by the volume frac-

tion of the amorphous phase. Consequently, the corrected profile,

I , would be given by
corr b

I = I - (1 - *_)I
F

. . (142)
corr S C *L,A

A complicating factor arises in this procedure in that scatter-

ing from foreign matter is also included in this scattering from the

molten material and this is characteristic of the blend regardless of
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its degree of crystallinity . There is no method available for separat-

ing these two contributions. Therefore, the first method was used due

to its simplicity and the availability of the sample. Errors involved

in using this method will be small when considering the total integral.

However, proper background subtraction is crucial for examining zero

order scattering.

A point that should be made here concerning experiments on the

molten samples is that sufficient time must be allowed to produce a

homogeneous mixture. Before the experiment is performed, the PCL from

the molten crystals must be allowed to diffuse into the PVC/PCL mixture

in the amorphous phase. Otherwise an artificial fluctuation approxi-

mately the size of a lamella can be incorporated into the scattering

profile. At least 20 minutes were allowed at 90°C for this to occur

and for the size range of interest Gilmore (24) has shown that this is

a sufficient time allotment.

The result of subtracting the liquid scattering and foreign

matter scattering from the initial semicrystalline profiles is shown

in Figure 24. In only three of the concentrations investigated was

there sufficient excess scattering to analyze. Even in the 69 percent

blend the errors on the scattering profile are relatively high. The

profiles in Figure 24 were desmeared and reduced to profiles from a

2
one dimensional system (multiplication by s ) shown in Figure 25.

Treatment of these profiles with the various scattering models will be

discussed momentarily. However, a discussion of the total integrated

scattering of these systems along with an explanation of the lack of

scattering in some of the semicrystalline blends is necessary.
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In order to correctly assess the value of the total integral

the scattering was examined for deviations from Porod's Law. The data

appearing in Figure 24 along with 6orresponding pinhole data obtained

on the two dimensional position sensitive detector were used to assess

deviations due to transition zone thicknesses. Plots were made of

3 3 4 4
J(h)h vs. h and I(h)h vs. h for the smeared Kratky data, J(h), and

the pinhole data, 1(h). The plots from the pinhole data appear in

Figures 26, 27, and 28. The transition zone, E, was found to be con-

stant to within experimental errors over the entire composition range.

Both the pinhole and smeared data yielded an E = 1.6 nm with errors for

the pure PCL increasing from ±0.2 nra to ±0.4 nm for the 69 weight per-

cent PCL. These data are tabulated in Table 7 and plotted as a function

of concentration in Figure 29.

The intensity profiles in Figure 24 were corrected for the loss

in intensity due to the transition zone by equation (119), and the in-

variant was calculated according to equations (106a, b) after placing

the data on an absolute level by equation (129). The profiles were

examined to ensure that Porod's Law was obeyed before calculation of

the invariant. This is necessary to obtain a correct extrapolation to

s-k». The results of these calculations (tabulated as (Ap)^) are shown

in Table 8 and are plotted as a function of PCL concentration in

Figure 30.

As can be seen from Table 8 the errors listed range from ±10%

for the pure PCL to approximately ±100% in the 69.6 blend. These enor-

mous errors in the 69.6 percent result from the fact that the invariant

was very small and the contribution to the invariant from the extrapola-



TABLE 7

TRANSITION ZONE THICKNESS DATA

WEIGHT % PCL
TRANSITION ZONE THICKNESS ERRORS

(run) (nm)

100 1.6 ±0.2

89.6 1.6 ±0.1

79.8

69.6 1.5 ±0.4



TABLE 8

MEAN SQUARE FLUCTUATION IN THE ELECTRON DENSITY

WEIGHT % PCL

(Ap)2 (mole e'/cra3 )
2 x 104

MEASURED CALCULATED

100 6.70 ± 0.6 6.91

89.6 3.70 ± 0.8 2.64

79.8 0.34

69.6 0.60 ± 0.6 0.09

59.8 0.26

50.4 0.26

indicates that experimental values were

not measurable.
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tion of Porod's Law is nearly 70% of the total integral. In the 100 and

89.6 weight percent samples the Porod Law contribution is 25% and 38%,

respectively.

Using the crystallinities obtained from DSC and WAXD measure-

ments and the electron densities of crystalline PCL (p p _ = 0.6447

3 3
mole e /cm ), amorphous PCL (p

c
= 0.592 mole e"/cm ) and polyvinyl-

3chloride (PpVQ
= 0.721 mole e"/cm ) the mean square fluctuation can be

calculated assuming a model. For simplicity it will be assumed that the

electron density of the amorphous phase is given by

P
a *a,PCL P a,PCL

+
*PVC PPVC ^ 143 ^

The mean square fluctuation in electron density for a two phase system

given by equation (69b) can be written in terms of the crystal and

amorphous phases by

(Ap)
2

= 4>* a <P p
- Pj

2
(144)

c a c a.

These calculations were performed and are compared to the experimentally

determined values in Figure 30. Even with the assumption of a volume

additivity which according to the density measurements is not strictly

2
correct the calculated value of (Ap) follows the same trend as the

experimental value. These calculations also explain why no scattering

was observed in some of the semicrystalline blends.

In essence, there are two parameters contributing to this lack

of intensity. First, the invariant is proportional to $ which con-

tinually decreases for the blends as shown in Figure 17. Secondly, the
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integrated intensity is given by the square of the electron density

difference. This, however, goes to zero near 70 weight percent PCL be-

cause the electron density of the amorphous phase equals that of the

crystalline phase. This is understood when the magnitudes of the elec-

tron density are considered. Initially, p > p since both the phases
c a

are composed of PCL and P c>pCL
> P a>pcL . However, since p pvc

> p c>pcL

then as PVC is added to the amorphous phase p increases and obtains a
a

value equal to P
c

near 70 weight percent PCL. Further addition of PVC

increases p even more making p > p and, consequently, an increase in
a a c

the intensity would be expected. However, the decreasing value of (j)^

counteracts this and consequently only a slight rise is seen before re-

turning to zero

.

The interesting and important feature that this calculation

demonstrates is that the PVC must be located between the lamellae to

explain the observed invariants. This can be stated without even con-

sidering the long period. These calculations also indicate that the

electron density difference can be explained in terms of a two phase

model without the need of incorporating additional diffuse phases. Con-

sequently, this behavior strongly indicates a well mixed amorphous

phase

.

The presence of PVC between the lamellae is reflected in the

long period as well. Using Bragg' s Law to roughly calculate the long

period it is found to increase from 14.7 nm in the pure PCL case to

approximately 26 nm in the 69.6 weight percent blend. As shown in

Figure 31 the increase does not vary directly with the concentration

of PVC. It is found to increase very slowly at first followed by a
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rapid increase near 80 weight percent. Due to the absence of scatter-

ing the trend cannot be characterized to any further extent. This trend

would not be expected if the degree of crystallinity of the PCL (based

on total weight percent of PCL) remained constant. Therefore, this

must be changing as a function of composition. Due to the absence of

scattering the trend cannot be characterized to any further extent. In-

deed, the errors in the determination of the scattering maximum for the

69.6 weight percent sample are magnified since the excess intensities

are small. The increase in long spacing is definitely indicated but

not as pronounced as that observed by Khambatta where the long period

increased in proportion to the volume fraction of PVC.

The scattering profiles shown in Figure 29 were compared to

theoretical curves calculated from the Vonk correlation function and

the Hosemann paracrystalline lattice models.

Theoretical correlation functions were fit to the experimental

correlation function using Gaussian crystal thickness distributions and

log normal amorphous thickness distributions. Comparison of the theo-

retical and experimental curves are shown in Figures 32 and 33 for the

pure PCL and the 90 percent blend with PVC. As can be seen, reasonable

agreement was found between the two using the theoretical distribution

shown in Table 9. These data indicate that the effect of adding ten

percent PVC to the PCL does not dramatically alter the distributions

of either phase. However, broader distribution parameters had to be

used for the 69 percent blend. The crystallinities obtained by these

calculations agree to within six percent of the values obtained by DSC

or WAXD. This supports the fact that PVC resides between the lamellae
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TABLE 9

SAXS MODEL PARAMETERS

V 0 N K

CONCENTRATION PCL
<t>C (DSC) <f>C (SAXS) 3 C (Gaussian) 3a (Log Normal)

100 .49 .55 0.25 0.05

90 .45 .40 0.25 0.09

69 .30 .35 0.30 0.31

H 0 S E M A N N

WGT % PCL
*C

C (nm) A (nm) N gc 8a
E (nm)

100 50 7.5 7.5 2.0 0.15 0.33 1.5

90 46 7.3 8.7 1.7 0.20 0.32 1.6

69 39 10.1 15.9 1.9 0.31 0.30 1.5
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and is not excluded from the interlamellar regions. If the latter were

so, higher crystallinities would have been obtained by SAXS than other

methods since the local crystallinity giving rise to SAXS would be

higher than the overall crystallinity of the specimen.

Parameters used in the Hosemann paracrystalline lattice cal-

culations are given in Table 9. Gaussian distribution statistics were

used to describe both the amorphous and crystalline phases. Again it

is seen that the distribution functions broaden as PVC is added to the

PCL and that the crystallinity determined by this model agrees with

the overall degree of crystallinity. The value of N, i.e., the number

of lamellae per stack, is seen to be low. The only physical signifi-

cance that can be given to this is that it represents the number of

lamellae that are perfectly aligned with one another. Baczek (134)

has discussed this point and the interested reader is referred to that

work.

The precision to which a scattering curve can be described by

a single set of distribution parameters and degree of crystallinity is

quite good. However, this does not mean that they are the only set of

parameters that can be fit to a scattering profile. Equally good fits

could be obtained in the correlation function analysis using different

parameters but, as in this case, either the crystallinities were absurd

or the distribution parameters were too broad and yielded a high prob-

ability of very small crystals. In the Hosemann analysis, the value of

N is always ambiguous in its physical meaning.

Even with these ambiguities it is still felt that the reasonable

models for the blend were found. These models are consistent with the
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idea of a compatible mixture in the amorphous phase with the long period

increasing to accommodate the added PVC.

In addition to the above model calculations another piece of

information can be obtained from the scattering profiles. Considering

the initial smeared scattering profiles in Figures 21 and 22 mention

was made of the fluctuation scattering at the tail end of the scattering

curves. In this region the scattering is essentially angularly indepen-

dent. In the pure PCL this scattering is characteristic of thermal den-

sity fluctuations in the amorphous phase whereas in the blends there

are added contributions due to concentration fluctuations. Consequent-

ly, if the level of scattering is corrected for the amount of crystal-

linity present and the contributions due to thermal density fluctuations

in the pure amorphous PCL are subtracted then this will yield a quali-

tative measure of the amount of fluctuation scattering attributable to

concentration fluctuations. Therefore, the corrected scattering level,

1"L
£, would be given by

I
L,C

I
L,B

I
L,PCL

c,B

4>c,PCL
9 j

(145)

where I and I. __ T
are the liquid scattering levels of the blend and

L , B L , PCL

pure PCL, (j) and
<f> % p are the volume fractions of crystallinity in

C , D C , rLL

the blend and pure PCL.

This excess liquid scattering is shown in Figure 34 to increase

as PVC is added to the PCL indicating that the number or magnitude of

the fluctuations is increasing. The former would be indicative of mix-

ing in the amorphous phase in keeping with the invariant calculation.
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This observation is only qualitative and can only be discussed in terms

of other evidence.

ii. Amorphous blends . The scattering from the amorphous

blends and the semicrystalline blends above the melting point is charac-

terized by scattering arising from concentration and thermal density

fluctuations. In addition to this scattering foreign matter and para-

sitic scattering are also present. Parasitic scattering is easily ac-

counted for. However, as mentioned previously, the scattering from

foreign matter is not easily obtained. Khambatta suggested one possible

approach where the scattering from the two pure materials weighted by

the volume fraction of the materials present can be subtracted from the

scattering of the blend. This essentially assumes that the foreign

matter in the blend is a weighted sum of that in the pure components.

This assumption is most likely valid to within experimental errors and

was used in this study. Any errors involved in improper subtraction

will be reflected in deviations at small angles. Therefore, the cor-

rected intensity 1(h) is given by

1(h) = I
BL

(h) - *pcL
I
M>pcL

(h) - *pvc
I
pvc

(h) (146)

where I „T is the scattering from molten PCL, and I RT
are the

M,rCL rvc dl,

scattered intensities from pure PVC and the blend, respectively.

The corrected intensities were desmeared using the infinite

height assumption and the resulting profiles were treated using an ex-

ponential correlation function as described previously in equation (71).

Plots of 1(h) against h are shown in Figures 35 and 36 with the

correlation distances given in Table 10. Since the fluctuations are
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TABLE 10

CORRELATION DISTANCE DATA

VOLUME FRACTION PCL
CORRELATION DISTANCES

(nm)

CHORD LENGTHS (nm)

ft

PVC
I
PCL

92* 1.05 (3.94) 1.15 (4.28) 18.2 (49.2)

74* 1.18 (4.15) 1.60 (5.60) 4.66 (15.9)

66* 1.64 (5.29) 2.49 (8.02) 4.84 (15.6)

56* 1.33 (7.54) 2.30 (13.5) 3.03 (16.4)

46** 1.70 (3.41) 3.70 (7.40) 3.15 (6.32)

24** 0.95 (2.23) 3.97 (9.31) 1.23 (2.94)

*Measured at 90°C.

**Measure.d at room temperature.

NOTE: Values in parentheses indicate correlation distances and

chord lengths determined at the initial part of the

scattering profiles.
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due predominantly to concentration fluctuations the average chord

lengths, defined previously, were calculated for both PVC and PCL.

These are also shown in Table 10 and are plotted in Figure 37 as a func-

tion of concentration.

The most surprising result of these calculations is that the

correlation distances are quite small and are smaller than the dimen-

sions of a single chain. This was found to be true for the PVC and

PCL chord lengths as well. Consequently, these results indicate that

mixing must be occurring on the segmental level. If this were not the

case then the correlation distances and the average chord lengths

would have to be much larger. In previous studies on these materials,

Khambatta found much larger chord lengths and arrived at the conclu-

sion of the presence of partially mixed phases in the amorphous mate-

rial . However, this may very well have been a result of the presence

of impurities in the initial PVC.

Deviations from the Debye-Bueche analysis were seen at small

angles. These deviations must be attributable to an improper subtrac-

tion of the background. Attempts can be made to eliminate these devia-

tions, however, the procedure then loses physical significance and is

basically force fitting the data to the analysis. In addition to this

a straight line behavior was observed over a large angular region.

Therefore, the deviations were ignored in the analysis.

F. Infrared spectroscopy . The results of the SAXS analysis clearly

indicate that mixing is occurring in the blends throughout the entire

composition range. IR was then undertaken to locate the specific in-
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teractions in the blends. A parallel study by Coleman and Zarian (27)

was undertaken on the same specimens using Fourier transform infrared

techniques. The results of theif study confirmed the results obtained

in this work. The results from their investigation are more quantita-

tive since they rely on a digital subtraction of the spectra (222,223)

which circumvents the problems associated with the determination of

film thicknesses. This was the source of the predominant error in this

study

.

Typical spectra obtained in this study for a series of sample

thicknesses are shown in Figure 38. Only one composition (80 weight

percent PCL) is shown for illustration purposes. The baseline used to

obtain the absorbance at any given frequency is shown as a dotted line.

The reason this baseline extends over the entire range of absorbances

and is not restricted to a single absorption peak is that the total ab-

sorption arising from both components is of interest. Consequently,

absorbance readings obtained from such a baseline will include overlaps

from other bands in the same polymer and of the alternate component.

Plots of total absorbance as a function of thickness are shown

in Figures 39, 40, 41, and 42 for several blends and the pure homopoly-

mers. Several different frequencies are shown in each case and the as-

signments of these bands are given in Table 11. The assignments in PVC

have been made by Krimm et al. (224) whereas the PCL assignments are

characteristic group frequencies made by Holland-Moritz and coworkers

(225,226) by a group frequency approach on a series of polyesters.

The slopes of the lines in the absorbance vs. thickness plots,

shown in Tables 12 and 13, were plotted against monomer mole fraction in
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TABLE 11

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY ASSIGNMENTS AND RESULTS

FREQUENCY
(cm" 1

)

ASSIGNMENT POLYMER DEVIATION FROM

1355 CH
9
wagging PVC No

1460 CH 0 bending
z

PVC No

2835 CH stretching PVC No

960 CH2 rocking PVC No

1200 CH wagging
am

1 vu IN U "

1240 CH deformation
am

PVC No*

1255 CH^ deformation PVC No

1100 COC stretching PCL No*

1165 CO stretching PCL Yes

1429, 1436 CH2 deformation PVC Yes

^Extrapolate to extinction coefficient values for pure

PCL that are too high.
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the blends and are shown in Figures 42-52 according to frequency. Table

11 lists frequencies where deviations from linearity were observed.

Strong deviations from linearity were observed at only two

frequencies namely the 1165 cm band due to a C-O-C bending and at

1429 cm
1

due to a CH
2
deformation. The band at 1165 cm"

1
was also ob-

served by Coleman and Zarian (27), however, the band at 1429 cm"
1
was

only observed to a small extent in their study.

Another type of deviation that was observed was that the ex-

tinction coefficient varied linearly as a function of PVC monomer mole

fraction but did not yield the correct value for the PCL extinction co-

efficient. This type of deviation was found in the 1100 cm
1

C-0

stretching frequency, the 1200 cm
1

C-H wagging frequency and in the

1240 cm
1

C-H deformation frequency. The first of these was not ex-

tremely pronounced but was in the last two cases. (These latter fre-

quencies have been assigned to the amorphous component of PVC by Kriram

(224).) Coleman and Zarian do not make specific mention of these bands

but may likely be included in the minor changes they observed. In all

of the cases above the extinction coefficient extrapolated to a value

higher than that obtained for the pure components.

The carbonyl group in the PCL absorbs in the 1725-1740 cm
1

frequenty range. Coleman and Zarian (27) performed work on semicrystal-

line and molten PCL indicating that the crystalline carbonyl absorbs

at 1724 cm"
1

and the amorphous at 1737 cm . Since this work was per-

formed in the melt only the 1737 cm
1

band was observed. This was

studied as a function of composition with the results being shown in

Figure 53. As can be seen, the carbonyl peak shifts to lower frequen-
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cies as PVC is added, indicating interactions are occurring. The shift-

ing appears to be quite distinctive with a shift of over 5 cm'
1
occur-

ring. The shifting to lower frequency indicates a weakening of the

carbonyl bond possibly due to hydrogen bonding with the proton opposite

the chlorine in the PVC. This is illustrated schematically in Figure

54. Hallam (227) investigated the effect of hydrogen bonding on the

carbonyl absorption frequency in some low molecular weight esters. In

these studies downward shifts in frequency from 5 to 25 cm
1

in the

carbonyl frequency. The greatest shifts in frequency occurred in sol-

vents such as chloroform. In these cases the X-H bonds were only

slightly affected. Given the structures of the two polymers, the type

of interaction proposed in Figure 54 is not unreasonable when the work

of Hallem is considered. The derealization of the carbonyl bond will

in turn have an effect on the C-0-Cbond. This explains the deviations

observed at 1165 cm This type of interaction can give rise to the

peculiar behavior observed at the C-H wagging and deformation of 1200

cm
1

and 1240 cm
1

. Therefore, the infrared data is consistent with the

schematic drawn in Figure 54.

Since sodium chloride salt plates were used the low frequency

range could not be investigated. This region is of importance in the

blend system because the conformations of the C-Cl bond can be examined.

With the type of interaction drawn it would be expected that the C-Cl

bond would be affected. Surprisingly, Coleman and Zarian's results do

not indicate this. This region was completely removed when the spectra

were subtracted. Consequently, if the C-Cl bond is involved in specific

interactions the overall effect must be small.
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G. Conclusions on concentrated PVC/PCL blends . The results of the

various techniques employed in this study indicate that PVC/PCL blends

mix on a finer scale than indicated previously by Khambatta et al. (144).

SAXS correlation distances and specific interactions revealed by IR in-

vestigations indicate that the amorphous blends are mixed on a seg-

mental level. No evidence was found for domains or heterogeneities on

the 10 nm or molecular scale. Rather the heterogeneities were on the

order of 2 nm which is on the segmental level for both materials. Con-

sistent with these results the densities of the amorphous blends were

not simply additive and indicated a negative volume of mixing. This is

also supported by a single glass transition temperature found by others

(29,193)

.

In the PVC/PCL blends at room temperature at PCL concentrations

greater than fifty weight percent the PCL crystallizes. Consequently,

the blends are phase separated into a pure PCL phase and an amorphous

mixture of PVC and PCL. SALS and SAXS results indicate that the PVC

resides between the PCL lamellae. Apparent melting point depression

and SAXS invariant calculations further indicate that the two polymers

are mixed on a segmental level. This conclusion is also supported by

the observation of a single glass transition temperature.

Compatibility of the amorphous phase between the lamellae is

really not too surprising when the relative concentrations of the two

polymers are considered. Due to crystallization the composition of the

amorphous phase is not the same as the overall mixing composition. If

the volume fraction crystallinity is subtracted from the total volume

fraction PCL it is seen that the concentration of PCL never exceeds
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fifty weight percent in the amorphous phase. Specimens of this composi-

tion are easily investigated and are known to be compatible. Therefore,

provided the presence of crystals does not drastically modify the PCL

in the amorphous phase then the inter lamellar regions should be well

mixed

.

The only observation that displays an abnormality along these

lines is the glass transition temperature. Although only one glass

transition temperature is seen it is characteristic of the overall com-

position and not the composition of the amorphous phase. It would be

expected that the glass transition temperature would obey the behavior

shown by the dotted line in Figure 91 rather than the observed (solid

line) behavior. This may indicate that the crystals do affect the amor-

phous phase and the PCL chains are behaving in an anomalous manner.

This is one point that needs further investigation to determine the

reasons for this anomalous behavior.

2'. Dilute Small Angle X-ray Scattering in the Bulk

Since a variety of systems were investigated by the dilute scat-

tering technique they shall be discussed separately. The molecular

weight specifications of the polymers used have been given in Table 2.

Additional parameters necessary for calculations, for example, mass and

electron density of the homopolymers and the excess number of electrons

per gram for the various systems are shown in Tables 14 and 15. Tables

16 to 21 list the experimentally determined sample characteristics and

scattering run specifications.

A^JPCL/PVC. In order to work on the PCL/PVC system a
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TABLE 14

HOMOPOLYMERS USED IN ZIMM SAXS

POLYMER CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
MASS DENSITY

(g/cm 3
)

ELECTRON DENSITY
(mole e~/cm3 )

7
e

(mole e /g)

PVC C
2
H
3
C1 1.410 0.7219 0.512

PCL C
6
H10°2 1.090 0.5157 0.473

PpIS C
8
H
7
I -1.90 -1.09 0.573

PS C
8
H
8

1.048 0.5635 0.538

PpCIS C
8
H
7
C1 1.226 0.6369 0.520

PoCIS C
8
H
?
C1 1.245 0.6467 0.520

PPO G
8
H
8
0 1.066 0.5680 0.533
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TABLE 15

EXCESS ELECTRONS PER GRAM AND
ELECTRON DENSITY DIFFERENCES

MIXTURE
(mole e~/cc)

(Ap e )

2

(mole e~/cc) (mole e~/g)

(AZe )
2

(10
3
)

2(mole e /g)

PCL/PVC 0.2062 0.0425 0.039 0.152

PpIS/PS 0.5266 0.2772 0.036 0.130

PoClS/PS 0.0832 0.0069 0.018 0.033

PpClS/PS 0.0734 0.0054 0.018 0.033

PoClS/PPO 0.0787 0.0062 0.017 0.029

PpClS/PPO 0.0689 0.0048 0.017 0.029
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TABLE 16

PVC/PCL SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—ZIMM ANALYSIS

g x 10
2 PCL/cm3 blend

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS
(mm)

ATTENUATION
FACTOR

i 6i no t4 JOl7 Ut DID

0.75 10100 181420 0.122 0.643

1.039 19560 255924 0.139 0.650

1.209 10000 193843 0.096 0.731

1.239 10000 68558 0.302 0.496

2.60 13700 205887 0.276 0.635

3.85 10000 86548 0.175 0.621

6.16 10000 16240 0.127 0.636
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TABLE 17

PpIS/PS SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—ZIMM ANALYSIS

WEIGHT PERCENT
PpIS

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS
(mm)

ATTENUATION
FACTOR

PS 20735 317636 1.143 0.775

0.301 13500 287326 1.002 0.759

0.558 8500 177606 1.073 0.746

0.807 12000 258264 1.126 0.759

1.407 8300 177703 1.549 0.643

1.588 8000 168176 1.080 0.693

1.911 5000 115564 1.120 0.687
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TABLE 18

PpClS/PS SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—Z1MM SAXS

WEIGHT PERCENT
PpCIS

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS
(0.001 in)

ATTENUATION
FACTOR

0.508 4000
'

82623 45.5 0.78

0.76 5000 143108 45.5 0.75

1.25 7600 143108 51.5 0.78

1.66 5100 104856 40.5 0.78
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TABLE 19

PpClS/PPO SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—ZIMM SAXS

WEIGHT PERCENT
PpCIS

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS
(mm)

ATTENUATION
FACTOR

0.53 6000 111050 1.05 0.75

1.13 5600 109126 1.22 0.74

1.50 6000 125545 1.13 0.71

4.48 5500 172272 1.09 0.72
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TABLE 20

PoClS/PPO SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—ZIMM SAXS

WEIGHT PERCENT
PCL

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS ATTENUATION
FACTOR

0.54 5000 85507 1.04 0.707

0.84 5000 88585. 1.25 0.707

1.11 5000 103042 1.17 0.711

1.47 5280 110631 1.16 0.719

1.72 6300 118152 1.04 0.718

PPO 5100 102756 1.41 0.676
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TABLE 21

PoClS/PS SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—ZIMM SAXS

WEIGHT PERCENT
PCL

COUNTING TIME
(sec)

MONITOR
COUNTS

THICKNESS
(mm)

ATTENUATION
FACTOR

0.509 6100 127667 1.04 0.788

0.796 7600 148888 1.05 0.784

1.066 7 300 133423 1.03 0.796

1.29 6000 113551 1.09 0.779

1.65 4100 77376 1.04 0.776

3.19 6400 118707 1.05 0.759
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dilute amount of PCL was placed in a PVC matrix to investigate the con-

formation of the PCL molecule. If the picture of a compatible mixture

is correct for this system it should be reflected in the radius of gyra

tion of the single molecule.

Since the concentrations involved in these studies are small

the total amount of scattering will be low as well. Consequently, any

scattering that arises from the matrix material must be examined in de-

tail. The matrix in this system is polyvinylchloride and the origins

of scattering in this homopolymer are ill-defined to say the least.

Previous discussions have dealt with order in amorphous materials and

PVC can have the additional problem of a possible microcrystallinity

.

Numerous studies have been conducted on this material and still the con

elusions drawn vary from laboratory to laboratory. Nearly all the

scattering studies conducted on PVC have been performed on non-purified

materials. Therefore, the PVC used in this study was purified in the

described manner.

The smeared scattering profile obtained with the 1DPSD on a

Kratky small angle x-ray apparatus is shown in Figure 55. The scatter-

ing monotonically decreases and to a constant value in the vicinity of

2-4 milliradians. No evidence was found for a shoulder or a discrete

scattering maximum as was found by Khambatta (193) and Wenig (220). Us

ing an infinite height assumption the desmearing procedure of Schmidt

(170,171) was employed to reduce the data to that from a pinhole geo-

metry. The data was placed on an absolute scale and compared to the

data published by Straff and Uhlmann (91). This is shown in Figure

56. As can be seen the scattering for PVC obtained in this study is
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in good agreement with their data although it lies slightly below their

scattering curve. This can be expected due to the purification of the

material in this study

.

Straff and Uhlmann have described the origin of this scattering

in terms of impurities in the PVC of a range of sizes and concentrations.

The data obtained in this experiment can be described in a similar

fashion by varying the concentrations of the impurities. Attempts to

describe this scattering in terms of a superstructure were not success-

ful. In addition to this wide angle x-ray diffraction did not display

a measurable amount of crys tallinity . Therefore, the picture drawn by

Straff and Uhlmann (91) seemed to best describe the PVC in this study

and their interpretation was used.

With the addition of PCL to this system the scattering profiles

in Figure 57 were seen after normalizing the intensities by equations

(141). As mentioned previously this scattering was assumed to be due

solely to the PCL in the PVC matrix and was not affected by any possible

structure in the PVC. In view of the results this conclusion seems

to be borne out. The excess scattering was obtained by subtracting

the scattering due to the PVC from the blend scattering. This excess

scattering was analyzed with a Guinier analysis and is shown in Figure

58. According to Guinier (112), the slope of the plot at (20 = 0) is

related to the Z-average radius of gyration according to equation (21).

These values are listed in Table 22 for the various concentrations

investigated

.

Using an infinite height assumption the data was desmeared by

the procedure of Schmidt (170,171). Again the intensities were sub-
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jected to a Guinier analysis, shown in Figure 59, with the Z-average

radius of gyration determined being given in Table 22. These were cor-

rected by the method of Altgelt and 'Schultz (115) with the factor used

to correct the radius of gyration being listed in Table 2 as

(M
W
/M

N
)/[2(M

W
/M
N

) - 1] (called henceforth). The two types of radii

are related by

<R
g

2>
w
1/2

= V 1/2
<R

g\ ^
Koleske and Lundberg (228) have published the unperturbed

dimensions of PCL (shown in Figure 60) and indicate that for a PCL

2 1/2
molecule with a molecular weight of 45,000, <CR

g
^Q

- 6.6 nm. It is

quite evident that in the samples investigated the PCL is expanded by

nearly 50% when the zero concentration value of 10.3 nm is compared to

the unperturbed value. This is consistent with the fact that the PCL

molecules are compatible with the PVC molecules.

One point that is disturbing is that Luzatti (229) has demon-

strated that in an infinite height system the radius of gyration deter

mined from the smeared and desmeared Guinier plots should be the same.

This is illustrated by placing pinhole intensities obeying Guinier f

s

Law into the smearing integral where the smeared intensity, J(h), is

given by

KID - C exp(-h
2
R
2
/3)exp(-v

2
R
2
/3)dv (148)

Kexp (-h
2
R
2
/3) (149)
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Consequently, Guinier's Law should describe both types of data.

However, deviations of approximately 16% were found in this study and

are most likely a result of the deviations from Guinier's Law seen in

the desmeared data. Since this law is a limiting law with more accurate

2
values of <(R / being obtained at smaller angles, the desmeared radius

o

of gyration was used to compare to solution values. It should also be

noted that the molecular wieght distribution was far from ideally mono-

disperse and M^/M
n

= 1.94. This will not necessarily affect the Guinier

2analysis but it necessitated a large correction factor to get <^R .

g W

Nevertheless, even with these problems the data clearly indicate that

the PCL is expanded.

The intercept of the Guinier plot at C = 0 has been shown to be

relatable to the molecular weight at C = 0. After placing the data on

an absolute level by equation (123) the data was analyzed by plotting

KC/R(0) vs. concentration where the variables have been previously de-

fined in equation (10). The advantage of doing this is that the slope

of this line is twice the second virial coefficient. This analysis is

-4
shown in Figure 61 where the zero intercept was found to be 1.9 x 10

-1 -5 3 -2
mole g with a slope of +0.44 x 10 cm g mole. This translates to

a molecular weight of 50,000 ± 12,500 g/mole which is within 10% of the

solution determined value. The interaction parameter, was found

to be 0.36 ± 0.15.

As can be seen from Figure 61 the precision of the individual

intercepts is low with a best value of ±30% being obtained. Similarly,

the value of the interaction can only be quoted to within 40% due to

the spread in the values of the intercepts. These errors are rather
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large and are due to the fact that R(0) is an extrapolated value. The

errors in the individual scattering profiles are magnified during this

extrapolation.

However, a reasonable value of the molecular weight was obtained

indicating that the PCL molecules are molecularly dispersed in the PVC

matrix. The value of the second virial coefficient is at best only

slightly positive. As mentioned previously, a value of can De as ~

signed to a given system by scattering techniques but the analysis is

severely limited in the investigation of bulk blends. Therefore,

despite the slightly positive value of no conclusions can or should

be made concerning the interaction parameter. Indeed unlike polymers

in low molecular weight solvents, in polymer-polymer systems the radius

of gyration, however insensitive it may be, is the more important param-

eter .

A question that requires an answer at this point is why a Zimm

analysis was not employed in this study. Figure 62 displays an attempt

at performing such an analysis where KC/R(0) is plotted as a function

2
of (20) . As can be seen a significant amount of curvature is seen in

this plot. This curvature was unexpected and a satisfactory explanation

of this behavior was not found. Normally curvature due to polydisper-

sity causes a deviation in a direction opposite to that seen as dis-

cussed by Benoit and coworkers (68,69). The reason similar deviations

were not seen in the Guinier analyses must rest in the different types

of approximations made. Also, the use of a log scale will tend to de-

emphasize the errors present in the data.
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B. PpIS/PS . The system of PpIS/PS was investigated strictly as a con-

trol system. The materials are known to be incompatible (74) and the

presence of iodine will give rise to high amounts of scattering. This

system was used simply to act as a check on the analysis to confirm the

validity of the technique employed.

The scattering from the pure polystyrene homopolymer, i.e., the

matrix material, is shown smeared in Figure 63. Desmearing produced the

curve shown in Figure 64. As with the scattering from PVC, the PS scat-

tering decreases monotonically with no indication of a superstructure

or any other order in the system. These scattering profiles can be

described in terms of a distribution of impurities of various concentra-

tions similar to the PVC scattering. This agrees with the SAXS results

of Renninger and Uhlmann (93) where similar conclusions were made.

Transmission electron microscopy results of Thomas (230) indicate a

similar lack of order in this amorphous polymer.

Upon addition of PpIS to the PS the scattering increased sub-

stantially with the normalized profiles of the various runs being shown

in Figure 65. The excess scattering in these samples were treated in

a Guinier fashion which is shown in Figure 66. The Z-average radii

of gyration are listed in Table 23. The desmeared Guinier plots are

shown in Figure 67 with both the Z-average and W-average radii of gyra-

tion being given in Table 23 (where F^ = 0.945).

Several features of these data are striking. The radius of

gyration is shown in Figure 68 plotted as a function of composition.

It is seen to increase as the concentration of PpIS increases. In addi-

tion to this the value of «R 1
>}J

1
)„ n is 31.5 nra which is larger than

g w c=u
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the value given by Brady et al. (206) of 24.0 nm for PpIS in a good sol

vent. Sense cannot be made of these results until the (20 = 0) inter-

cepts are examined as a function pt concentration. After placing the

data on an absolute scale KC/R(0) was plotted against concentration

and is shown in Figure 69. As can be seen the points decrease rapidly

as the concentration increases indicating an incompatible system where

the apparent molecular weight of the PpIS domains increases when the

PpIS is added. If a line is drawn through the points a large negative

-4 3 -2
value of 2A^ = -1.16 x 10 cm g mole is obtained. This in turn trans

lates into a ridiculously high interaction parameter of x-^
= 8.96.

Therefore, what appears to be happening in this system is that as PpIS

is added to the PS the PpIS phase separates or clusters causing an in-

crease in the radius of gyration, as well as an increase in the molecu-

lar weight. Upon extrapolation to zero concentration using a linear

least squares analysis a value of = 413,000 and R^ = 31.6 nm in com-

parison to solution values of 373,000 and 24.9 nm, respectively, were

obtained

.

However, due to the large value of the radius of gyration the

limitations placed on the Guinier type of analysis (h < 1/R) are quite

severe and almost make this system inaccessible to experimental investi

gation. Because of this the errors involved (although quoted to only

±30%) can be very high and, consequently, may jeopardize the reliabil-

ity of the data. This is also reflected in the differences between

the smeared and desmeared values of the radius of gyration.

These analyses indicate that the materials are incompatible.

Therefore, a more reasonable approach to this system would be the use
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of the Debye-Bueche (125) correlation function analysis. This is shown

-1/2 2
in Figure 70 where [1(h)] is plotted as a function of h in ac-

cordance with equation (71). Excellent straight line behaviors were

seen for all compositions investigated and the correlation distances

determined are shown in Table 24. According to equation (73) the chord

lengths of the PplS are obtained by dividing the correlation distance

by the volume fraction of the PS. This was done and the results are

presented in Table 24 and are plotted in Figure 71 as a function of

composition.

The results agree with the conclusions drawn from the Guinier

analyses in that the chord lengths of the PplS increase rapidly as a

function of composition indicating that the domains of PplS are in-

creasing in size as additional PplS is added. This indicates that the

materials are incompatible. It is important to realize that even in

compatible cases an increase in the chord length is expected but it

would not be the factor of two observed in this case. Assuming a rando

placement of the chains in the matrix a compatible system would yield

a much less pronounced increase in the chord length.

C. PoClS/PPO and PpClS/PPO . In the two systems listed above poly-

phenylenoxide (PPO) is the matrix polymer. As indicated previously,

the as received PPO contains some crystallinity which is removed by a

purification. The scattering from the purified PPO is shown in Figure

72. As in the PVC and PS cases the scattering of the PPO decreases

sharply with a gradual leveling at 10-12 milliradians with no indica-

tion of interferences arising from an ordered structure in the material.
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TABLE 24

DEBYE-BUECHE ANALYSIS: PpIS/PS

WEICHT % PpIS
CORRELATION DISTANCE

(nm)

CHORD LENGTH
(nm)

0.588 9.75 9.81

0.801 13.2 13.3

1.407 20.9 21.2

1.588 25.8 26.2

1.911 21.6 22.0
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Again the intensity can be ascribed to impurities present in the PPO.

However, in PPO degradation of the material had definitely occurred to

some extent as was evidenced by a significant browning in the material

after melt pressing. Degradation wa's even seen in the purified mate-

rial before pressing since the material possessed a yellowish color.

The contribution of this decomposition to the scattering from PPO is

unknown.

The scattering profiles of the PoCIS and PpCIS blends with PS

are shown in Figures 73 and 74, respectively. In both systems at con-

3
centrations -0.014 g/cm no scattering in excess of the solvent scat-

tering is observed. Excess scattering is observed in systems of higher

concentration but it cannot be reduced readily by any of the previously

indicated analyses. Upon closer examination of the scattering profiles

the intensity abruptly increases near 20 = 1.1 milliradians and quite

possibly could be indicating that the focal spot was wandering during

these runs. The reproducibility of these runs is unknown since time

did not permit a rerun of these specimens. Consequently, results can-

not be reported with any confidence.

If Guinier analyses are performed on the PpClS/PPO mixtures,

Z-average radii of gyration of 18.7 nm and 24.0 nm are found for the

3
0.015 and 0.045 g/cm mixtures, respectively. This increase in

2 1/2
<R X tends to indicate compatibility but the reliability of these

g Z
v j

results is questionable

.

D. PoClS/PS . The scattering profiles of PS and various blends of

PoCIS with PS are shown in Figure 75. As can be seen, all the data
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superimpose on one scattering curve. Consequently, there was no excess

scattering observable in this system at the concentration levels in-

vestigated. This system will be treated further in the neutron scat-

tering section.

E. PpClS/PS . In lieu of the lack of results in the PoClS/PS system

the PpClS/PS system surprisingly yielded some excess scattering power.

The normalized profiles are shown in Figure 76. As can be seen, the

intensity difference is quite small but it is definitely present. The

excess intensity was desmeared and treated withaGuinier analysis as

shown in Figure 77. The slopes of these plots listed in Table 25 at

h = 0 were found to remain constant as a function of concentration of

the PpCIS as shown in Figure 78. These values extrapolated to an

«R 2
>„ n of 42.2 nm which reduced to 28 nm when F„ = 0.662. This

g Z C=U M

value is nearly 1.5 times the value of the unperturbed dimension of 20

nm as given by Kawahara (231), Mohita (232, and Noguchi (233).

The zero intercepts in the Guinier plots were placed on an ab-

solute level and were plotted in Figure 79 as KC/R(0) vs. concentra-

-3
tion. The slope of this line was quite positive, +5.4 x 10 with a

zero intercept of 9.31 x 10~^mole/g. The molecular weight was found

to be 107,000 in reasonable agreement with the value of 130,000 deter-

mined by solution methods and the interaction parameter, X-^ > from the

second virial coefficient was -0.31.

On face value these results indicate that PpCIS is compatible

with PS. However, this is in direct disagreement with the results ob-

tained by dynamic mechanical methods. There are two possible reasons
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TABLE 25

DILUTE SAXS RESULTS FOR PpClS/PS

CONCENTRATION PpCIS DESMEARED RESULTS

(g/cc x 10
2

) <R > (nm)
g £

<R
g >w

(nm) KC/R(0) mole g"1

x 10
5

0.533 42.5 28.0 3.4

0.835 42.1 27.8 5.33

1.296 42.5 28.0 9.35

. 2 1/2, 2.1/2
<R

g >w
/<R

g >z
= 0.662 (<R

g

2

Vc=o
= 28 nm

[KC/R(0)]
c=0

= 9. 31 x 10
6

= 107,000

<R
2
>,
1
/

2
= 20 nm 2A„ = 5.4 x 10

3
X-, = "0.31

(good solvent)
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for this discrepancy. The first is that the concentrations are so low

that the PpCIS has been compatibilized . This can be seen if the phase

diagram in Figure 1 is considered. If for a given temperature the con-

centration is varied the system could be incompatible or phase sepa-

rated over most of the composition range (where dynamic mechanical

experiments are performed) but at low concentrations the binodal is

passed through and the material is a compatible mixture at the dilute

concentrations. If this is the case, then scattering should have been

observed for the PoClS/PS system since the contrast factor is the same

in both cases. A second possible reason for this scattering is that

the system has phase separated and the particles are just too large to

be visible by this technique. Consequently, only the tail of the in-

tensity profile is being examined where the Zimm and Guinier analyses

are not applicable. This could invalidate the results obtained by

SAXS for this system. Light scattering and x-ray measurements are now

being conducted to differentiate between these possibilities and to

clarify this discrepancy

.

3. Dilute Small Angle Neutron Scattering in the Bulk

SAXS investigations on PoCIS in PS proved to be fruitless due

to the insufficient contrast between the two polymers. However, use

was made of neutron scattering to examine the conformation of a

deuterated polystyrene (d-PS) in a protonated poly (orthochlorostyrene)

.

Contrast in this system is obtained by using deuterium as a label on the

polystyrene chain.

Before experimental results on this system are treated a brief
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discussion of the calculation of neutron contrast factors will be given

Referring to equation (29) the magnitude of the contrast factor is

governed by the quantity (called A here)

A = 4tt B Zp (150)

where is the scattering length of component i and V. is the specific

volume of component i. The factor of 4tt results by projecting a sphere

onto a plane. This can be written in terms of the scattering lengths

of the individual atoms in the monomer units by

A = 4ti Eai (151)

where a^ is the scattering length of atom i in monomer unit 1. The

values of the atomic scattering lengths can be found for example in

Bacon (218) . Values for scattering lengths typically used in polymeric

systems are given in Table 26. Considering the system investigated in

3
this study, i.e., d-PS (p = 1.0 g/cra ) dilute in PoCIS (p

2
= 1.245),

the differential scattering cross section is given by

4tt 8(a) + 8(a
D

)

1.245
1.0

(8(a) +7(a
H

) + aQ ) (152)

Using the values in Table 26 for gives a value of A = 447.3 x 10
24

cm = 447.3 barns. Similar calculations were performed on the differ-

ent combinations of PS in PoCIS where either component is labeled.

These calculations are shown in Table 27. For comparison's sake the
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TABLE 26

ATOMIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

ELEMENT t in 12a . (x 10 cm
coh ) °total

(barns) o , (barns)
coh

H -0.378 81.5 1.79

D +0.650 7.6 5.40

C +0.661 4.9 4.50

0 +0.58 4.24 4.20

CI +0.89 15.0 12.2

COHERENT SCATTERING LENGTHS

FOR SOME SIMPLE COMPOUNDS

Compound
12

a , (x 10 cm)
coh

C
8
C
8

2.264

C
8
H
8

10.48

C
8
H
7
C1 3.25

C
2
H
3
C1 1.178

C
6
H10°2

1.346

a , = 4iT(a , )coh coh

total coh inc
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TABLE 27

DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS FOR
VARIOUS PS/PoClS COMBINATIONS

SYSTEM
DILUTE

COMPONENT
a. — Za
1 il

(x 10 12 cm)

a = T,aa
2 i2

(x 1012 cm)
P
2
/P

l

n ( ha Y*n c ^

coh '

4ti(p
2
/p

1
)

PS/PoClS PS 2.264 3.632 1.188 52.85

PoCIS 3.632 2.264 0.842 37.42

d-PS/PoCIS d-PS 10.488 10.828 1.188 70.92

PoCIS 10.828 10.488 0.842 50.12

PS/d-PoCIS PS 2.264 10.828 1.188 1411.9

d-PoCIS 10.828 2.264 0.842 1000.2

d-PS/PoCIS d-PS* 10.488 3.632 1.188 478.9

PoCIS 3.632 10.488 0.842 339.6

d-PS/PS d-PS 10.488 2.264 1.00 849.9

PS 2.264 10.488 1.00 849.9

^'Indicates system used.
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value of A for the well studied d-PS in protonated PS is 849.9 barns.

Table 27 demonstrates that although the d-PS in PoCIS does not provide

the maximum contrast it is still of a comparable value. The choice of

this system was mandated due to sample availability.
r

Samples of d-PS dilute in PoCIS were prepared as described in

the preparation section. Scattering experiments were conducted at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) reactor with the assistance of Dr.

H.R. Child. Schematics of the apparatus are shown in Figures 11 and

80. Neutrons with an average wavelength of 0.4 nm were used in this

study

.

Sample specifications determined at the ORNL facility are given

in Table 28. These values were used for normalizing the scattering

profiles and placing them on an absolute level. The SANS scattering

curves for a series of these blends are shown in Figure 81 where the

intensity is plotted against k (k = h = 4tt/a (sin e/2) , e - 29). Accord

ing to equation (25) the scattering from the PoCIS matrix was sub-

tracted from the blend to obtain the excess scattering. Letting S
Q
(h)

in equation (26) be given by

S (h) = exP (-h
2
R
2
/3) (153)

2 .

the log of the excess intensity was plotted as a function of h xn

Figures 82, 83, 84, and 85 with the limiting slope defining the Z-aver-

age radius of gyration. These values are tabulated in Table 29 along

with the weight average values determined by the method of Altgelt and

Schultz (115) where F = 0.916. Light scattering values of this d-PS

were determined by Picot (207) with the unperturbed radius of gyration
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TABLE 28

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR SANS

CONCENTRATION PSD
(g/cm 3 x 102 )

rpi l T /I nO OTHICKNESS
(mm)

TRANSMISSION
FACTOR

NORMALIZATION
CONSTANT

0.482 0.76 0.682 9.5303

l.ZJj U . oZ C\ 7 A 1 1 A A 1 Q

1.492 1.28 0.570 13.3955

2.322 0.815 0.70 10.4744

3.749 0.79 0.709 10.2836

4.399 0.66 0.788 9.5487

3.226 . 0.94 0.70 10.7957

5.872 0.82 0.784 17.5610

PoCIS 0.82 0.69 10.3881
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TABLE 29

NEUTRON SCATTERING RESULTS

CONCENTRATION PSD
(g/cro3 x 102 )

y« 2.1/2
,<R > (nm)

g ^ ^p2>
i
/2

(nm)
g w

KC/R(0) (g ^ole x 10
5
)

1.492 14.2 13.0 1 .096

2.322 14.4 13.2 1.188

3.226 14.1 12.9 0.968

3.749 13.8 12.6 0.820

4.399 13.9 12.7 1.031

5.872 13.0 11.9 1.405

<R
2
>
1
/

2
/<Ro

2

>J
/2

= 0.916
g W g L

^R V /2 -<R
g
>w,

9.0 nm

t<R
g
2>
i
/2]

c=o
= 12 - 6 nra 011 Result: <R

g

2>
i
/2 = 11,5

A
2

= 0 X]
_

= 0.5 My = 115,000

[KC/R(0)1 A = 8.63 x 10"6
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being 9.0 nm and the value of R in a good solvent was 13.2 nm. The re-
o

suits in Table 29 were plotted as a function of concentration in Figure

2 1/2
86 to yield «R

g
> )

c-0 -
R
g
was

,
found to be independent of concentra-

tion within experimental errors. Therefore, «R 2
>
ly' 2

) = 12 6 nm
g C=0

indicating that the d-PS was expanded in the PoCIS matrix. Experiments

were performed on the D-ll facility in Grenoble by Dr. J.S. Higgins on a

specimen from this series. The results shown in Figures 87 and 88 yield

an R = 11.5 nm and confirm the work conducted at the ORNL facility.

These experiments were performed at room temperature but since the T of
g

PoCIS is near 120°C the conformations of the d-PS should have been

frozen in at this temperature. Therefore, the results reflect the R
g

at this temperature rather than the room temperature value.

-2
Separate experiments were conducted on the 2.322 and 4.399 x 10

3
g PS/cm samples as a function of temperature. No differences in R

g

were found. This is most likely a result of the low d-PS concentra-

tions used. If the phase diagram of Figure 1 is consulted it is seen

that the binodal rises steeply in these regions and the system will re-

main compatible at the elevated temperatures. Consequently, the change

in R could be small,
g

Attempts were made to place the data in Figure 81 on an ab-

solute level using a vanadium standard. The incoherent scattering cross

section of vanadium is well known and can normally be used to calibrate

scattering experiments. However, being incoherent scattering the scat-

tered intensity should be angularly independent. This was not found

to be the case as shown in Figure 89. Consequently, absolute levels

of scattering were not obtainable (see Note, next page).
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However, the intercepts of the Guinier plots at (h = 0) were

plotted in Figure 90 on a relative basis. The intercept at C = 0 was

normalized to yield the correct molecular weight of the d-PS molecule.

The normalized KC/R(0) values are given in Table 28. This provided a

means of obtaining the second virial coefficient,
, on a "quasi" ab-

solute scale. Fortunately, A
2

= 0 to within experimental errors and

counterbalanced the problem of calibration.

Again the result of an expanded chain coupled with a zero

second virial coefficient was obtained similar to the SAXS results on

the PVC/PCL system. This emphasizes the points made earlier concerning

the value of A^ in relation to

In conclusion it is felt that at the glass transition tempera-

ture of PoCIS (~120°C), d-PS is compatible with PoCIS in the concentra-

tion region investigated. No conclusions can be drawn from A^ concern-

ing the value of x-^» tne Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, for this

2 1/2
system. Due to the dilute conditions no change in <R > was found

S

as a function of temperature.

NOTE: The experiments at the D-ll facility were placed on an

absolute level yielding an ^ = 124,000 in comparison to 113,000 from

solution. This justifies the procedure used with the 0RNL data.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the course of this study concentrated and dilute mixtures of

polymers were investigated. An interesting point to be noted is that

the concentrated studies on PVC/PCL blends revealed correlation dis-

tances less than the radius of gyration obtained from the dilute

studies. These results are shown to be consistent in Figure 92 where

a scattering curve for a Gaussian coil with an R = 4.5 nm was generated

and the intensity was plotted in a Debye-Bueche fashion. The result

yields a correlation distance of 2.3 nm. Similarly, with a scatterer

obeying Guinier's Law (R =4.5 nm) a correlation distance of 1.1 nm

was found. This results from the fact that the Guinier and Debye analy-

ses emphasize the initial part of the scattering profile (low h) whereas

the Debye-Bueche analysis emphasizes the higher angular range. As can

be seen in Figure 91 deviations from the Debye-Bueche plot similar to

those in the PCL/PVC blends are also seen without the problems associ-

ated with background scattering. Consequently, it is felt that correla-

tion distances smaller than the chain dimensions can be obtained and,

therefore, the studies on the dilute and concentrated blends are in

agreement

.
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CHAPTER VI

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

1. Small Angle Neutron Scattering

The SANS investigation of the PS/PoCIS system should be expanded

in two different manners. As is known the PS/PoCIS system undergoes

phase separation at elevated temperatures. This is difficult if not

impossible to observe in the concentration range employed in this study.

Consequently, the same type of analysis should be performed as in this

work but only using a matrix composed of a protonated PS/PoCIS mixture.

Therefore, the overall composition of PS, i.e., PS-H and d-PS, is con-

centrated but the d-PS is dilute. This permits the investigation of

the conformation of the d-PS in the concentrated blend. By varying

the concentration of d-PS but retaining the total PS composition the

same, Zimm analyses can be conducted for any desired composition per-

mitting the necessary extrapolation to zero composition to obtain

(R
g

) c=Q, 1^ and A
2

- Each of these systems can be investigated as a

function of temperature to investigate the conformation of the d-PS

chain below and above the LCST.

It is important to realize that as the overall composition of

PS increases the overall change in R will be diminished. This is due
S

to the fact that d-PS is known to have 9 dimensions in PS and if the

concentration of PS is too high then 9 or near 9 conditions will be

seen below and above the LCST. Therefore, initial investigations should

155
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be performed on the high PoCIS concentration side. These studies should

be paralleled with SAXS and SALS experiments to characterize the overall

morphological changes in the sample.

A second and equally important area is to examine the con-

figurational changes occurring in the model. This utilizes the inter-

mediate angular region of the scattering curve. Using Kratky plots the

persistance length, related to chain flexibility, can be determined.

In addition to this, the scattering profiles can be calculated from

chain statistics to examine the detailed behavior of the polymer chain

above and below the LCST.

2. Semicrystalline Blends

An interesting feature obtained in previous investigations of

the PVC/PCL system was that the glass transition temperature varied ac-

cording to the overall composition of the blend. This has been ob-

served in several other systems as well.

This is rather surprising when the composition of the amorphous

phase is not equal to the overall composition in semicrystalline mate-

rials. If the amorphous phase is a mixture then a T^ should be ob-

tained that reflects a composition other than the total composition

.

Although this may indeed be a minor point it is still unknown

why this should occur. An in-depth study of the PVC/PCL or other such

systems could yield some interesting information concerning either the

phenomenon of the glass transition in polymer blends or the interpreta-

tion of mechanical spectra of semicrystalline polymer blends.
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3. Concentrated Amorphous Blends

As a result of a discussion with Dr. I.C. Sanchez, the possible

use of scattering in concentrated amorphous blends was proposed for de-

termining the interaction parameter, x- The absolute scattering at zero

angle, R(0) , is related to the osmotic pressure, tt , and the chemical

potential , Au^ , by

KC/R(0) = (l/RT)Oir/3C
2
) = (-1/RT) (Ay^C^) (154)

where K is a contrast factor dependent upon the radiation used, is

3 —
the concentration of polymer 2 (g/cm ) and is the partial molar

volume of component 1.

In terms of Flory-Higgins lattice theory, Au^ can be determined

in terms of the volume fractions of the components,
<J>

, the degree of

polymerization of the components, r (if one monomer unit occupies one

lattice site), and the interaction parameter, x« is given by

Ap
l

=
"RT

[ln
*l

+ (1 " r
l
/r

2
} *2

+ V
l Xh 2] (155)

Therefore

,

KC

2 1

3- [lncj^ + (1 - r
1
/r

2
)<^

2
+ r^/] (156)

Normally the approximations that = V
1
° and $

2
= ^

2^2 are made f°r

dilute solution scattering where V^
0

is the molar volume of component 1

and p
2

is the mass density of component 2. These approximations are not

valid in concentrated systems.
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Therefore, for a given concentration, R(0) and V- will deter-

mine x- An analytic expression for x can be obtained if the scatter-

ing from the system can be described in terms of a particular inter-

ference function. For example, consider a system that can be de-

scribed in terms of a Debye-Bueche correlation function, y(0, where

the correlation function can be given in terms of an exponential as

y(r) = exp(-r/a) (157)

The scattering for such a system is given by

R(h) = K
x
n
2

a
3
/(l + h

2
a
2

)

2
(158)

and

R(0) = K
1
n
2
a
3

Substituting into equation (156) we get

—=— = —~~ (In*, + (1 - r./rJL + r, X* ?

2
) (159)

v 2 3 C 9 V.
1 1

K n a 2 1

Therefore, the intensity of scattering can be analytically de-

scribed in terms of the interaction parameter. Similar types of equa-

tions can be obtained for other types of scatterers but it is important

to emphasize the use of the scattering power at zero angle.

Consequently, using either equation (156) or (159) the inter-

action parameter can be determined. Once this is determined care must

be exercised in its interpretation. For a polymer blend to be com-

patible,
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> 0 (160)

Using the Flory-Huggins expression for Ay the interaction

parameter is given by

r
i
x = x i * j^r

2
< i6i >

Consequently, can be very large and positive for a compatible mix-

ture. Also, it is seen to be concentration dependent with the varia-

tion being smaller at the intermediate compositions.

4. Interpretation of the Invariant

At present the interpretation of the SAXS invariant, Q, in con-

centrated solutions is given by

Q = V2 (P
l

" V

where tf»^ is the volume fraction of phase i of electron density p^. This

requires the presence of two phases with infinitely sharp phase boun-

daries where the scattering profile can be corrected for diffuse phase

boundaries as discussed previously. However, in a concentrated mixture

of a compatible polymer the extent of inter-molecular penetration is

high and, consequently, the idea of two separate phases is really not

applicable. Therefore, it is felt that an interpretation of Q in terms

of molecular parameters is necessary for application to compatible poly-

mer blends. It has been shown that the invariant for dilute and semi-

dilute solutions can be explained in terms of molecular parameters ( ).
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Consequently, it is felt that extension of these ideas to concentrated

solutions would be valuable for elucidating the molecular behavior in

polymer blends.

5. Deformation Studies

Recently infrared dichroism was used to examine the deforma-

tion behavior of PVC/PCL blends (192). In this work it was concluded

that PVC and PCL must be compatible because the orientation of both

materials was equal. If the material was phase separated the authors

stated that the orientation of the PVC would differ from that of the

PCL.

However, this conclusion is not strictly correct since the

orientation of a molecule will depend upon the statistical segment

length in a polymer chain. If the statistical segment lengths of the

chain are not equal then the orientation of the molecules will be dif-

ferent even in a compatible mixture. This can be visualized by con-

sidering a compatible mixture of a very stiff molecule with a very

flexible one. Upon deformation the two will orient differently despite

the fact that they are molecularly dispersed. This essentially invali-

dates the conclusions made concerning the equality of orientation neces-

sitating compatibility.

The total birefringence, AT, is directly related to the number,

N^, of statistical segments of length by

AT = In.A.£.
2
/En,L.

2
(162)

l i l ii
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Consequently, birefringence and stress optical coefficient investiga-

tions of blends could yield some interesting results.
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Figure 1. Illustration of a phase diagram for a binary mixture

with the corresponding free energy curve at one

particular temperature

.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of phase separation processes.
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Figure 3. Data illustrating possible deviations in scattering

experiments at high concentrations.
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Figure 4. Gel permeation chroma tograms of various PCL samples

demonstrating the effect of purification.
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igure 5. Intrinsic viscosity data for the two PCL fractions

and a PCL-300 sample.
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igure 6. Gel permeation chromatograms of PVC as received

and purified.
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Figure 7. Infrared spectrum of PpIS and a-PS from

2.4 - 3.7 cm"
1

.
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Figure 8. Infrared spectrum of PpIS and a-PS from

0.7 - 1.9 cm"
1

.
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Figure 9. Heating cell for infrared spectroscopy experiments
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igure 10. Vacuum melt pressing device for preparation of

neutron scattering specimens.
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Figure 11. Small angle neutron scattering facility at the

Oak. Ridge Research Reactor. (Figure kindly

supplied by Dr. H.R. Childe of ORNL.)
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Figure 12. Comparison of the energy distributions for neutron

and x-ray sources.
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Figure 13. Small angle x-ray scattering profile of PVC

obtained by Khambatta. (Data taken from

F . Khambatta 1
s dissertation.

)
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Figure 14. Mass density as a function of composition. Comparison

of pure and impure specimens and the calculated

density assuming volume additivity.
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Figure 15. Wide angle x-ray diffraction photographs for various

concentrations of PCL. Exposure times and concentra

tions are indicated.
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Figure 16. Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms

of various blend compositions.
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Figure 17. Degree of crystallinity as a function of composition.

Results of density, DSC and WAXD experiments are

shown

.
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Figure 18. Melting point (T^) ,
crystallization temperature

(T ) , and glass transition temperature (T ) of
L g

blends as a function of compositions.
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Figure 19. Melting point of PCL crystals as a function

compositions.
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Figure 20. Spherulite radius for purified and nonpurified

blends as a function of composition.
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Figure 21. Experimentally obtained small angle x-ray scattering

profiles of PVC/PCL blends (pure PCL, 90%, 50%).
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Figure 22. ExPe rimen tally obtained small angle x-ray scattering

profiles of PVC/PCL blends (69% and 59% PCL)

.
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Figure 23. Small angle x-ray scattering profiles of molten

PVC/PCL blends (90%, 69%, 60%, and 50% PCL)

.

(Data of Picot (118) and Hyde (119,120,121) taken

from Huglin.

)
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Figure 24. Smeared small angle x-ray scattering profiles

after correcting for liquid scattering.
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Figure 25. Desmeared small angle x-ray scattering profiles of

PCL, 90% and 69% blends.
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Figure 26. Plot of I(h)h* vs. ti for pinhole data of pure PCL.
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Figure 27. Plot of I(h)h vs. h for pinhole data of 90% PCL.
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Figure 28. Plot of I(h)h vs. h for pinhole data of 69% PCL.

• a
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igure 29. Transition zone thickness as a function

composition for PCL/PVC blends.
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Figure 30. Comparison of calculated and experimentally obtained

fluctuations of the electron density.
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Figure 31. Long period as a function of composition.
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Figure 32. Calculated and experimental correlation functions

of PCL.
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Figure 33. Calculated and experimental correlation functions

of 90% PCL.
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Figure 34. Level of liquid scattering as a function

composition.
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Figure 35. Debye-Bueche analysis for molten samples of

90%, 69%, 59%, and 50% PCL blends.
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Figure 36. Debye-Bueche analysis for 40% and 20% PCL blends.
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Figure 37. Chord lengths for PCL and PVC calculated from

the correlation distances.
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Figure 38. Sample of a series of PVC/PCL blend infrared spect

as a function of film thickness.
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Figure 39. Absorbance as a function of film thickness for PVC

at several different wavenumbers

.
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Figure 40. Absorbance as a function of film thickness for a

49.8% PCL blend at several different wavenumbers
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Figure 41. Absorbance as a function of film thickness for an

89.7% PCL blend at several different wavenumbers.
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Figure 42. Absorbance as a function of thickness for pure

PCL at several different wavenumbers

.
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igure A3. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 960 cm ^ band.
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Figure 44. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer mole

fraction for the 1100 cm
1

band.
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Figure 45. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1165 cm"
1

band.
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Figure 46. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1200 cm"
1

band.
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Figure 47. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1240 cm ^ band.
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Figure 48. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1255 cm ^ band.
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Figure 49. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1355 cm ^ band.
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Figure 50. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1436 cm ^ band.
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Figure 51. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 1460 cm ^ band.
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Figure 52. Extinction coefficient as a function of monomer

mole fraction for the 2835 cm"
1

band.
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Figure 53. Carbonyl stretching band as a function of

composition.
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Figure 54. Schematic illustration of a possible interaction

occurring in PCL-PVC blends.
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Figure 55. SAXS profile of pure PVC.
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Figure 56. Comparison of desmeared SAXS intensity of PVC

with data of Straff and Uhlmann.
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Figure 57. SAXS intensities for dilute solid PVC/PCL solutions.

2 3
Concentrations are in grams x 10 PCL/cm solution.
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Figure 58. Cuinier analysis of PVC/PCL blends using smeared

2
intensities. Concentrations are in g x 10 PCL/cm

solution.
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Figure 59. Guinier analysis of PVC/PCL blends using desmeared

2
intensities. Concentrations are in g x 10 PCL/cm

solution

.
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Figure 60. Dilute solution data of Koleske and Lundberg for

PCL in DMF at 30°C.
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Figure 61. Plot of KC/R(0) as a function of composition

for PCL/PVC blends.
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Figure 62. Attempted use of a Zimm analysis in the PVC/PCL

blends

.
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Figure 63. Smeared SAXS profile of polystyrene.
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Figure 64. Comparison of smeared and desmeared scattering

profiles of atactic polystyrene. Note that the

initial slope is approximately constant.
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Figure 65. SAXS data for PpIS/PS dilute solid solutions.

2 3Concentrations are in g x 10 PpIS/cm of solution.
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Figure 66. Guinier analysis on smeared PpIS/PS blend data.
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Figure 67. Guinier analysis on desmeared PpIS/PS blends.
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Figure 68. Radius of gyration vs. concentration for PpIS/PS

blends.
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Figure 69. KC/R(0) for PpIS/PS blends as a function of

composition.
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Figure 70. Debye-Bueche plots for PpIS/PS blends. Concentrations

3
in grams PpIS per cm solution.
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Figure 71. PpIS chord lengths in PS as a function

composition.
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Figure 72. SAXS intensity profile for PPO.
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Figure 73. SAXS intensity for PoClS/PPO blends. Concentra-

3
tions in grams of PoClS/cm solution.
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Figure 74. SAXS intensity profiles for PpClS/PPO blends.

Concentrations in grams of PpClS/cm
3

solution.
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Figure 75. SAXS intensity profiles for PoClS/PS blends.

3
Concentrations in grams of PoClS/cm solution.
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Figure 76. SAXS intensity profiles for PpClS/PS blends.

Concentrations in grams of PpClS/cm
3 solution
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Figure 77. Guinier analysis of SAXS intensity for PpClS/PS

3
blends. Concentrations in grains of PpClS/cm

solution.
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Figure 78. Radius of gyration vs. concentration for

PpClS/PS blends.
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Figure 79. KC/R(0) for PpClS/PS blends.
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Figure 80. Schematic diagram for the neutron scattering facility

at the Oak Ridge Reactor.
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Figure 81. Small angle neutron scattering intensity profiles

for d-PS in PoClS. Concentrations in grams of

3
d-PS/ cm of solution.
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Figure 82. Guinier analysis of SANS data (3.226 and 1.492 x 10

3
grams d-PS/cm )

.
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Figure 83. Guinier analysis of SANS data (0.03749 grams d-PS/cm

solution)

.
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Figure 84. Guinier analysis of SANS data (0.02322 and 0.04399

3
grams of d-PS/cm solution)

.
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Figure 85. Guinier analysis of SANS data (0.05872 grams

3
d-PS/cm solution)

.
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Figure 86. Radius of gyration as a function of composition

for d-PS in PoCIS matrix.
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Figure 87. Guinier analysis on d-PS in PoCIS (0.03749 grams of

d-PS in PoCIS). Data obtained on D-ll in Grenoble.
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Figure 88. KC/R(h) vs. h of a 0.03749 gram d-PS in PoClS.

Data obtained on D-ll in Grenoble.
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Figure 89. Calibration curve for a vanadium standard.
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Figure 90. KC/R(0) vs. concentration of d-PS in PoClS.
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Figure 91. Comparison of expected T and experimental values

obtained for the PVC/PCL blends.
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Figure 92. Debye and Guinier scatterers plotted i

Debye-Bueche fashion.
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THE APPLICATION OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL POSITION-SENSITIVE^ DETECTOR
TO A KRATKY SMALL-ANCj^J^YJ^M

T. P. Russell/ R. S. Stein,* M. K. Kopp1

R. E. Zedler,t r. w„ Hendricks,f J. S. Lirff

ABSTRACT

A conventional Kratky small-angle collimation system has
been modified to allow the use of a one-dimensional position-
sensitive x-ray detector. The detector was designed specifi-
cally for use with a long-slit camera and has uniform sensitivity
over the entire beam in the slit-length direction. Procedures
for alignment of the collimation system are given, and a variety
of tests of the performance of the system are presented. Among
the latter are measurements of electronic noise and parasitic
scattering as well as comparisons against samples which were
also measured on other cameras. The good agreement of these
comparisons demonstrates the success of the use of a position-
sensitive detector with the Kratky collimation system*

I. INTRODUCTION

An investigation was undertaken to study the small—angle x-ray

scattering (SAXS) from amorphous polymers. Such systems are inherently

weak, isotropic scatterers. Preliminary experiments on the ORNL 10

m

small-angle x-ray scattering camera 1 indicated that the parasitic s.lit-

edge background scattering precluded the use of this instrument. How-

ever, the advantages of position-sensitive detectors (PSDs)^"4
* are such

that an alternative collimation system which has the necessary low parasit-

ic scattering but which is also amenable to PSDs was sought . The Kratky

*Polymer Research Institute, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA 01003.

^Instrumentation and Controls Division.

^Metals and Ceramics Division.



collimatioa geometry is one of several SAX5 geometries noted for both

high angular resolution cad very low parasitic scattering. 5 * 6 Th\r>

report describes our modifications of a commercial Kratky camera for

use with an RC-line encoded one-dimensional position-sensitive detector

(1DPSD) and illustrates its performance with scattering patterns from

several well-established scattering systems. Recommendations for furth

modifications are made.

II. THE DF.TECTOR

A. Construction

With the use of a Kratky geometry, the recorded data must of ton

be desmeared before proper interpretation ran be made on an absolute

level* As shown by Hendricks^ the sensitivity of the detector along th

slit-length direction is a function that enters into the desmearing ca]

culations. Therefore, it is desirable to have a position-sensitive

detector which has a uniform sensitivity along the slit length,* conse-

quently simplifying the calculations. This was accomplished with an RC

line encoded 1DPSD specifically designed for use with a slit geometry.

A diagram of the detector is shown in Fig. 1. The design of this detec

tor differs from some of our previous detectors in that the width of

the detector window is less than the detector diameter. Uniform x-ray

absorption was obtained by using a flat beryllium window and a f lat:

*It is to be noted that a one-dimensional position-sensitive
detector mounted with the wire along the 90 direction has the slit-
length direction normal to the wire.
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VERTICAL CROSS SECTION HORIZONTAI CROSS SECTION

(X) COPPER FILL TUBE

(?) SIGNAL OUTPUT LFAO

® GLASS TO METAI. INSULATOR

(4) GUARD RING

(5) QUARTZ RING INSULATOR

® BRASS CONNECTOR

(7) CAPILLARY TUBE
WIRE SUPPORT

© GRAPHITE-COATED OUART? FinER(7!^ml

(g) ALUMINUM CATHODE

@ BERYLLIUM WINDOW
II k 10x0.05 cm)

(fi) MILLED FLAT SURfACC

teflon

Fig. 1. One-dimensional position-sensitive detector designed for
use with slit geometries.

surface machined opposite the window in the interior surface of the

3.2-cm-ID cylindrical aluminum cathode. These modifications ensured

that radiation entering anywhere along the detector window would he

absorbed with equal efficiency. Consequently, n uniform sensitivity

along the slit length was obtained.*

An alternate method of achieving the desired uniformity is to use
elevated pressures of the fill gas. This is not desirable since addi-
tional precautions would have to be taken to contain the gas, higher
operating voltages would be needed, and gas purity becomes more critical.



The components of the detector are shown in Fig. 1. Apart from

the modifications described above, they follow standard practice for the

construction of proportional counters as described previously. 2 As can

be seen in Fig. 1, the detector is a sealed device. In addition to a

75 Vm pyrolytic carbon-coated quartz anode, very low capacity guard ting

structures were made to help achieve less t:han 0.5 mm spatial resolution.

Specially shaped truncated conical counter ends were used, and anodp

capillary tubes were inserted to an experimentally determined length

through the guard ring structures to minimize detector end effects and

optimize field uniformity for the slit area. Before sealing, the defec-

tor components were thoroughly cleaned and the assembly degassed undrr

high vacuum and then filled to 1 atm pressure with a purified mixture of

97% Xe-3% cyclopropane. Absorption efficiencies of about .S0% for 17 keV

x-rays and 100% for 8 keV were obtained. The fill tube was crimped

closed and sealed with a low-melting solder.

B. Electronics

RC-line position encoding and decodi ng by pulse-shape* analysis

and crossover timing was used. 2"-1
* The electronics used for the data

acquisition were the same as those used by Schel ten and Hendricks, 8 a

diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2. In addition to the position de-

coding electronics, a beam monitor9 was also used. The output signal

from its charge integrator was summed with that from the detector nnd

stored in the highest few channels of the multichannel, analyzer.

An important feature in the overall design of the detector sys-

tem is the location of the preamplifiers. To minimize electronic noise

these were placed as close as physically possible to the detector so
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FREAMRJFdt
MAIN
AMPLIFIER DELAY

fc> >~CJ

MAIN
AMPLIFIER D5CRIMWAT0R DELAY START

OETECTOff

PREAMPLIFIER

r GATE
l STOP

MAIN
AMPLIFIER DELAY

&—o-tzi
DIAS
AMPLIFIER

MCA. ADC. c

—<—
PRFAMPt.fFIFK tZ ZJ

RF AM MONITOR

Pig. 2. Analog signal processing electronic^ for Hie detector,
ADC » analog to digital converter; MCA ~ multichannel analyzer; TAC

time to amplitude converter; E = summing amplifier.

that the lengths of the output Jeads from the detector were minimized

(Fig. 3). We used hybrid, voltage sensitive preamplifiers with pole-zero

cancellation in the feedback circuit 1

0

which wore designed specifically

for position-sensitive detectors. In addition, the preamplifiers are de-

coupled to the detector anode. Thus, our detector anode was operated at

ground potential and a high negative potential was applied to the shell.

The Teflon standoffs for the detector and the safety shield are shown

in Fig. 3.

C. Performance Tests

The performance of the detector was determined with a J. mCi 55Fe

source (1 cm dia) enclosed in a brass container with a beryllium window
y



Fig- 3. Position-sensitive detector mounted

on Teflon standoffs. One preamplifier is shown at
bottom.
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which was capable of operating in vacuum. Unless specified, the defec-

tor was operated at —2600 V.

(a) Energy Resolution

An energy spectrum was obtained with the 55Fe source illuminating

the detector and with the output of the summing amplifiers (Fig. 2) con-

nected directly to the multichannel analyzer. The energy resolution for

MnKa (from 55Fe source) and nickel-filtered copper radiation are shown

in Fig. 4. The resolutions are 19 and 23%, respectively. The resolu-

tion was found to be sensitive to the detector bias voltage from —2400

to —2600 V. A decrease to 29% resolution was found at 2600 V.

200 300 400

260 280 300 320 340
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig- 4. Detector energy resolution for 55Fe (bottom scale) and

nickel-filtered CuKa (top scale) radiation.
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It is normally expected that the resolution of the higher energy

radiation (CuKg, 8.0 keV) would be better than that of the lower energy

radiation (MnK^ 5-9 keV). That such is not the case in the results of

Fig- 4 can ^e accounted for because of the considerably broader energy

spectrum of the filtered copper radiation , as opposed to the high mono-

chromaticity of the MnK^MnKg radiation emitted by 55Fe.

(b) Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution is the minimum length of the detector wire

capable of being distinguished as a unique position. With a ^ 5Fc source

(MtiKq radiation) in front of a Kratky collimalion system, the detector

was placed at various distances from the collimator. The width of the

beam at the detector was determined geometrically from the width of the

entrance slit and the detector to collimator distance. The FWllM of the

peak on the MCA was determined as a function of the physical widt h of

the beam.* When decreasing the beam width did not decrease the FWHM of

the displayed resolution on the MCA, the resolution limit oJ the detec-

tor was reached. The spatial resolution if; 390 lJm (Fig. !>) , in agree-

ment with the electronically determined resolution. (A description of

the electronic resolution measurement is given in Appendix I.)

(c) Uniformity of Detector Response

The 55Fe source was placed approximately 1.5m from the detector

in an evacuated chamber 5 x 10"6 torr) in order to fully illuminate

the detector with a uniform intensity. The resulting profile of the

*An alternate approach to evaluate the spatial resolution is to

keep the distance between the detector and collimator fixed and vary

the width of the beam by adjusting the entrance slit width.
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§2

RESOLUTION =390/xm

200 400 600 800 1000

WIDTH OF BEAM (/im)

Fig. 5. Spatial resolution of the detector as determined by vary-
ing the width of a well-collimated incident beam, A FWIIM of 1.0 channel
(horizontal line) defines the observable resolution with a given MCA
setting* For the data shown here, 512 channel.'; were used.

uniformity or homogeneity of the detector is shown in Fig. 6. All subse-

quent scattering experiments must be corrected for nonuniform response

using these data. We have chosen to scale the data of Fig. f> to a mean

value of unity and then to divide each scattering curve by the resultant

normalized sensitivity run channel by channel. The maximum correction

factor amounted to 10%.

(d) Homogeneity Across the Detector Face

The detector was designed to yield a uniform collection efficiency

across the detector window normal to the wire direction. This was veri-

fied by moving a thick narrow slit (0.5 * 64 * 5 mm thick) oriented paral-

let to the detector wire across the face of the detector. Care was taken
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100 200 300 400 500

CHANNEL NUMBER

Pig. 6. Detector homogeneity as determined by measuring a 55j? (l

source at 1.5 m.

to minimize the divergence of the beam. Figure 7 displays a super-

position of several runs at various points across the window of the

detector. As can be seen, the runs are indistinguishable. Therefore,

the desired uniform collection efficiency was achieved.

The reason that Figs. 6 and 7 are not of identical shape is a

result of the position of the 55Fe source in each test. For the latter

test the source-to-detector distance was much smaller in order to increase

the intensity. However, the divergence in the direction normal to the

wire was minimized by using a thick slit (5 mm)

.
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j

120 MO 16080 100

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 7. Homogeneity across detector window as determined by
moving a long, narrow (64 x 0.5 mra) slit across the detector face with
the long dimension parallel to the detector wire.

(e) Linearity

The linearity of the detector was determined in a manner identi-

cal to that of Schelten and Hendricks. 8 With the source approximately

1*5 m from the detector, a lead mask containing sixteen 1-mra slots,

separated by 6.1 mra from slot center to slot center, was placed immedi-

ately before the detector. The profile resulting from this is shown

in Fig. 8. The centroids of the maxima were determined as a function

of channel number and are plotted versus their real-space separation

in Fig. 9. These data were fitted with various polynomials to calibrate
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CHANNEL NUMBER
Fig. 8. Linearity test as determined by recording a 55Fe spectrum

with a mask consisting of 15 narrow (1 mm) slitf; normal to the detector
length in front of the detector,

the MCA with real space,* The best fit was found to be a quadratic

polynomial of the form

Y » — 12.91 + 0.45 X + 6.80 x l(T (f X2 - 2,36 * 10" 6 X 3
(1)

where Y represents the distance in real space from the origin corre-

sponding to a channel X. These results demonstrate quite dramatically

that the detector was reasonably linear over its useful length.

The position of the origin on the MCA is arbitrary. During this

experiment zero was selected as the position of the first maximum,

occurring at channel number 26.
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40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

CHANNEL NUMBER
Fig. 9. Detector linearity.

III. MODIFICATIONS OF THE KRATKY COLLIMATION SYSTEM

The essential feature of the Kretky colli mation system is the use

of a U-block and bridge.^* 6 These components ultimately define the main

beam profile, the amount of parasitic scattering, and the angular

resolution. Although not so common these days as the camera with a

moveable tank which is equipped with an adjustable narrow slit for step-

scanning with electronic detectors, Kratky cameras have also been

equipped with receiving slits some 10 * 50 mm for use with film cas-

settes. Since, like film, the 1DPSD acquires the entire scattering

profile simultaneously, the vacuum tank for a system utilizing the PSD

must be geometrically similar to the film camera. Therefore, the



commercially available camera (schematically shown in Fig. 10) had to be

modified. The extent of modification depends upon the spatial resolu-

tion of the detector and the desired angular resolution. In this

present case, a system was desired which had an angular resolution of

0.2 mradian/channel. With the 400 ym spatial resolution of the detector

this required a flight path (sample-to-detector distance) of 1.6 m. The

collimation system parameters for the new camera are given in Table 1.

In the modified camera (Fig. 11), the normal flight path (approximately

200—215 mm) was replaced by a length of aluminum tubing in which the

diameter was doubled partway along its length. The first section was

36.5 cm long (8.9-cm inner diameter) and the second section was 93. 4 cm

long (19.1-cm inner diameter). The large diameter section was required

to avoid intercepting the main beam by the inner walls of the tubing,*

Both sections were lined with 0„04-cm-thick lead shielding to eliminate

any small reflections or diffraction effects from the aluminum walls.

The front section of the flight: path was mounted onto a flange thai: was

compatible with the initial section of the flight path of the commercial

available camera. Therefore, the tilting mechanism of the original

camera could be retained for alignment purposes. An aluminum flange , in

which a 1 x 18 cm vertical slot was cut, was mounted with an 0-ring on

the rear of the new flight path. The slot was sealed with a sheet of

0.05-cm-thick beryllium on the outside surface of the flange as shown

in Fig. 12(a). This was epoxied in place so that it was below the sur-

face level of the external face. For alignment purposes the rear flange

*An earlier design, in which only 8.9-cm-dia tubing was used, had
a parasitic scattering some 1000 times above that of the present design.
This was determined to be scattering and fluorescence caused when the
outer edges of the diverging main beam touched the tube walls.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of normal Kiatky camera.

Table 1. Kratky Camera Collimation System ParnmeLoip*

Slit Width Slit Length

Parameter
Value
(mm)

Parameter
Val ue
(mm)

6

2wc
LO

"l
W2
w3
A
L

0.065
0.0
0.450

298.0
103.0
60.0

195.0
70.0

1551.

0

+

2 £

2 £j

2 £ 2
2 £

c
W„

L

7.0
to

14.0
10.0

125.0
1543.

6

1

See Fig. 10 for definition of variables.

The value of L in the slit-width direction is from the
sample to the wire, while in the slit-length direction
it is from the sample to the machined edp.e of the

detector window.



Fig. 11(a) Photograph of apparatus; (b) schematic of system with 1DP5D.
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contained two pairs of pins perpendicular to each other no that the

slot could be oriented either parallel or penpendicular to the incident-

beam. A tungsten beam stop (polished to within A x 10~ 5 cm tolerance

limits) was held across this slot by an adjustable mounting on the

internal* face of the flange as shown in Fig. 12(b). Careful machining

ensured that the beam stop was mounted perpendicular to the slot. The

internal face was covered with 0.04 cm lead shielding to prevent any

back reflections of the incident beam. Two slides for adjusting the

position of the detector along the slot and for mounting various test

equipment were placed on the external face of the flange parallel to the

slot.

In addition to these modifications the camera was equipped with

vacuum bellows from the bridge collimator to the sample chamber to the.

beam flight path, an automated balanced filter assembly and an incident

beam monitor. All of these have been described elsewhere*. * 2

Combining these modifications with the 1DPSD permitted the mea-

surement of scattering patterns down to 0,7 mradian of angle with a

minimum amount of parasitic and air scattering. One point that should

be emphasized| is that there is a significant loss in recorded intensity

because of the extended flight path. Since the active area of the

detector in the slit length direction was limited to 1 cm, due to the

divergence of the beam in this direction the intensity loss at any

scattering angle 29 is 1550/220 - X7.

It is essential to mount the tungsten beam stop on the internal

face of the flange so that the indicent x-ray beam does not impinge upon

the beryllium window. Strong diffraction maxima can be seen if the beam

stop is placed after the beryllium window- 8
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IV. ALIGNMENT OF THE KRATKY CAMERA WITH A 1DPSD

The alignment procedure described in this report is that which

was developed for the present camera geometry- The nomenclature used

follows that of Anderegg et al. 13 The extended flight path placed

severe limitations on using the normal procedures of alignment since it

had to remain attached to the camera during the fine adjustments. It

was found that if the camera wa9 finely adjusted without the flight path

using the normal alignment procedures then when the flight path was

mounted the alignment was disturbed simply due to its size and mass.

If a detector of higher spatial resolution were used, then the flight

path could be shortened considerably, making normal alignment methods

more feasible.

A. Tube Power

During the course of alignment; the special Siemens Kvatky tube

(2.7 x 7 mm focal spot) was operated at 30 kV and 1 reA. The reasons

for such low power settings are twofold. First of all, the low power

avoids the use of thick nickel attenuators to reduce the power of the

beam, thus avoiding the increasing amount of hard radiation in the energy

spectrum. Secondly, the lower power reduces the chance of destroying

the carbon coating on the quartz wire either by evaporation of the coat-

ing or by decomposition of the quenching gas with subsequent deposition

on the wire. Both will seriously affect the response of the detector.

One problem that can arise from the use of lower power settings

during the alignment stage is that ultimately the power must: be. increased

for experimental use. This can easily cause a heating of t ho focal spot
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and, consequently, the rocking curve can be disturbed. This can Tend to

either a reduction or an increase in the resolution by changing the first

moment of the incident beam profile. Neither of these can he tolerated

for precise work- Therefore, an independent investigation was conducted

using a normal step-scanning Kratky apparatus where the rocking curve

was determined as a function of power setting. Provided sufficient time

was allowed for the focal spot to equilibrate, the rocking curve

remained constant with the center of gravity (i.e., the firnt moment)

changing by at most 2.0 * 10~ 2 mradian.

B. Initial Rail Alignment

A bridge system with the desired entrance slit width was placed

at the front of the rail and a calibrated fluorescent screen (supplied

with the camera) was mounted approximately 10 cm behind the bridge.

Using V| the vertical position of the rail was roughly wet so that the

beam was visible on the fluorescent screen. If the beam wan not perpen-

dicular to the marks on the screen, then the bridge tilting micrometer,

Tj, was adjusted to compensate for this. With the beam perpendicular

to the markings and roughly maximized, the symmetry of the beam about

the center of the rail was determined. If the symmetry was poor Hj and

Hj were adjusted until satisfactory symmetry was obtained.

The fluorescent screen was moved further back on the rail

(approximately 40 cm from the bridge) and the symmetry was checked*

Again, if it was not satisfactory, Hi and H2 were adjusted accordingly.

The screen was then returned to the initial position and symmetry was

rechecked. Measurements of both settings were repeated until symmetry

was obtained at both positions without moving the rail.
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More quantitative adjustments can be made at this point with a

non-position-sensitive detector mounted in the horizontal scanning device

(supplied with the camera). With the detector equipped with a pinhole,

the vertical position of the detector was adjusted to optimize the count

rate. Horizontal scans were then made at 10 and 40 en- from the bridge

system. These scans provided quantitative information regarding the sym-

metry, homogeneity and width of the beam. One of these scans is shown

in Fig. 13. Adjustments were then made on Tj , Hj and H> so that the

resulting profile had the required trapezoidal shape.

The width of the beam can be quantitatively determined at various

positions along the rail and can be compared to the geometrically cal-

culated width. Similarly, once the beam width 3. known at various posi-

tions on the rail, the focal spot length can be calculated and compared

in
Z
tu

i

BEAM WIDTH » 28mm
HOMOGENEITY =±3.8%

CENTER
OF

BEAM AND RAIL
—i I t

+ 2° +'0 o -10

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (mm)

Fig. 13. Horizontal beam scans.

i

20
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to |the known (7 mm) length. If either method produces erroneous

results, then the focal spot is not parallel to the collimation system.

Once satisfactory agreement has been found by rotation of the x-ray

tube and movements of and H2, the sample chamber can bo mounted on

the rail so that it does not interfere with the main beam.

With the beam stop removed from the rear flange, the vacuum

flight path was mounted and the system was evacuated to ^5 x 10" G torr.

The detector was attached to the rear tlange perpendicular to the inci-

dent beam. By adjustment of the micrometer Di, now mounted on an external

stand with 1-cm-thick Al plates as adjustable shims for coarse adjust-

ment, the beam, attenuated with copper foils, was brought !:o mldrange

on the MCA. The detector was now in a position to receive any radiation

coming through the bridge system.

C. Tilt of the Bridge Collimator

The bridge collimation system was set parallel to the focal snot

by determining the tilt at which a minimum traverse distance through

the beam using Vj was obtained.* For a given tilt setting the focal

spot was scanned using Vj noting the settings of V) corresponding to an

arbitrary count rate on either side of the focal spot:. Tlie difference

between these readings corresponds to an effective focal spot width.

This difference was plotted as a function oi the tilt of the collimator,

and the minimum determined the tilt at which the bridge collimation sys-

tem was parallel to the focal spot. These data, along with the tilt

This procedure differs from that of Anderegg et nl. 13 who used
a narrow slit positioned at various distances along tlie focal spot,
Because of inhomogeneities of the focal spot, it was concluded that the
present procedure gives a better average alignment.
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selected, are given in Fig. 14. (Note: The special locking bolt on the

tilt mechanism described by Hendricks 11 must be tightened to a constant

torque at each different tilt setting to ensure reproducibility.)

D. Vertical Positioning of the Bridge

The focal spot was scanned vertically using Vj as shown in

Fig- 15. An insensitive portion of the profile was selected for posi-

tioning Vj. A similar scan was performed using with V) locked in

place. Again, an insensitive region was selected to position V?. Scans

of the focal spot were repeated until the readings of Vj and V*> did not

change. A convenient check on the procedure* verifying that the raJl ir.

at a 6° take-off angle is to calculate the effective width of the fecal

21-

3.2 3.4 3.6 3 8 4.0
TILT

Fig. 14. Tilt of collimator experiment. The minumum i.<; at a tilt
of 3.65 units.
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Fig- 15. Vertical profile of beam.

experiment the effective size of the focal

corresponds to a 5.95" take-off angle.
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E. Detector Tilt

The detector receiving slit and tung9ten edge were set perpen-

dicular to the incident beam by determining the total number of back-

ground counts versus the tilt of the vacuum chamber. When the edge is

perpendicular to the beam, then the total counts will be minimized.

Alternatively, the detector can be rotated 90° and the homogeneity of

the beam can be determined and T2 can be rotated until a homogeneous

profile is found. Both methods were used with good agreements

V. ALIGNMENT CHECKS

A. Horizontal Beam Profile

With an aligned Kratky camera the horizontal profile of the beam

should have a trapezoidal shape. The length of both the homogeneous

section and the penumbra can be geometrically determined and compared l:o

that obtained experimentally. This was done as is shown in Fig. 16,

Due to the physical size of the detector (10 cm in length), the two

sides of the beam were obtained separately and super Imposed . The experi-

mental agreement with the theoretical shape is excellent.

B. Rocking Curves

A crucial test of the alignment is the comparison between the

experimental and theoretical rocking curves. This cannot be done with

a position-sensitive detector because for optimum resolution the full

width of the incident beam is only six to eight channels. This rela-

tively coarse measurement of the beam profile was insensitive to calcu-

lations of various predicted curves. At best, a geometric; prediction
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8.4 cm i

Fig. 16. Horizontal beam profile at the rear flange., • left-
hand side; right-hand side. The solid line is geometrically predicted,

of the beam size at the detector was compared to that obtained geomet-

rically. The width of the beam predicted and observed was 1.5 mm,

Despite this limitation, the data are sufficient to determine the cc n

troid of the incident beam to a fraction of a channel as is described

in the next section.

VI. DETERMINATION OF THE ZERO OF ANGLE

One characteristic of a Kratky collimation system is the asym-

metric profile of the incident x-ray beam. Because, of this the center

of gravity of the beam (i.e., the zero of angle) must be determined

experimentally. Using standard step-scanning equipment this can be

done easily by scanning through the beam with subsequent integration

and determination of the first moment of the profile. However, this

could not be done with the 1DPSD used in this study for two reasons.
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First of all, there was no easy method available for obtaining a beam

profile without disturbing the system due to the positioning of the

tungsten beam stop. Secondly, as mentioned previously, only six to

eight channels are subtended by the beam which permit only a coarse

integration of the profile. In addition to these, since the apparatus

was aligned at low power settings, the profile of the beam could change

during the power increase (28 kV, 30 mA) due to a focal spot heating.

Consequently, an alternate method using a scattering sample was employed.

The sample selected for this purpose was a dry, urany1—acetate

stained duck-tendon specimen. Stinson et al. 1 have shown that up to

seven orders of diffraction maxima were clearly visible in the low

angle region. A scattering profile obtained on the same specimen with

the apparatus used in this study is shown in Fig. 17. As can be seen

up to the eleventh order was visible. This pattern was obtained with

the vacuum chamber offset such that the tungsten hearo stop was well

below the incident beam. Instead, a piece of lend was used as an

1 » « » •

Fig. 17. Uranyl acetate stained duck tendon (with incident beam).



external beam stop. Subsequently, a main beam profile (nickel attenu-

ated) was obtained with exactly the same geometry without the sample

and lead beam stop. In this way the zero of angle could be calculated

by integration of the main beam profile and by an extrapolation to the

zeroth order diffraction peak. The two methods agreed to within 0.25

channel which corresponds to 0.05 mradian. This agreement is considered

to be excellent and thus permits this specimen to serve as a standard for

angular calibration. Experiments on this sample were also performed on

a step-scanning Kratky apparatus where a much finer integration of the

beam was permitted; agreement to < 0.006 mradian was found.

VII. NOISE LEVEL AND PARAS 3 TIC SCATTERING

The system's performance was charar tierized in three different:

ways. First of all, the apparatus should have a low noise level mid

minimal parasitic scattering, which are characteristic of: the Kratl^y

geometry. Secondly, the system's performance was compared to several

other existing cameras using samples of moderate scattering intensity.

Thirdly, the apparatus should be able to resolve weakly scattered

intensities.

One distinct advantage of a 1DPSD over a conventional step-

scanning apparatus equipped with a proportional counter is that, although

the electronic noise per unit time is approximately the same in both

cases, the 1DPSD distributes the noise over the entire angular range.

Therefore, if 100 channels were being used on the MCA the electronic

noise and background would be 100 times less per angular reading on the

1DPSD than with a conventional detector. Thin apparatus was found to
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have a total background (including electronic noise) of 1 to 3 counts /si

corresponding to a noise level of 0.01 to 0.03 count/s/channel

.

With the camera aligned as described abovp , the scattering curve

for the empty camera should exhibit an. extremely rapid drop in intensity

at very low angles, leveling off at the electronic noise , This charac-

terizes the parasitic scattering and coupled with the sli*- width sets

the experimental resolution. A typical blank run is shown in Fig. 18.

These results should be compared with the parasitic scattering curve for

O I 2

2© Imrod ) *'

Fig. 18. Parasitic scattering of modified

Kratky camera with 1DPSD.
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on was

. normal Kratky camera presented by Hendricks." It is clearly

that the pradomlnant parasitic scattering occurs belov 1 mradian. 11

ever. a 1« Intensity tailing off found to be present standing to

M Bril*. Th. exact origin of this could not be determined. It

c„„!d not be attributed to a misalignment since tb. intensity is mucb

ton lorn. In fact, beoaua. tb. electronic noise of tbe present system

u H^r than any detector previously osed on a Ktatby camera, » is

posaibl. that this effect Is present, but unresdvsble, in all c.merss

„„. possible e,pl.n.tio„ of the effect is that high energy radlsti - -

Ringing on the rear mall of tbe detector end fluorescing tbe aluminu

or impurities In .ith.r the aluminum or the beryllium wlndom. The H

resent radiation could be of an energy tba, mould be psased by the dis-

of the weak scatterers.

VIII. DEATV TIME CORKBCTTONS

n ii thp 1DPSD data. This

Dead-time corrections were applied to all

_ . r.anac itY of the detector nitd

correction is associated with th. countxng capacity

Hup to tlie total numbei

associated electronics in which counts are lost

i . „*- rt r- This is the standard

of events accumulated over the entire detector.

i nnnnfer Following Chipman 1
' the

correction applied to any proportional counter.

i - „f the ratio of an attenuated count

dead time, T, was found from a plot of the

n , rate fin) versus the total count rate

rate <I 0 ) to a nonattenuated count rate ^ 0 J

as shown in Fig. 19. The dead time is given hy

,t ^ (2)

x = (slope) /(R
t
- 1J

where R
fc

is the intercept at zero count rate For this system t - J'» \>s
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-3

Fig. 19- Data for dead-time correction by method of: Chipman. 11*

The count rate is in thousands/s

,

This correction, applied to the total number of rounts-, yield* a facto?

by which each channel intensity is multiplied indepcnder.1 of channel

number.

I
(3)

i.eorr 1 - II.t

where 1, is the observed counts and I is the counts in channel 1

i,o l »co"
corrected for the overall dead time, T, and ll

%
is the sum of all the

counts in all the channels used. This method of dead-time measurement

includes the effects of all components of the detector system including

those of the multi-channel analyzer. For the samples of interest in the

present investigations, the dead-time correction was not significant.



IX. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EQUIPMENT

The performance of the camera described in this report was

compared to that of other small-angle x-ray scattering instruments.

Scattering profiles frou several specimens were compared to those

obtained on: (1) the ORNL 10-m SAXS camera, 1 (2) a Bonse-Hart system, 10

and (3) in an international absolute intensity calibration project. 57

The specifications of the various samples are given In Table 2 along with

the system used for comparison.

Table 2, Sample Specifications for Jntercomparison Experiments

Sample
Description

Sample Identifi- cation

1

Thickness

(mm)

Transmission

Coefficient

n
o
0)
tA r l

Vt 0)

(d >
o- <u

&
oo

Comparison
to:

Polyethylene Marl ex, PE 1.26 0.367 Helat i ve Two -d iinensiona 1 pal t ei n

in point; collimat' ion 1

Polystyrene PS-3 1.002 0.217 Absolute lUCr project 17

Glassy carboi i GO 3 1.831 0.315 Rcl at 3ye IUCr project 17

Polyvinyl-
chloride

PVC 0.530 0.325 Absolute Bonse-Harl 10

Initially an attempt was made to place all the scattering profiles

on an absolute basis by measuring the power of the incident beam via the

multiple foil technique. However, in performing the comparison w.1 th fhe

ORNL 10-m SAXS camera using a polyethylene specimen the absolute inten-

sities were not in agreement. Therefore, the same polyethylene specimen

vas used as a secondary standard with subsequent calibration against a
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Kratky Lupolen specimen with satisfactory results. The d iscrepancy,

although disturbing, could possibly be associated with space charging

effects. This effect, as will be discussed later, arises when there

is a localized region of high intensity. As mentioned previously, the

incident beam is confined to six to eight channels on the MCA and even

with attenuation this localized beam is very intense.

Before discussing the various scattering profiles, the overall

power specifications of our device are compared to those of a normal

step-scanning Kratky camera and the OKNL .10 -m SAXS camera, 1 Table 3

shows this comparison. Column A contain* the specifications of the cur-

rent 1DPSD Kratky system, column 3 contains these same specifications

when the entrance slit has been normalized to that of the stop-scanning

Kratky in column 2, and column 5 typifies the power of the 2})PSD facility.

A. Comparison with the ORNL 10-m S'AXS Camora

A sample of Marlex (polyethylene) was used to compare the 1DPSD

system with the 2DPSD system. Before the comparison could be performed

the data from the 1DPSD system, as recorded in the MCA, had to be

reduced to yield the intensity profile as a function of scattering angle.

A FORTRAN IV program was developed to perform this task. Once the

angular Intensity was obtained, the data were desmeared to reduce the

data to that which would have been obtained with a pinhole geometry.

This was done using the desraearing procedure of Schmidt 20 assuming an

infinite slit-length geometry,*

*This assumption is valid because, as is seen from Fig. 20, the

scattering from Marlex decreases to essentially zero within 15 mradians.

while from Fig. 16 it is seen that the incident beam is constant to

35/1545 - 22 mradians.
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The comparison of the two scattering curves obtained on each

instrument is shown in Fig. 20. As can be seen, the curves differ by

up to 10%. Schelten and Hendricks 8 noted similar differences in a

previous publication. These authors outlined four possible sources ot

the discrepancies between the scattering profiles - (1) failure to cor-

rect the data for slit-width smearing, (2) systematic errors resulting

from nonsimultaneous detection, (3) systematic errors in the slit-length

desmearing procedure, and (4) nonuniformit ies of the sample, It Is to

be noted that the data obtained with the 2DPSD were not corrected for

colllmation errors, and because of the extent of the electronic resolution,

ttii I 1 J— » -—t-—I 1

5 10

29 (mrod)

Fig. 20. Scattering curves for Marlex (polyethylene)

as determined on the 10-m SAXS camera in point colllmation

(O) and on the present device, after colllmation correction
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these effects are not entirely negligible. The use ot position-sensitive

detectors for both runs eliminated the second effect. The possibility

of systematic errors in the desmearing procedure or nonunif orruity in the

specimen still remains. Despite the differences, the agreement should

be considered as being very good.

B. Comparison with a Bonse-Hart System

A polyvinylchlbride (PVC) sheet was used for this comparison.

PVC is a very weak scattered with a high attenuation factor (hie to the

high concentration of chlorine. The scattering ohserved from PVC arises

from two sources. The first, which is an angularly independent scatter-

ings is due to thermal density fluctuations, as discussed by Straff and

Uhlmann* 6 and Wendorff and Fischer. 21 Superimposed on this is a very

low-angle scattering arising from heterogeneities within the sample.

The purpose of this report is to recognize the presence of this low-

angle scattering and is not intended to determine the nature ot these

heterogeneit ies

*

The smeared data obtained with the 1DPSD is shown in Fig. 21

along with the data of Straff and Uhlmann

.

1

6

As can be seen, the 1DPSD

data agree in the outer regions of the scattering profiles; however, in

the very low-angle section the 1DPSD data lie slightly below the data of

Straff and Uhlmann. 16 In light of their work this angular dependent

scattering can be described by

I - c(l " c)V(Ap) 2exp(-R2h 2/3) (M



ion

DESMEAREO POL" V1NYLCHLORIDE

• STRAFF AND UHLMANN

A IDPSD

A A

I L L™ L.
30 40 l>0 SO

29(mir»uteo)

Fig. 21. Comparison of scattering from polyvf nylr.hj orido an
determined by Straff and Uhlmann 16 (•) on a Bouse- Hart camera and in f In-

present work (A) •

where c is the concentration of heterogeneities of radius K charac-

terized by an electron density difference relative to the matrix of Ap.

Since the PVC used in this study was purified and that of Straff and

Uhlmann was not, it is reasonable to expect that the two curves should

not be identical. However, simply by varying c and R , Eq. (4) can be

used to describe both curves.

It will also be noted that the data of Straff and Uhlmann extend

to smaller scattering angles than the data obtained here. This is a

result of the difference between the Kratky and Bonse-Hart apparatus- 22



However, the resolution lost by use of the Kratky camera is minimized

and is compensated by a higher intensity. It is concluded that the

1DPSD system developed here displays a very good agreement with the

Bonse-Hart apparatus.

C. rnmnzr10"" wtth 0ther Kracky Geometries

Probably the most critical comparison to he performed is that

between the 1DPSD and other Kratky geometries. Provided identical speci-

es and resolutions are used, there should he no discrepancies. *urh

a comparison was easily conducted using the polystyrene and a glassy

carbon sample prepared for the International Union of Crystallography*

s

Cohesion on Cryetallographic Apparatus Intentional Wofrct for the

Calibration of Absolute Intensities in SmalUAngU X-Bay Scattering -

described by Hendricks et al." Comparisons with both samples were per-

formed on the smeared scattering intensities to eliminate the possi Vi 1

i

of desraearing errors.

(a) Polystyrene Comparison

The polystyrene specimen (PS-3) scattering profiles obtained iron,

the 1DPSD and as published in the lUCr report are shown in Fig. 22. As

can be seen the two profiles superimpose. This result is reassuring and

indicates that any differences encountered with prior comparisons are

. . _ flft-ributed to other genuine sample
not due to the apparatus and must be attrinuc™

differences or to subsequent data treatment.
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t©

to
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IUC REPORT
IDPSD o
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)

Fig. 22. Comparison of scattering curves for polystyrene (PS-3)
determined by numerous investigators participating in an XUCx absolute
intensity project on a variety of instruments* 7

(flt) and that* obtained
in the present work (o) •

(b) Glassy Carbon Comparison

Up to this point the various specimens investigated scattered in

the very weak (PVC) to moderate (Marlex) range. A glassy carbon specimen

was chosen to study the effect of very strong first terers. The scatter-

ing from glassy carbon originates from a high concentration of voids,

and is among the most intense observed at very low angles.

Quite surprisingly, the spectrum obtained from the 10PS0 system

contained a scattering peak at approximately 3 mradians. This remit
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is in error because the well-established scattering curve from this

glassy carbon specimen (GC-3) is monotonically decreasing.
17 Repeated

experiments on the 1DPSD produced identical results. As will be dis-

cussed shortly, this peculiar spectrum of the GC-3 specimen ran be

attributed to space charge effects in the detector. Upon attenuating

the beam and counting for longer times, a glassy carbon spectrum was

obtained that had the same angular dependence of intensity as that of

the IUCr report17 (not shown here).

D . moments on tbe Comparisons

Despite the various problems encountered during the performance

tests of the modified Kratlcy collimation system with tbe UK* described

here. it has been shown that, provided sufficient care is tsfcen, the

results are essentially the same as those obtained on any other scattering

facility. Agreement was found with a very vide range of scnVler.n, speci-

mens on a wide and varied range of equipment. However, ss will be dls~

. , Q ovprr^cd when intense ncatl rrers are
cussed, extreme caution must be exerciser

being investigated.

*

X. SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS

w«r. effects in non-position- sensitive

The phenomenon of space charge eftecr

. , Mm* Basically,

proportional counters has been understood for some time.

j .nl nn the slowly moving posi-

when count rates are high in a localized region,

.- shield the anode, wire from the

tive charges created by a preceding event shiei

thus lowering the effective

electrons created in a succeeding event, tnu.

potential on the anode. This causes a decrease in the gas amPl,Hcat on



factor and a broadening of the energy resolution. A quant i t at ivc* theory

of this effect has been developed by Hendricks. ?& Although the effect

of space charges has not been worked out quantitatively for position-

sensitive detectors, qualitatively several effects on the spatial resolu-

tion are to be expected. First, a localized region of high count r-ite

(as would be expected at a Bragg reflection, for instance) will cause a

distortion of the normally radial electric field lines which will c;\ur.r

a focusing of the in-coming electrons toward the positive ion cloud

(Fig- 23). Such a focusing would he expected to distort 1 he r*hape of n

scattering curve. Secondly, the localized reduction in apparent pot enMai

RADIATION
INCIDENT ON
DETECTOR

—AV=>26 KV

Xe+

POSITIVE
ION

CLOUD

Fig. 23

DETECTOR
WIRE
(ANODE)

DETECTOR
CASING
(CATHODE)

Space charge effect: deflection of electrons
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between the anode and cathode is expected to cause a position-dependent

decrease in the gas amplification factor, thus causing an apparent loss

of photons due to energy discrimination.

We present below our first, experimental results demonstrating

the effect of space charge in iDPSDs. The sample used for this investi-

gation was a glassy carbon specimen (GC-3 t as described in ref . 17)

which at a source power setting of 28 kV and 30 mA had nn integrated

scattering of 200-250 k counts/s. The intensity profile is characterized

by an exponential increase in intensity nt very low angles.

The scattering curves shown in Fig- 24 were obtained under two

different conditions. Spectrum A (full circles) was obtained with the

full power of the main beam impinging on the specimen, whereas; with

spectrum B (open circles) the main beam was attenuated (* .1/80) with

nickel foils* The recording times were '> and 400 s, respectively, The

profiles were obtained so as to normalize the tail, region of the rm < r

As can be seen, the two profiles ate virtually identical except

in the 0 to 5 mradians region where the count rate is quite high.

At the smallest angles spectrum A has a lower count rate titan spectrum B

but at slightly higher angles then it exceeds B, and develops a maximum.

As discussed above and in detail by Hendricks^ 6 the initial, very signif-

icant reduction in the recorded intensity is the result of a change, in

the local electric field resulting in a count rate loss due to energy

discrimination. At somewhat higher angles (3—4 mradians), the intensity

of the distorted spectrum actually rises above that of the undistorted

,

low count rate spectrum. This can be accounted for by the focusing

effect of the space charge cloud (described above) attracting electrons
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SCATTERING ANGLE I2D, mroilsl

Fie 24 Scattering curves for glassy carbon as determined with

the present apparatus at two different integrated count rates. •

count time; O 400-s count time. The differences ore due t o space r.hai ge

effects.

from events which occurred at somewhat higher angles into the low-angle

region.

An Important point to be made here is that the excess intensity

observed at about 5 mradians with the 1DPSD would not be observed with

a normal step-scanning apparatus and a non-position-sensitive detector.

With the latter device the deflected electrons would still be included

in the accumulated counts at that angle, whereas with the 1DPSD the,,

deflected electrons are included in the total events occurring at another

position on the wire corresponding to another angle. Therefore, a con-

Id only experience a loss in intensity due solely
ventional apparatus wou
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to the apparent loss of photons caused by a change in the electric field

at the wire and their resultant rejection by the energy discriminator.

Aside from the effects described above, space charges can also

affect the determination of system dead tiroes. In the method of

Chipman15 the parameters of interest are the total count rate (l^) and

an attenuated count rate (l 0) . If a scatterer such as GC-3 is used to

obtain these parameters, then there can be losses in the count rates

due to the space charges. The ratio fro/lo) determined at high count

rates can he decreased considerably causing an erroneously high i

*

Figure 25 clearly Illustrates such effects. Uning only points at: the

I
-

i i i i « i12 3 4 5 6

COUNT RATE x
10"*

Fig. 25. Effect of space charge on dead
time experiment. Count rate in counts per second.



extreme ends of the curve leads to a dead time of 140 us rather than th

correct value of 14 us. This problem can be circumvented by using a

scatterer with a fairly uniform profile so that there are no areas with

extremely intense scattering.

XI. FILL-GAS EFFECT

The detector used in this study was filled with a mixture of

97% Xe—3% C3H5. The reason C3H5 (cyclopropane) was used as a quenching

gas. rather than C02 was because C3H6 is- a much faster quenching gas n'hi

leads to higher spatial and energy resolution. However, organic gas*

have a serious drawback in comparison to gasej* like 00% because they ai

decomposed and polymerized, especially at high gajs amplil ication. Wher

decomposition occurs, the detector wire is coated (usually not uniform!

with a dielectric carbonaceous material nnd/or carbon thus altering the

resistivity and diameter and reducing the electric field (locally) -1
1

consequently causing a drop in gas amplification of the incident <
1

-

trons in that region. When a discriminator is used, then this causes a

reduction in the count rate in the regions that are coated with the

decomposition products of the quench gas.- This was seen in the scatter

ing profiles of a series of blends of poly (p-iodostyrene) with poly-

styrene diluted in poly (p-iodostyrene) . In Fig, 26 profiles are shown

with and without this effect. This problem can be avoided by two dif-

ferent routes. If it is desirable to use fairly tight energy discrimi-

nators then the detector must be shifted physically such that the

coated area of the wire is below the beam stop. If the discriminator

setting is not critical, then the lower energy level can be decreased



Fig. 26

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

2© (mrod)

Poly (p-iodostyrene) : effect of fill-gas decomposition

and the window can be opened to allow all the counts of interest to be

acquired. In this way the effect can still be eliminated to pome extent

However, a possibly more desirable method is to use C02 as n quench gas

and apply a higher voltage to the detector to increase the resolution.
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XII. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The one-dimensional position-sensitive detector used in conjunc-

tion with a Kratky camera resulted in a small-angle x-ray scattering

facility with both high resolution and low parasitic scattering. The

facility was capable of resolving the scattering profiles of: weak scat-

terers, such as PVC, as well as very intense scntterers, such as glassy

carbon. During the course of this investigation several areas where pre-

cautions must he taken, not only with this facility but with posit ion

sensitive detectors in general, were discerne.<1.

As with most facilities and equipment, retrospective views pjve

rise to areas of improvement. The apparatus described here is nn dif-

ferent, and we make several recommendations below.

A. Fill Gas

As discussed in the previous sect Lon , the cyclopropane gas cou3 d

be replaced with CO2 to reduce the problems associated with deposition

of decomposition products on the wire. !ft is to be noted that ('(>;» also

decomposes at high gas amplification but at a much slower rate.

B. Detector Wire

Although not emphasized in this report, the wire used in the

detector described in Sect. II was a carbon-coated quartz fiber. A

serious drawback to this design is that the wire can easily be

destroyed by direct exposure to the incident beam. This will cause

a local evaporation of the carbon coating and consequently affect the

uniformity of the wire by changing the resistance at that point. If
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the wire is burned severely enough, this can cause a tot al tailure of

the detector. This problem is magnified with the use of a Kratky-typc

collimation system since the full power of the x-ray beam must be placed

close to the edge of the tungsten beam stop in order to achieve

resolution.

During the course of this study the detector was burned to only a

minor degree) in one position. This inhomogeneons position on the wire

was avoided by physically lowering this section below the beam stop.

However, ideally a detector wire that can withstand exposure* to live inci-

dent beam is desirable. At present, a detector equipped with n metal wire

which meets these requirements is in the final stages of development ami

testing.

C. Detector Resolution

The resolution of the detector used in this study was 400 urn and

necessitated the use of the extended flight path. A detector villi higher

spatial resolution would have been much easier to work with since the

flight path would have been shorter. This would make the system much

less sensitive to vibrations and other minor disturbances. Alignment

would be significantly easier. With the current geometry, alignment was

difficult due to the size and mass of the flight path. Small changes In

the positioning of the flight path caused significant changes in the

bridge alignment. With a shorter geometry, these problems would be

alleviated.
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APPENDIX I

Electronic Determination of Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution of the detector can be adjusted as follows,

With a radioactive source illuminating the detector, obtain a trace of

the bipolar output pulse frox the main amplifier at either end of the

anode wire, as illustrated in Fig. 27, Measure the noise level (N) in

rms volts with an RMS voltmeter with OV bias. Apply the bias voltage and
*

determine the slope of the pulse at crossover in volts/time Also

determine the sensitivity of the detector (S^) in time/length as the

product of the multichannel anal y ret rrmvernion 1 ac tor (channel s/1 1 ngl'h)

as in Fig, 9 (p. 13, this report) multiplied by the delay time per channel

(time/channel ) . (The latter may be determined by changing the delay on

the single channel analyzer and observing how many channels n given peak

in the scattering pattern is moved.) The ppatJa] resolution, P. f *; then

N (RMS)

1

V
N(RMS)

Fig. 27. Schematic of pulse shape from main amplifier ar ei

end of detector wire.
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R(RMS) - — * N *-~
.

c D

For the detector described in this report (at bias « -2600 V)

Mi mV,

S
D

*• 12 ns/mm,

S
c
~ 0.4 V/ps, and

R a 0.2 mm (RMS) or 0.5 mm FWHM*

Increase the bias voltage until the slope has Inrreaspd sufficiently to

achieve the desired value of R-

*FWHM * 2.35 a.
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INTRODUCTION '

During the course of assembling Kratky small angle x-ray goniometer

an attempt at alignment was made using the manual supplied. This

produced very unsatisfactory results and consequently the procedures

outlined here were developed. The alignment procedure consists of a

series of steps beginning with the initial alignment of the optical

bench rail. It should be noted that any alignment should begin here

since small maladjustments or movements of the rail can cause rather

complicated and
, perhaps , unsolvable problems at a step further on.

Unless an experimenter can rule out misalignment of the rail then it

is strongly advised that the rail be stripped of its various components

and the alignment begun from step one.

Throughout the course of the alignment one crucial assumption must

be made. That is, that the track of the horizontal scanning device

(HSD) is in a plane parallel to the plane containing the surface of

the optical bench rail. The reason this assumption is crucial is not

really associated with the alignment itself since one can produce a

collimated system oriented in whatever fashion one desires. However,

if the track of the HSD, and consequently the line of x-rays, is not

parallel to the rail then one can not use the scanning equipment supplied

with the system. A scattering profile must be collected in a direction

strictly perpendicular to the beam in order to correctly apply the

various dismearing routines. If the condition mentioned above is not

fulfilled then scattering profile can not legitimately be obtained.

As is evident the procedure consists of a series of steps labeled

with an appropriate number. This does not necessitate that the order
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and raising it so that the bridge system is approximately the same

height as the aperture on the x-ray tower. Bringing the entrance slit

to the midpoint of the x-ray port will accomplish this. Now, looking

down the optical bench from the end furthest from the tower (referred

to as rear of the optical bench) the bridge system is squared visually

with the x-ray tower mount. It was found that the low resolution

bridge system is best suited for this purpose.

Step II A . Vertical Beam Scan with V\

With the appropriate bridge system on the optical bench a vertical

scan of the beam is made. This is done by observing the intensity as

a function of dial setting on the fron leg, Vj • These data are plotted

and the vertical position that is least sensitive to slight fluctuations

is chosen. By selecting this position the stability of the beam

intensity is maximized so that drastic fluctuations in the incident

beam intensity are not observed.

The data for a 19 micron slit is given below.

Position, V] Intensity

32 2262

33 13438

34 35879

35 66221

36 72159

37 59396

38 47239

39 41714

40 38314

41 36971

42 36557

43 37370
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Position, Vi Intensity

44 38933

45 42360

46 49450

47 62863

48 83783

49 81884

50 52404

51 23429

52 6419

53 2809

The plot for these data are shown in Figure 1. Indicated also is

the position selected for the best vertical positioning.

The irregularity of the focal spot profile is due to the shape

of the filament and/or current variations along the filament in the x-

ray tube used to produce the electrons. Since the filament is a coil

the beam of electrons impinging on the copper target will not be homo-

geneous and will contain irregularities. Consequently, the x-ray

intensity across the target will not be homogeneous.

Step II B . Vertical Scan With V2

After the optimum position, i.e. the least sensitive position, of

V\ has been determined the frong leg is raised or lowered to this posi-

tion and locked in. Using V2 a similar scan was performed by adjusted

the rear of the optical bench. Again an insensitive position in the

profile (not shown) is determined and V2 is slit and locked in place.

Step II A is repeated and the previous setting is compared to the

newly obtained setting. If there is a wide discrepancy Vj is set and

locked at the new setting and Step II B is repeated. A comparison to

the old setting is made. These steps are repeated until reproducible
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settings with V
x
and V2 are found. When satisfactory reproducibility

is obtained the rail should be at a 6° take-off angle and in a position

that is not sensitive to small vibrations or fluctuations in the focal

spot

.

A convenient check on the take-off angle can be made from the

profile of the focal spot with V\ . The width of the vertical beam

profile is directly related to the size of the focal spot, the width

of the entrance slit, and the distance between the focal spot and the

entrance slit. The geometry is shown in Figure 2 and the calculations

are straightforward.

Step III : Tilt Adjustment of the Bridge System

Using the horizontal scanning device (referred to as HSD) and the

detector equipped with a pinhole mounted flush to its face, the beam

intensity is observed in the zero position of the HSD. This ensures

the experimenter that contributions from both sides of the slit will

be collected with equal weighting. In order to perform the remaining

part of the tilt experiment it is mandatory that there be two workers

present or that there be a rate meter visible to the worker while

adjustments are made. The procedure is as follows: By vertical varia-

tion of the front leg the entrance slit is brought out of the main beam

until the count rate is virtually nil. By reversing the direction,

the slit is brought into the main beam to an arbitrarily selected count

rate. This is strictly an arbitrary selection and 1 x (10 ) counts

per second proved to be adequate. The slit is then moved through the

main beam until the same count rate is found on the opposite side of

the beam. The two readings of the vertical position are recorded along
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be unchanged. For example the order of steps 1, 2, 3 can be rearranged

to 2, 3, 1 if desired. The sequencing listed here was the preference

of the authors but can be modified if one desires.

With the use of a one dimensional position sensitive detectors

(1DPSD) the basic camera alignment remains unchanged. Modifications

to use a one dimensional position sensitive detector can be found in

an ORNL-TM by Russell et al. (1).

The nomenclature used in this report was modified to be consistent

with that used by Anderegg et al. (2)

Alignment Procedure

Before entering into a detailed alignment procedure an overview

of the strategy used in alignment may assist the reader in understanding

why various steps were taken in the order as presented.

In brief, the overall task of alignment requires that the focal

spot be parallel to both the entrance slit and receiving slit and that

all three are symmetric about a center line in the camera. Consequently,

the camera was divided into three sections: the rail, entrance slit

collimation and the receiving slit geometry. Sections involving the

rail alignment address the problem of symmetry whereas the entrance

and receiving slit sections are concerned predominantly with the

homogeneity of the beam. Via this approach a systematic and rigorous

alignment of the apparatus can be achieved.

Step 1 ; Initial Alignment of Optical Bench

Before any sort of quantitative aligning can be done the optical

bench must be roughly aligned by eye. This can easily be accomplished

by placing the low resolution bridge system at the front of the bench
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with the difference and the tilt angle. The tilt angle is then changed

and the procedure is repeated with the distance traversed through the

beam being determined as a function of tilt angle. These data are then

plotted (path length vs. tilt angle) as shown in Figure 3.

.Lower tie 1gnu Upper Height Path Ditrerence Tilt Angle

30.7 55.3 24.6 3.6

30.9 55.55 24.65 3.7

31.0 55.25 24.25 3.8

31.05 55.15 24.12 3.9

31.15 55.2 24.05 4.0

31.2 55.3 24.10 4.1

31.1 55.3 24.20 4.2

31.0 55.35 24.32 4.3

The minimum in the curve is selected as the best tilt angle since

when the slit is parallel to the main beam the distance traversed

through the beam is at the minimum.

Since the scale on V\ is not calibrated to the tenths position

one can question the accuracy of these results. However, the results

were found to be reproducible and the subsequent homogeneity run bore

this out.

Alternatively, Anderegg et al (2) describe an alternate technique

which may be substituted for the above procedure. The slit which those

experimenters employed was not supplied with the camera and a suitable

replacement was constructed in this laboratory in .order to conduct the

tilt experiment as they prescribe.

Step IV A : Beam Homogeneity

The height and tilt determined in sections II and III are set by

tightening of the adjustment screws. The beam is then scanned horizontally
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to determine the width of the beam and it's homogeneity. If the intensity

of the beam is not constant across the width of the beam then the tilt

was not done properly and Step II should be repeated.

Step IV B : Beam Symmetry

Once homogeneity is obtained the symmetry of the beam about the

zero point on the HSD is determined. If the beam is not symmetric then

the frong leg needs adjustment or the back leg needs adjustment in the

horizontal plane. This is accomplished by adjusting Hj and H2 . It is

rather difficult to determine whether or H2 require adjustment due

to their peculiar pivot paints. Trial and error, although tedious was

the choice of attack. It will be found that accurate eyeing of the

rail (Step I) will yield fairly good results.

Once satisfactory symmetry is obtained in this position (± 5%)

the detector is placed ^ 30 cm down the rail and the symmetry is again

determined (± 5%). Adjustment of legs with the detector in this posi-

tion until symmetry is obtained should be minimal. Once symmetry of

the beam along the rail is found, then the set screws for the horizontal

positions are tightened. The results of this section are shown in

Figure 4.

Step V : Placement of the Bridge Beam Limiters

The beam limiters positioned just before the final bridge colli-

mator serve two important functions. First of all they restrict the

size of the beam to eliminate parasitic scattering arising from the

walls of the vacuum flight path. Secondly, coupled with the actual

size of the focal spot the limiters define the beam in the length

(horizontal) direction. The size of the limiters used in the apparatus

will determine whether or not an "infinite height" beam assumption can
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be used for dismearing purposes (this also depends upon the receiving

slit width and vacuum chamber length (3)). This will be discussed at

a later point.

In any event, the geometry of the camera should be schematically

drawn to facilitate the selection of the maximum allowable limiter

size. Once the desired size is selected care must be exercised in

placing them symmetrically about the center of the rail. Step IV B

should then be repeated to check for beam symmetry and homogeneity.

Figure 4 illustrates the symmetry that can be achieved with correctly

positioned limiters

.

An example of a schematic drawing is shown in Figure 5 as demon-

strated by Schaffer and Hendricks (4). Other examples can be found in

the Kratky literature (5)

.

Step VI : Sample Holder Placement

If a sample holder has been made for the system it is now placed

on the rail as close to the bridge system as possible yet in a reproducible

position. Care should be taken to make sure that the sample holder

does not interfere with the incident beam path as well.

Step VII ; Vacuum Chamber Placement

The vacuum chamber along with the micrometer dial is placed on

the rail directly after the sample holder. The placement of the vacuum

tube must be such that the axis of rotation of the chamber is centered

on the sample. This is easily accomplished by placing a wire through

the holes in the pivot point, or by placing a rod through the hole and

positioning either at the position of the sample center.
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Step VIII : Optimization Calculations

Hendricks and Shaffer (4) presented procedures for the calcula-

tions of the optimum parameters for use in the Kratky camera. A

detailed discussion of the optimization calculations will not be given

here and the reader should consult the report if interested. A sample

of the calculations are given below for the desired 200 nra resolution.

If the entrance slit on the camera at this point can not yield the

desired resolution then it should be changed with the homogeneity of

the beam being checked.

A = 52 mm Desired Resolution - 200 nm

W 2
= 60 mm emin = (26)min = X/d = 0.0007

W3 = 152 mm

L ±
= 200 mm

W2 (W 3 - A) Li em±nW
L
* = optimum entrance = ^ _ A) (L , + ^ _ ^ + ^ {L± + A)

= 22.6 M

[19 y slit used]

^ i ^*min
Wc * = optimum receiving = ^ ,= 51.4 u

slit width

2 Wc* = 102.8 y

[85 p slit used]

For the specific designations of the variables and for further elucida-

tion, the report by Shaffer and Hendricks (4) should be consulted.

Step IX : Tilt of Lower Portion of the Receiving Slit

With the Kratky apparatus in our laboratory, the lower section

of the receiving slit is permanently mounted onto the vacuum tube.

Therefore, the tilt of the vacuum tube must be adjusted to obtain a

parallel slit.
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In order to proceed correctly the detector must be so positioned

in the HSD so that the entire portion of the beam is visible. With the

detector (again with lead pinhole) fixed the vacuum tube is raised

and lowered to locate the beam. The vacuum chanber is then lowered

until the count rate is maximized and insensitive to further motion

(downward) of the vacuum chamber.

[Note: The upper slit must be completely raised so that it does not

interfere.

]

Setting the vacuum chamber in this position, the detector is raised

and lowered until a maximum in count rate as a function of the vertical

position of the detector is attained. The detector is then moved to

this maximum position, and is thus aligned with the main beam. With

the detector in its optimum position the tilting procedure can be con-

tinued. The HSD is placed at +5 mm and -5 mm and the vacuum chamber

is first raised, to completely block the beam, then lowered to a posi-

tion where an arbitrarily selected count rate is obtained. When the

position at +5 mm and -5 mm are equal then the slit is horizontally

aligned with the beam. If desired, then a plot of tilt angle versus

the differences between the +5 and -5 readings could be made with the

difference intercept corresponding to the proper tilt being determined.

The procedure used previously was to proceed by an observation

of the +5 and -5 readings and tilting to compensate until even readings

were obtained.

Step X : Alignment of the Upper Portion of the Receiving Slit

The detector, equipped with the make-shift pinhole, is placed at

the +5 mm or -5 mm position. The vacuum tube is placed vertically in
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a position where sufficient counts are obtained. It is advisable to

recheck the horizontal homogeneity of the beam before proceeding. This

is absolutely necessary for this final alignment.

With the detector and vacuum tube so placed the upper receiving

slit is brought down until the count rate is at background. The slit

is then reopened until a moderate, though not excessive, count rate is

obtained. This reading is then compared to the reading on the opposite

side, i.e. at -5 or +5. If the count rates are the same then the upper

slit is aligned. If not, then the upper slit must be tilted so as to

compensate for this difference. Since this tilt is not calibrated,

then the measurements are more or less a one shot deal. As will be

seen, there are two rather irritating aspects of the tilting procedure

and they are

:

1. The tilting screw used is extremely sensitive.

2. The screw has quite a bit of lag. The counting rates are

affected drastically by the slightest touch of the tilting

screw but return to their previous level with relaxation.

Once the tilt has been adjusted to the desired level there is no way

of locking the tilt into position and the alignment is essentially

finished. The detector is then placed into its attachment on the

vacuum chamber.

Step XI : Micrometer Dial Setting for Receiving Slit Width

Carefully the micrometer dial's ruby surface is brought down onto

the upper slit. This can be detected by movement of the needle on the

scale. When the needle reaches the upper range (near +40 - +50) the

slit is closed. If necessary the micrometer dial range is changed
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simply by relieving or adding pressure on the ruby, by raising or

lowering the entire assemblage. With the slit fully closed (background

count rate), the micrometer dial is brought to its lower range (-40 -

-50). The slit is opened to -30 u, i.e. a small amount, and a vertical

profile of the beam is found by plotting intensity as a function of

vertical position of the micrometer dial. A region in the profile

will be found where the intensity increases linearly with vacuum tube

displacement. For this experiment it is essential to work in this

region. The vacuum tube is placed at the lower region of this linear

portion as shown in Figure 6.

The principle behind the following experiment rests on the fact

that within this linear range, as the slit width is varied uniformly

(in a stepwise position), the increase in counts is simply additive.

If the intensity is plotted as a function of slit width a curved line

will result. However, if the preceeding intensity is subtracted from

total new intensity then the increase in intensity achieved will be

the same as the intensity of that range covered by a slit (fixed)

.

Since the intensity increases linearly with vertical displacement then

this difference should also increase linearly

.

Now, the slit is closed and the micrometer dial should be at the

lower end of the linear range. The intensity is then found as a func-

tion of micrometer dial reading and these data as well as the increase

in counts are plotted as a function of micrometer reading.

An example of this is given below.
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Micrometer
Dial Reading I AT

-55 0

-50 16 16

-45 40 24

-40 139 99

-35 691 552

-30 1767 1076

-25 3301 1534

-20 5426 2125

-15 8304 2878

-10 11737 3433

-5 15582 3845

0 20123 4541

5 25302 3179

10 30585 5283

The intensity difference curve is shown in Figure 7 along with

the extrapolation to zero count rate

.

As can be seen, the difference plot yields a straight line with

a slight region of curvature at the lower end. This curvature is

attributable to parasitic scattering. The linear section is extrapolated

to zero counts and the intercept is taken as the zero of the slit width.

The slit is then opened to the value of 2W
C
* calculated from the

optimization equations.

Step XII : Receiving Slit Limiters

From the sketch of the optics, the receiving slit limiters located

just before the receiving slit must be optimized. This is done by

including all rays from the sample but eliminating any rays due to

parasitic scattering from the edge of the vacuum tube entrance. Once

the optimum width of the limiters is found they are screwed into position
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Note: In order to accurately place these limiters in the front plate

must be removed. It is advisable to set the limiters in before any

alignment of the vacuum chamber is started. The screws to the limiters

are then rotated a known number of rotations until they are out of the

way for the alignment. Once the alignment has been accomplished the

screws to the limiters are rotated back the known number of rotations.

It is unfortunate that this must be done in this fashion but if

the plate is removed then the receiving slit alignment will be disrupted.

Step XIII : Stability Check

Due to the fact that vibrations will be experienced by the apparatus

during normal operations it would be advisable to subject the setup

to several mild vibrations and to check the alignment subsequent to

these shocks. Simply scanning across the length of the beam for

homogeneity will detect any changes in the alignment.

If it is found that these vibrations do cause changes in the align-

ment then the various locking bolts have not been adequately tightened

or there is some stress in the system that is being relieved. In any

case the camera should be re-aligned. During the course of any experi-

ments, vibrations and any other sort of disturbances should be minimized.

This point is alluded to later on in this report when the speed of

the stepping motor is being selected.

The intensity of the incident beam was monitored as a function of

time with the detector near zero degree in angle. This is shown in

Figure 8. The purpose of this was to determine the stability of the

intensity as a function of the normal vibrations experienced during a

run. The intensity was found to be constant to within ±0.7%.
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Desmearing Procedures

With the use of a Kratky camera the question arises concerning

the desmearing routines applicable. Is the infinite beam geometry or

the finite beam geometry applicable? What desmearing routines are more

preferable? etc. This section is designed to briefly outline the con-

cept of an infinite height geometry and to briefly discuss the various

desmearing routines.

In itself the term "infinite height" geometry is contradictory

since it is impossible for the x-ray beam to be infinitely wide. In

addition to this the term overlooks the extreme importance of the

receiving slit dimensions. Both the beam width and the dimensions of

the receiving slit must be considered.

In order to understand the phrase "infinite height" consider the

diagrams in Figure 9. Let lg one half the length homogeneous portion

of the beam at the receiving slit, 1q is one half the length of the

receiving slit, wc is the receiving slit width and lg is the distance

in the detector plane corresponding to the angle where the scattering

from the sample is negligible.

An x-ray beam is considered to be infinitely high when the contri-

butions to the sample scattering from the penumbra, i.e. the non-homo-

geneous part of the beam, is not detectable. This basically means that

the beam could be infinitely wide and it would yield the exact same

scattering profile. Therefore, as in Case I of Figure 8, l
g
+ l

c < lg

and the infinite height assumption is in vogue. However in Case II,

l
s
+ l

c
> lg and the assumption no longer applied.



As can be seen, there are three parameters that can effect this

assumption. If lc or l
g

is very large then one would expect the

infinite height assumption not to apply. Similarly for lg being very

small by using narrow beam limiters in the bridge. One can go even a

step further and consider angular ranges where the infinite height

assumptions holds as discussed by Hendricks and Schmidt (3). Indeed,

if one wishes to use the infinite height assumption these ranges must

be calculated to ensure oneself of the legitimacy. Various programs

exist, e.g. Vonk (6) and Schmidt (7) where the infinite height assump-

tion is used for desmearing

.

If for a given geometry the infinite height assumption does not

hold then the weighting function of the camera geometry must be cal-

culated in order to perform the desmearing correctly. This can easily

be done by the procedure outlined by Buchanan and Hendricks (8) with

subsequent numerical treatment of the smeared data. This weighting

function can be used exactly as determined in the procedure of Lake

(9), for example, or can be approximated by a Gaussian function and

used in the procedure outlined by Schmidt (7). Whichever course is

taken, care must be exercised in the use of the numerous desmearing

routines available in order to apply them in the correct situation.

Operations of Electronics

A. System Description

The Kratky goniometer at the University of Massachusetts is inter-

faced with a series of modules (Canberra Industries) for controlling

the scanning rate and counting characteristics for each scattering
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profile. Figure 10 depicts a very rough outline of the system now

being used.

The operator communicates with the system at the teletype by

sending a series of commands to the computer interface. Either the

driving motor or the counting system is activated to perform the desired

function. Once performed the interface then responds to the operator

by digitally displaying the result on the appropriate modular displays

and by simultaneously printing the result at the teletype. In essence

this is what occurs during a sample run. The remaining parts in this

section will describe the various addresses that are used with the

system as well as the proper method for performing a sample scattering

run

.

B. System Commands and Addresses

In the course of collecting the scattering profile of the sample

the operator must address various components in the system in order to

make the detector move to a desired angle and to collect an intensity

at that angle for either a preset count or time. The means of addressing

the system along with a sample command for each component is given below.

i. Axis Positoner

This device controls the motion of the stepping motor and

consequently the angular displacement of the detector. The address

is Pll. Following the address the operator must specify the desired

speed at which the motor should operate. These speeds range from a

slow (very slow) speed designated by a zero (0) to a very fast speed

coded as an eight (8). A speed of 5 or 6 was found to be the best

suited speed. This allows the time required to step to a desired angle
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to be reasonable while maintaining vibrations from the movements of the

motor at a tolerable level. The direction in which the motor should

move must be specified now. A zero (0) denotes the forward while a

one (1) denotes reverse motion. With the Kratky apparatus in this

laboratory the stepping motor occupies a position behind the camera

driving the angular displacement gear by a pulley. Because of this

positioning if one desires to collect scattering information at

increasing angles from zero then the zero is used. To return the axis

positioner to zero from a high angle the one (reverse) direction is

used.

Originally the axis positioner was designed to drive a stepping

motor in a 1:1 gear ratio with a goniometer. Consequently, the axis

positioner display runs from 00000 to 36000 corresponding to the degrees

on a circle. However, this is not the case with the UMass Kratky and

the axis positioner only serves to specify an accurate displacement

of the detector.

Note: The degrees displayed on the axis positioner do not equal degrees

in real space and must be correctly converted.

The method of converting the degrees displayed to the actual

number of degrees in real space is very straightforward. Let x be

the step size of the desired angular displacement, for example 00100

is one modular degree and 30525 is 305.25 modular degrees. The gear

on the Kratky was designed to elevate the vacuum chamber by 25 y for

each full rotation. The gear ratio from the stepping motor to the

Kratky gear is 7:5. The distance on the camera from the sample posi-

tion to the detector will be approximately 214 mm (the distance is
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specified on the vacuum chamber). Using this information, the angle

in real space is found by:

26 = tan-1 ((x) (7/5) (25) /214000)

= tan" 1 ((x) (35)/2.14 x 10 5
)

So that one modular degree corresponds to 0.1636 milliradians or 0.00937

degrees

.

There is no set rule to follow when collecting a scattering profile.

However, for various smoothing routines an even angular increment is

required. Generally one can collect data at increments of one or two

modular degrees until the scattered intensity is low. Then the angular

increment can be increased to every 10 or 20 modular degrees. The main

concern is to document the curves accurately so profiles with a maximum

require more documentation than monotonically decreasing curves. There-

fore, the angular increment finally selected will depend strictly on

the sample profile

.

Combining all the information mentioned in this section a command

to advance the vacuum chamber by 25 u in the positive angular direction

at a speed of six would be: P116000100* . The asterisk is required at

the end of every command to any of the components.

One very confusing aspect of the axis positioner is that a positive

angular displacement is recorded as a decrease in angular position.

This results from the fact that the 0 and 1 directions were juxtaposed

due to the positioning of the stepping motor. So zero of angle would

correspond to 36000. A positive displacement of 10.15 modular degrees

would be recorded as 34985,

Finally, what occurs when the axis positioner has stepped 360
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modular degrees, i.e. a display of 00000. This has absolutely no effect

on the motor and it will continue to make as many further displacements

in the forward direction as one desires. All that really happens is

that the display begins anew where 00000 corresponds to 36000. So if one

is at 00000 and commands the motor to drive 5 modular degrees forward

at a speed of six (P116000500*) the display will record 35500 at the

completion of the movement.

ii. Counter/Timer Address

The system is designed to allow the operator to collect

information up to a preset time or a preset count. Both the counter

and times are addressed with a "D" followed by a four digit number

where the first two digits specify the address. D41XY* and D42XY* are

address to the counter and timer ,
respectively. More specifically

,

D41XY* commands the system to count to a preset count of (x^lO^ and

D42XY* commands the system to count to a preset time of (x)*10y~^.

For example, a command of D4115* will activate the counting system

until 1 x 10 5 counts have been collected.

In either case when the counter or timer has reached its preset

level the display on the counter timer will record the preset count

or time and the corresponding time or count level accumulated.

iii. Printing Command

In order to obtain a record of the event that has just been

executed a command of R* is sent to the interface. In turn the inter-

face prints out the position, total counts and total time that are

displayed on the modules. This would appear as:

R*
05450 682024 05000
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This means that the axis positioner has displaced the vacuum

chamber by 305.5 modular degrees and has collected 682,024 counts in

50 seconds.

This response will automatically be printed on the teletype and

can be recorded on paper tape if desired.

iv. Writing Command

If by any coincidence the operator wishes to change the

display of the axis positioner without driving the stepping motor,

then the writing command can be used. The command essentially reads

Wll? 735450*. This addresses the axis positioner and states that what-

ever six digit number follows the question marks should be on the

display. The question marks are used to eliminate the speed and direc-

tion in the normal commands to the axis positioner . This command will

then erase whatever is on the display and replace it with 35450.

Performing a Scattering Experiment

A. Determination of Zero Angle

One characteristic of a Kratky small angle x-ray camera is the

asymmetric shape of the incident beam. This originates in the type of

collimation employed and necessitates the determination of zero angle

prior to each run. If the camera had a symmetric beam profile then

zero of angle would be equal to zero on the goniometer. However, it

is the center of gravity, i.e. the first moment, of the intensity profile

that determines where the zero of angle will occur. This will change

its position if there are any disturbances in the collimation system

or in the focal spot.
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The procedure is quite simple but requires approximately 1.5

hours to execute (predominantly in counting time). The detector is

brought through the attenuated incident beam to approximately 2 modular

degrees on the minus side. The position is then moved 1.5 modular

degrees forward so that now the detector is just about to enter the

beam. The previous maneuvers ensures the operator that all the machine

and gear lags have been taken up. Using the receiving slit that is

used during the actual scattering experiment the incident beam is

scanned at 0.25-0.50 modular degree intervals with a preset time of 100

seconds. Depending on the width of the entrance slit this will take

0.75-1.5 hours to complete. The beam is scanned until the detector is

just out of the incident beam and the scanning is stopped.

The beam profile is then numerically integrated by summing the

intensities, Eml^. This sum is divided by 2 and the beam is then

integrated step by step up to modular degree N until the sum is just

below half the total integral. This sum is called ErI^. The next step

integrated should place the sum above half the total integral. The

difference between lml± and Z^l± is found and this difference is

divided by the intensity value of the next point and multiplied by the

increment in modular degrees. This is then subtracted from modular

degree N (due to the decreasing angular reading) to determine the zero

of angle. This process can be written as

(ExIi/2-^Nli)
Zero = N - x A.

IN+1

With the zero of angle known the true angular position of the

axis positioner is known and is given by
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Where T is the true number of modular degrees from the zero position,

Z,
.

P is the reading of the axis positioner as it reads on the module.

The axis positioner is now stepped forward so that in reality the

detector will be on an even number or on an even fraction of modular

degrees from zero. Using the write command the true position is then

I
written on the axis positioner.

This is illustrated in Figure 11. The incident beam was scanned

from 360 modular degrees to 349.5 modular degrees in steps of 0.5

modular degrees. The beam was integrated yielding a total intensity

of 9,927,425. So ETI±
= 9,927,425 and (ETI 1)/2

= 4,963,712.5. A step-

wise integration up to 354.4 was performed yielding Ejj^i
= 4,436,156

where N = 354.5 modular degrees. The count at position 354.00 or

1^+1 = 945,321. So zero is given by

354<5 =
(
4363,712 5 - 4,436,156) x (Q . 5) = 354-22>

945,321

Since the detector is now at 349.5 then it is 349.5 - 354.22 or

5.72 modular degrees from zero. The axis positioner was then moved

0.28 modular degrees forward (P116000028*) and this placed the detector

precisely 6 modular degrees from zero. This was then written on the

positioner module as Wll??35400 .

Now the detector's position has been set and calibrated with

respect to zero and a run can be started after the attenuators are

removed

.

B. Running A Specimen

After the procedures outlined in Section A have been performed

the attenuators are removed and the sample is placed on the sample
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holder (double-stick adhesive tape can serve as an adequate support)

.

The specimen holder can then be screwed into place. At this point the

only tasks left to be done are to get the attention of the system

(typing a $!), loading the tape containing a series of commands and

begin reading the tape. The teletype should in the line mode and not

the local mode . There should be no preset time on the modules and the

preset count should read 96 . The run will continue until the tape is

removed at which time a new tape with a different series of commands

can be loaded or the run can be stopped.

Mention was made of loading a tape containing a series of commands.

The use of a tape allows the operator to let the apparatus run by itself

without the constant need of attention. In order to avoid having

reams of tape to perform one single run, a loop can be made that con-

tains the desired commands. This is easily made by splicing together

a tape using scotch tape to join the ends.

C. Parasitic Scattering Run

A parasitic scattering profile is basically an attenuated back-

ground run. Provided the counting times are the same this can be

directly subtracted from the sample scattering run and will remove all

contributions to the sample scattering curve from slit edge scattering

and electronic noise.

The run is performed in exactly the same fashion as a sample

scattering run only the sample is now placed just before the detector,

i.e. an absorbing position, rather than in the scattering position.

D. Liquid Scattering Run

In the course of examining the scattering from semi-crystalline

materials one is only interested in the scattering arising from the
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amorphous-crystalline electron density difference and the resulting

crystal-crystal interferences. Therefore, it is necessary to subtract

contributions due to thermal density fluctuations and dust scattering.

This can be done by melting the material and observing the scattering

arising from the melt. After subtraction of the parasitic scattering

the scattering profile from the molten material remains being composed

of dirt scattering and thermal density fluctuations. The latter

scattering is nearly angularly independent and can easily be subtracted

from the total remaining profile leaving only the contributions due to

dirt scattering. This should be directly subtracted from the sample

scattering profile assuming that the concentration of extraneous matter

does not change upon melting and that the sample expansion is small.

The latter assumption may not be strictly correct but can easily be

accounted for.

A composite scattering profile indicating all the various contri-

butions is given in Figure 12. The shaded section is the section of

interest when applying the various model calculations and in the calcula-

tion of the invariant.

Pulse Height Analysis

An assumption that has been implicitly made throughout this report

is that the radiation originating in the x-ray tube and subsequently

scattering is pure CuKa radiation. This is not the case however. The

spectrum of copper radiation coming from the tube is predominantly CuKa

and CuKg but this is superposed on a continuous "white" spectrum.

Within the collimation system there is a Nj_ filter which removes most

of the white radiation and the CuKB as well. However, there is still
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some high energy radiation as well as a distribution of energies around

the CuKa peak. So really the radiation being scattered is not mono-

energetic (monochromatic) radiation.

In order to circumvent this problem one can discriminate the radia

tion being collected in the detector. Since elastic scattering is of

interest the scattered radiation being analyzed should lie between

certain energy levels. Characterization of CuKa the energy levels of

incoming radiation can electronically be separated and discriminated.

The discrimination is easily done by observing the spectrum of energy

of the incoming radiation and placing the discrimination's energy level

and window width (in the differential mode) around the CuKa peak.

However, before this is done the gain on the detector as well as the

high voltage on the detector must be set so that the incoming pulses

can be seen. This is accomplished via a pulse height analysis as

described by Miller (11). For the geometry of interest the detector

was placed at the peak in the scattering profile of a styrene-butadiene

styrene block copolymer. This afforded enough radiation to perform

the analysis. The energy spectrum was observed as a function of

detector voltage (900, 1000, 1100 v) as well as gain. These spectra

are shown in Figures 12 a, b, c. An operating voltage of 1000 v with

amplifier gains of 4 (coarse) and 1.5 (fine) were selected. This

allowed an energy level of 3.5 with a window of 3.5 to be used on the

discriminator in the differential mode.
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Figure 9 -Infinite Height Assumption
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Figure 12 - Composite SAXS Profile
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